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Boosting Your Energy Options
New gas engines with two-stage turbocharging

Engine and Marine Systems

Power Plants

Turbomachinery
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You have unique energy generation goals. And we have the technology and expertise to ensure you achieve them – with a broad
portfolio of solutions that can be combined to meet your specific challenges. And now our portfolio is even bigger, and even better
– with the introduction of the MAN V35/44G TS and MAN V51/60G TS gas engines with two-stage turbocharging and a power
output range of 7.4 to 20.7 MW. Your benefit: maximum performance, lower emissions, greater flexibility and greater efficiency.
Discover the power of turbocharged MAN gas technology at www.mandieselturbo.com
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EDITOR’S NOTE
WELCOME TO ANOTHER packed
edition of Technical Review Middle East.
In this issue we explore developments
and trends affecting the regional power
industry in our annual industry review
(p22). We take a detailed look at the
improving economic situation in Egypt
(p14) and consider ways in which
countries throughout the Middle East
could effectively tackle ever-growing
waste management problems (p28).
Our annual Genset Buyers’ Guide (p78)
offers a comprehensive list of industry
suppliers and manufacturers working
throughout the GCC region, while we
present the latest updates on
developments from across a range of
industry
sectors,
including
fall
protection (p36), glass (p42) and data
storage (p46). We also look ahead to Big
5 Kuwait (p70), Saudi Build (p74) and
PowerGen Middle East (p76).
At Technical Review we always
welcome readers’ comments to
trme@alaincharles.com
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Market News

Briefly
Jindal Shadeed set to
commission rolling mill
in Q4 2016

soHar-basED JinDal sHaDEED
iron and steel Company’s rebar
rolling mill project, with production
capacity of 1.4mn tonnes per
annum (MtPa), will be
commissioned in Q4 2016.
Cold trial of the mill is expected in
october this year, according to
Jindal steel and Power limited
(JsPl), the indian company which
owns the oman plant.
in its financial results for the
quarter ended 30 June 2015, JsPl
said that its oman operation
continued its robust performance
during the first quarter. “at the
oman plant, billet and rounds
production increased to 0.25 metric
tonnes (Mt). similarly, sales and
EbitDa on a year-on-year basis
grew by six per cent and nine per
cent respectively,” JsPl said.
last november, indian media had
reported that JsPl was considering
listing its oman-based whollyowned subsidiary on the Muscat
securities Market (MsM) to raise
around us$500mn.

Aluminium Bahrain seeks
credit rating ahead of
funding for line expansion

aluMiniuM baHrain (alba) is
seeking a credit rating before it
approaches banks to raise
us$3.5bn for its line 6 expansion,
reuters reported. in June this year,
the company had secured
government approval for the
expansion plan of its facility, which
would boost its annual output by
514,000 tonnes to 1.45mn tonnes.
the company was considering a
range of options to fund the
expansion, including loans, export
credit agency finance and a capital
markets transaction, said the
Reuters report.
“We will be looking at the funding
mix in conversations with our
financial advisers, but no decisions
have yet been made on how this
important project for alba and
bahrain will be financed,” stated
the report, quoting an unnamed
alba official.
Construction of the project, which
will make alba the largest singlesite aluminium smelter in the
world, is expected to start in 2016,
and production from the new line
will begin from 2019.

Track laying on Saudi rail network edges closer to completion

ConstruCtion of rail tracks between usfan
and Medina, as a part of the Haramain High speed
rail Project, has been completed, sources close to
the project have told a local newspaper. the 350
km stretch of the railway track, which passes
through King abdullah Economic City in rabigh,
has 70 bridges that intersect major roads, the
sources revealed.
sleepers have been laid down for the tracks
between rabigh and Jeddah and the airport
bridge will be linked to the new direct road
leading to Mecca, the sources said. Construction
of a bridge across the Haramain Expressway
linking the Jeddah train station in sulaimaniyah
District is also progressing well, they added.
all bridges on Haramain road have been
demolished and new structures constructed in
their place. several bridges in Mecca, including a
1,500 metres long and 70 metres wide bridge on
the third ring road, are under construction.
it has also been revealed that a test run would
be carried out on the entire stretch of the rail
network before the end of the year. the
Haramain Express train had already completed a
successful test run on a 100 km stretch between
rabigh and Medina. that 100 km stretch and the
350 km of tracks that have been laid make up the
entirety of the 450 km high speed rail link that
connects the holy cities of Mecca and Medina via
Jeddah and rabigh.
the Haramain trains will be equipped with the
latest signalling and communications system and
provide the safest mode of high-speed rails with
the latest techniques.
Pandrol CDM track has won a contract to supply
its CDM-Qtrack embedded track system for
installation at the stations on the tracks. in this

Talgo will supply the same trains to Haramain that are currently
used by Spain’s Renfe. (Photo: Carlos Teixidor Cadenas/
Wikimedia Commons)

track form, the rail is continuously supported
without fastenings, which avoids the need for
difficult tamping operations within the stations.
the contract covers a total of 17 km of the
network, and installation is scheduled to begin in
Q4 2015.
ana Pastor, spain’s minister for public works
and transport, expressed satisfaction with
progress on the project during her visit to Egypt
for the inauguration of the new suez Canal. she
said that the project, being built by a spanishsaudi consortium of 14 companies, is going
according to schedule and that it would be
completed by the end of 2016.
the network is expected to become fully
operational next year, reducing the travel time
between Mecca and Medina to less than two
hours. trains on the electrified double-track lines
will run at speeds of up to 300 kmph and the
network is expected to carry three million
passengers per year.

UAE utility inaugurates power plant in Umm Al Quwain
THE UAE FEDERAL ELECTRICITY and Water
Authority (FEWA) has announced the
commissioning and inauguration of a
US$35.4mn power plant in Umm Al Quwain.
The plant forms part of the federal

The third phase of the project will start by October 2015.
(Photo: Philip Lange/Shutterstock)
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government’s plans to expand the country’s
transmission and dispatch network in order to
meet the Emirates’ energy demands which,
fuelled by the growing economic activity, are
constantly increasing.
Mohammed Saleh, director of FEWA , said
that the 270 MVA and 132/33/11 kV station is
part of the second phase of the plan to expand
power stations in the northern parts of UAE.
“Completed in 30 months, the new station
will cater for the present and future
developmental and industrial demands in the
Emirate of Umm Al Quwain through 2021,”
Saleh added.
Saleh also revealed that FEWA will launch
the third phase of the electricity network
expansion within the next two months. The
third phase of the project will be undertaken
at a total cost of about US$408mn.
www.technicalreview.me
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Market News

Briefly
Egypt seeks funding for
two power projects

EGyPtian ElECtriCity HolDinG
Company (EEHC) is in talks with
banks to secure financing worth
us$525mn. the money is required
to resume work on two power
plants. one of them is in assiut,
located about 320 km south of
Cairo, and the other is in Damietta,
about 200 km north of the capital.
state-run EEHC is seeking the loan
from a banking consortium to also
pay off its dues to the contractors
working on the two plants,
orascom Construction and General
Electric, reported Amwal Al Ghad.
the report went on to say that
EEHC had recently received
financing from banks to the tune of
us$521mn, which was dedicated
for carrying out construction works.
three units out of a total eight at
the assiut plant are expected to be
operational in the first phase, and
will produce 375MW.
orascom Construction has
already completed the first phase of
the Damietta power plant with a
capacity of 250MW.

Al Gharbia Pipe Company
to open new facility

abu DHabi Ports has signed an
agreement with al Gharbia Pipe
Company to open a new pipe
manufacturing facility at Khalifa
industrial Zone abu Dhabi (KiZaD).
the agreement will see the
company invest a projected total of
about us$300mn for the new
facility, which will be spread over
200,000 sqm.
al Gharbia Pipe Company expects
the facility to be completed by
March 2018. the plant will employ
more than 370 workers and
produce up to 240,000 tonnes of
steel pipes a year.
the company will utilise abu
Dhabi’s highway network to enable
the movement of large loads and
structures to the city and
throughout the rest of the emirate.
Jamal salem al Daheri, acting CEo
at senaat, an industrial holding
company, expects the agreement to
provide a significant supply chain.
“by housing our production
facilities at a strategic location like
KiZaD, we will be able to utilise a
range of world-class services and
infrastructure, allowing us to
improve delivery time and service
to our customers,” he said.

Iran to increase renewable energy capacity

in a MovE to diversify its energy
Iran wants to reduce its reliance on
mix and to increase its renewable
energy generated by hydrocarbons.
energy capacity, iran plans to
(Photo: Phattana Stock/Shutterstock)
generate 5 GW of renewable
energy by 2021. the plan was
revealed by aarash Kordi,
managing director of iran Power
Generation, transmission and
Distribution Management
Company (tavanir).
speaking at a conference on
generating electricity and clean
energy from city wastes, Kordi
said that the country needs to pay
more attention to producing new
and renewable energies, which
currently provides power for just one per cent of the country’s total energy consumption.
Cities with the capacity to produce 200 tons of garbage a day have the ability to commission a garbage
incinerator power plant. Kordi said that tavanir will offer special support for the construction of such
power plants. He added that a new directive from the country’s Energy Ministry guaranteed purchasing
of generated electricity, which would assure investors of a return on their capital.
in anticipation of the finalisation of iran’s nuclear deal with world powers, many countries are looking
to enhance cooperation with the country. in early august, spain signed an agreement with iran to boost
cooperation in iran’s renewable energy industry, and will extend technical cooperation in the design and
manufacture of renewable energy equipment.
the agreement was signed between sunir, an iranian exporter of electrical equipment and spain’s
bester, a renewable energy project developer. bester will work as a consultant to sunir on various
technical aspects of renewable energy generation for 18 months. after that, the two companies are
expected to jointly develop renewable energy projects in iran. the contract is aimed at transferring the
technology of producing renewable energy equipment to iran.
iran expects German companies to invest in a wind energy project being developed by Development
Environment arvand, a German-iranian renewable energy developer, which is planning to set up a 46
MW wind energy project in the Khuzestan province, in southwest iran. the project is expected to require
an investment of us$48mn, and iran expects German companies to meet most of that requirement.
turbines for the project would be supplied by vestas Wind systems of Denmark and China-based
Goldwind. the project is expected to be commissioned by the middle of next year.
Due to its geographical position, iran enjoys enormous potential for the production of different kinds
of renewable energies, including geothermal, solar and wind power. the country is also planning to
generate 700 MW from biopower plants by 2020.

Saudi Arabia extends Pöyry’s desalination project contract
SAUDI ARABIA’S SALINE Water Conversion
Company (SWCC) has awarded Pöyry with a two
year extension to the engineer services
assignment for the Ras Al Khair power and
desalination plant in the Kingdom.
The project started in November 2010 and is
scheduled to achieve full power and water
production by the end of 2015. Finland-based
Pöyry will continue to support SWCC to finalise
the project until the preliminary acceptance by
the client in May 2016 and will act as warranty
engineer until May 2017.
The scope of work includes the design review,
project management and site supervision on
behalf of the client. Pöyry currently has more
than 60 employees on site supporting the
construction and commissioning of the plant.

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Four 2015

The Ras Al Khair plant is crucial to
Riyadh’s water supply. (Photo: shao
weiwei/Shutterstock)

The Ras Al Khair facility, a combined power
and desalination plant, is the largest facility of
its kind in the world. It converts more than one
billion litres of seawater into potable water
every day. It also produces 2,400 MW of power
for Saudi Arabia’s Eastern Province.
www.technicalreview.me
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Developments

ON THE WEB

A round up of the leading developments and innovations recently featured on Technical Review Middle East’s online portal.
To read more or to stay up to date with the latest industry news, visit www.technicalreviewmiddleeast.com

IFC power deal for North Africa

IFc, a MeMBer of the World
Bank group, has increased its
investments in large-scale
infrastructure projects in north
africa and across the Middle east.
IFc sealed a deal on a
us$208mn debt package to
finance the construction of seven
solar photovoltaic plants in Jordan.
The deal will lead to financing of major
“With demand for
solar and wind power project across
infrastructure, especially power,
the region. (Photo: Vaclav Volrab)
rising rapidly every year in the
region, these projects demonstrate the importance of the private
sector in increasing capacity and boosting renewable energy
generation,” said Wiebke schloemer, regional industry head of
infrastructure in europe, the Middle east and north africa for IFc.
www.technicalreview.me/power-a-water

Firms to bid for port expansion

InternatIonal engIneerIng consultancy firms have been
considering bids for a contract to study and design the Phase 3
expansion of Port of salalah on behalf of oman’s Ministry of
transport and communications.
three new container berths, new government berths, a
dedicated cruise terminal, expanded breakwater arms and a new
approach channel have been planned for implementation as part
of the expansion.
touted to be the largest upgrade since the port came into
operation in 1998, the Phase 3 expansion is expected to cost
several hundred million dollars to implement.
www.technicalreview.me/logistics

UAE and India sign trade deal
the uae has agreed to enhance its
investments in India to us$75bn,
including the establishment of a
dedicated infrastructure fund, while the
two nations will also aim to raise bilateral
trade by 60 per cent in the next five years.
While deciding to elevate the India-uae
relationship to a comprehensive strategic
partnership, India Prime Minister
narendra Modi and crown Prince of abu
Dhabi, hh sheikh Mohamed Bin Zayed al
nahyan, have also agreed to facilitate
participation of Indian companies in
infrastructure development in the uae.
www.technicalreview.me/construction

Narendra Modi, who recently
made the first visit to the UAE
by a sitting Indian Prime
Minister in 34 years.
(Photo: arindambanerjee)
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HOCHTIEF ViCon awarded BIM contract
HOCHTIEF VICON WILL implement, manage and execute BIM
on the central section of Ashghal’s Inner Doha Re-sewerage
Implementation Strategy — IDRIS MTS02 — in Qatar.
The contract was signed with a joint venture consisting of Al
Sraiya Strabag for Roads and Infrastructure, HOCHTIEF Solutions
ME and Petroserv.
The construction of the 14.7 km-long central tunnel section with
related access and workshafts forms part of Ashghal’s
US$2.75bn key programme to provide a long-term wastewater
treatment solution and vital drainage infrastructure for southern
parts of Doha. The scheme will include a major deep tunnel
sewer network and advanced sewage treatment works, and will
provide a long-term wastewater treatment solution to serve the
needs of Doha, Al Wakra and Messaieed.
www.technicalreview.me/power-a-water

Successful launch for satellite

eutelsat coMMunIcatIons has
confirmed its eutelsat 8 West B satellite has
successfully been put into orbit.
to be used to broaden the range of tV
channels available to 52 million homes
across the Middle east and north africa, the
5.8 tonne satellite was launched by an
ariane 5 rocket from its base in kourou,
French guyana.
eutelsat 8 West B partially deployed its
solar panels four hours after separation from
the rocket – a manoeuvre followed by three
firings of the satellite’s apogee motor to
complete its climb into geostationary orbit.
www.technicalreview.me/it

The satellite was launched
on an Ariane 5 rocket.
(Photo: Eutelsat_SA)

Increasing the focus on health and safety

WIth WorkPlace health and safety becoming a key priority for
gcc governments, organisations across all sectors need to have the
right strategies in place and ensure best practice.
the new chair of the Institution of safety & health (Iosh) uae,
ahmed el hadidi, said, “Despite the variations, we can say that there
is progress on awareness and implementation. the maturity level
depends on each country, but in general there is a positive trend
towards a conscious attitude in considering employees’ and
workers’ health and safety.”
While great strides have been made in recent years to ensure
better hse conditions for workers and the public, it is essential that
modern health, safety and environmental management be fully
incorporated and integrated into businesses.
www.technicalreview.me/hse
www.technicalreview.me
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EXECUTIVES’ CALENDAR 2015
SEPTEMBER 2015

6-7

14-16
14-16

Middle East Health & Safety Forum

5-8
6-7

25-27
26-27
27-29

Materials Handling Middle East

DuBaI

www.big5kuwait.com

Power-Gen Middle East

aBu DhaBI

www.power-gen-middleeast.com

Project Iraq
The MENA Mining Show
HR Forum: Oil & Gas
Power Qatar Summit

23-26
23-26
23-26

www.materialshandlingme.com

erBIl

www.project-iraq.com

DuBaI

www.hrforumoilandgas.com

DuBaI
Doha

www.terrapinn.com

www.powerqatar.com

Saudi Mining & Minerals

DuBaI

www.saudi-mining.com

ARABAL

DaMMaM

www.arabal.com

NOVEMBER 2015

15-17

www.hse-forum.com

kuWaIt

Big 5 Kuwait

OCTOBER 2015

4-6

DuBaI

The Big 5 Dubai
PMV Live
Middle East Concrete

DuBaI

www.thebig5.ae

DuBaI

www.middleeastconcrete.com

DuBaI

www.pmvlive.com

Readers should verify dates and location with sponsoring organisations, as this information is sometimes subject to change.

Egypt in focus at power industry event

egyPt, as those who have read our country analysis piece earlier
in the magazine will know, is enjoying something of an economic
renaissance at present. one show hoping to take full advantage of
that fact is electrix, which is this year celebrating its 25th
anniversary.
set to take place at cairo International convention centre from 68 December 2015, the event will bring together representatives
from across the country's power industry, as well as play host to the
solar energy Investment and Development conference (seIDc) – the
first conference dedicated to the solar energy industry in egypt.
Jointly organised by egytec and Informa exhibitions, exhibitors will
consist of a broad range of manufacturers, suppliers and
certification bodies from across the nuclear, renewables, general
power and water sectors.
the event, egypt’s largest power industry event and a partner
event of Dubai’s international power trade show Middle east
electricity, will look to provide visitors with access to a large number
of local, regional and international energy and environmental
technology material suppliers and distributors.
the event will be co-located with MeFsec, where a host of
technologies and products from across the fire, safety and security
industries will be on display from leading suppliers and
manufacturers. Meanwhile, elsewhere in the exhibition centre,
solar-tec will be giving visitors the opportunity to find the latest
opportunities within egypt's growing solar power market.
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Four 2015

Extracting Saudi opportunities
MINING MACHINERY AND
equipment firms will head
to Saudi Arabia in late
October for Saudi Mining &
Minerals 2015, which will
take place at Riyadh’s Al
Faisaliah Exhibition &
Convention Centre.
The event will bring
Mining has been declared as Saudi Arabia’s
together exploration and
third economic pillar by the country’s
extraction companies, as
government. (Photo: kaband)
well as financing and
industrial development firms, all looking to make the most of
opportunities in the kingdom's burgeoning mining and minerals
industry, which has been declared by the government as the
country's third economic pillar.
Formerly known as Mining Arabia, the show will be held under
the Patronage of H.E. Ali bin Ibrahim Al-Naimi, Minister of
Petroleum and Mineral Resources, and will be supported by
Ma’aden, whose showpiece stand will be surrounded by its key
stakeholders and procurement partners.
Alongside the exhibition, the Saudi Mining & Minerals
Conference will take place in partnership with Ma’aden, the
driving force behind Saudi Arabia’s status as a global mining
business and marketplace.
www.technicalreview.me
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Used equipment and technology comes to life at Karlsruhe exhibition

More than 300 exhibitors and
5,000 trade visitors were on site for
usetec, the world trade fair for
used technology and equipment.
the event was supported by
resale and took place at Messe
karlsruhe, germany, in april 2015,
attracting buyers from 92 countries.
Fuelled by positive economic
conditions, the three-day industry
platform saw a large number of
sales completed or in the pipeline,
according to the event's organisers.
More than two-thirds of buyers at
the event travelled from abroad, of
whom some 20 per cent hailed from the
Middle east, all looking to take advantage of
opportunities in the global market for used
equipment and machinery.
With close to 90 per cent of visitors to
usetec 2015 involved in making purchasing
decisions within their companies, exhibitor
and visitor feedback was overwhelmingly
positive with many participants noting the
quality of the event.

www.technicalreview.me

ahead of recent breakthrough
nuclear negotiations, Iran was the
best represented country at usetec
2015, ahead of turkey, India, egypt
and nigeria.
“Iranian companies and
infrastructure are in need of
modernisation,” said BDex’s gregor
Wolf. “Iran is an exciting market, not
just because of its size, but also
because it has a diversified economy.”
thomas nessel, used machinery
sales manager for Joseph Vögele ag,
noted, “We received a lot of
enquiries from Iran even on the first
day of the trade fair, and one of the
interested parties bought one of the largest
road pavers.”
For the first time, the organisers have
offered exhibitors the chance to rebook
stand areas for usetec 2016, with several
already taking advantage of the service.
usetec will return next year, supported
once again by resale, and taking place at
Messe karlsruhe from 25-27 april 2016.

USETEC, the world trade fair for
used technology and equipment,
drew hundreds of visitors from the
Middle East. (Photo: NooScapes)

“our member companies commented on
the high quality of the visitors coming to
their stands,” remarked ton Matena,
president of the european association of
Machine tool Merchants (eaMtM).
“they were all customers genuinely
looking for machines. I sold three processing
centres to an Indian dealer colleague and
another processing centre to a german enduser,” he added.
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Urbanisation, a growing workforce and a burgeoning
middle-class are all contributing towards growth in
the Egyptian economy. (Photo: kainsaw)

New beginnings
in Egypt
As Egypt starts attracting huge amounts of foreign direct investment, Moin Siddiqi examines how the market could
provide lucrative openings for all types of service providers.

“It’s a big market,
with a growing
population; the
local market is
large and the
location is
excellent for
reaching further.”

HE ARAB WORLD’s most populous
nation is once again attracting
mega investment projects, helped
by a return to stable government and
business-friendly policies.
“Egypt is a very exciting economy and
once the completion of the political
roadmap and the necessary economic
reforms are in place, we will witness
sustainable growth in the economy. Egypt
continues to feature strongly as one of the
HSBC Group’s 19 global priority markets,”
said HSBC earlier this year.
Over the past year, companies from the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) – along with
their respective governments – have played
a pivotal role in the re-emergence of Egypt
as a leading foreign direct investment (FDI)
destination. Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the

T
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UAE are major foreign investors – the latter
alone investing US$14bn in Egypt. Real GDP
growth in fiscal year (FY) 2015 is projected
to reach 4.3 per cent and should increase
further thereafter (see table 1), driven by
upturns in services and manufacturing and
fiscal stimulus – thanks largely to ‘colossal’
Gulf inflows, totalling some US$20bn
through a mixture of central bank deposits,
cash and in-kind grants, and project aid.
Egypt was ranked the No.1 destination
country in the Middle East and Africa by
capital investment, with US$18bn worth of
FDI projects announced in 2014, while the
number of greenfield projects rose 42 per
cent to 51, according to London-based fDi
Markets in June 2015. UAE-based investors
launched about twice as many projects as
in 2013.
www.technicalreview.me
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FACT FILE:

Table 1: Egypt’s Macroeconomic Indicators (2012-2017)
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) US$bn

2012

2013

2014

2015

257.3

271.8

286.5

310.8

National Investment Ratio % of GDP

16.4

14.2

14.0

15.3

Overall Budget Deficit % of GDP

10.6

13.7

6.1

6.8

Real GDP Growth Rate % (year-on-year)
Annual Inflation Rate (period average)
Gross Domestic Debt % of GDP
Fuel Subsidies % of GDP

2.2

8.6

75.0

2.1

2.2

4.3

Forecast
2016
344.2

382.2

15.8

16.5

4.7

5.0

6.9

10.1

11.0

10.5

10.0

82.4

87.0

87.8

87.7

87.2

12.8
6.3

11.3
3.4

10.5
3.1

10.1
2.7

Merchandise Trade Balance US$bn

-34.5

-31.5

-33.8

-35.4

-37.5

-40.1

Official Forex Reserves US$bn

15.2

14.5

16.3

18.7

21.2

23.8

6,031

4,192

4,783

6,900

7,917

9,555

Overall Balance of Payments % of GDP
Import Cover (in months of total imports)
Foreign Direct Investment (net) US$mn
External Debt % of GDP

-4.4

2.7

13.4

0.1

2.5

16.0

0.5

2.8

16.1

Sources: World Bank, International Monetary Fund and World Investment Report 2015 (UNCTAD).

One observer remarked, “It’s a big
market, with a growing population; the
local market is large and the location is
excellent for reaching further. The
economic situation is improving all the
time, and there are duty advantages for
GCC and COMESA (the Common Market for
Eastern and Southern Africa) countries
wanting to do business here.”
With strong demographics, chiefly
urbanisation, a growing workforce, a
burgeoning middle-class, natural wealth
endowment, as well as infrastructure needs
and geographical location being situated in
the centre of a triangle formed by Europe,
Africa and the Middle East, Egypt remains a
strategic choice for transnational
corporations. Preferred sectors for Gulf
investors include construction, hospitality
and real estate.

0.3

3.1

16.3

1.0

3.2

17.0

Population: 83.3mn (2014);
GDP per capita: US$6,579 (2014);
GDP (PPP): US$553.6bn;
FDI stock: US$87.88bn (2014);
Mobile penetration (% of population
with mobile access): 101.8 per cent;
Sovereign credit rating: Moody's
Investors Service (B3); Fitch Ratings (B),
with a stable outlook.
Proved hydrocarbons reserves
(end-2014): Oil 3.6bn barrels; Natural
gas 65.2 trillion cubic feet.

2017

0.6

3.3

15.3

The conference – in which 121 capital
projects across key sub-sectors were
showcased (see chart 1) – culminated with
the signing of sizeable FDI deals worth
US$36bn, securing bilateral funding
pledges of US$24bn, plus a further
US$12.5bn in investment from GCC states
as well as other foreign inflows (project
financing, credit facilities and official
development assistance).
The World Bank announced doubling its
annual fresh lending to reach US$4bnUS$5bn over the medium term, and the
Islamic Development Bank signed six
agreements worth US$3.9bn with the

Table 2: Egypt's Top 10 Investors (2007-12)

UAE
UK

Italy
US

China
India

Saudi Arabia

(By most capital invested)
FDI
Jobs
(US$mn)
created
23,811
5,302

28,715

New
projects
63

4,648

26

3,008

9,484

60

2,875

5,443

20

3,876
2,980

3,773

2,792

14

14

2,679

11,624

Spain

1,540

4,851

21

TOTAL

49,935

77,687

310

France

Germany

2,454
1,410

5,098
1,259

26
51
15

Middle East investors (mostly from the GCC) provided two-thirds
and one-third, respectively, of all capital invested and projects.
Source: Ernst & Young, Africa By Numbers 2013-14.

Global community goodwill

During this year’s Egypt Economic
Development Conference (EEDC) on 13-15
March in Sharm el-Sheikh, the government
outlined its medium-term strategy to the
investor community, pillared on three
objectives: curbing the swelling fiscal deficit
and public debt; improving the business
climate and facilitating private investment,
both domestic and foreign; and encouraging
growth-enhancing infrastructure projects in
energy, utilities, transportation and housing.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
stated, “Following four years of political
uncertainty and economic slowdown,
Egypt has chosen a path of adjustment and
reform, which, if followed resolutely, will
lead to economic stability and growth.
“The authorities’ objectives are
ambitious, but are broadly within reach
with steady policy implementation.”

The Egyptian government has earmarked major infrastructure investments for the country's most populous cities.
(Photo: Baloncici / Shutterstock.com)
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Egyptian authorities. In total, US$130bn of
funding was pledged by the international
community to the North African country.

Chart 1: Showcase Projects at March 2015 Conference
(Percentage of Total Number)
30

Structural reforms

Accelerated public infrastructure spending
and an ambitious plan to pursue mega
projects would underpin the ongoing
economic revival, whilst supporting
potential growth and job creation in a
country where some 600,000 new entrants
are projected to join the labour market each
year over the medium term, according to
the IMF. The main risk and priority are to
sustain and enhance the economic recovery,
which requires improved security conditions
and steadfast reform implementation,
advised the World Bank.
Ashraf Salman, Egypt’s minister of
investment, said, “It is widely felt that after
two years of revolution, the Egyptian people
deserve better. We are making long-term
structural changes to the economy that will,
in some cases, be painful. But the Egyptian
people recognise the necessity of this
change and the longer-term benefits that
will be reaped. We don’t have the luxury to
fail again.”
In mid-2014, Egypt announced bold
reforms, slashing costly energy subsidies
and increasing selected taxes, with valueadded tax (VAT) due later in 2015.
In relation to the business environment,
where Egypt ranks low on several
competitiveness indicators, a new unified
investment law was ratified last March with
three key features: (1) the General
Authority for Investments (GAFI) affiliated
to the Ministry of Investments is acting as a
‘one-stop shop’ in certain sectors and
activities, obtaining all necessary licences
from other government entities on behalf
of the investor; (2) official procedures and
timescale for issuing FDI licences, procuring
land and obtaining utilities services were
simplified; and (3) a new legal framework
for resolving disputes was introduced,
setting out clear procedures to address
future investments disputes.
The 2015 FDI target is reportedly
US$8bn-US$10bn, mainly concentrated on
the energy and industrial sectors, though
down from a peak US$13bn in 2008.
Rebuilding confidence in the market, as well
as clarity on current fiscal and structural
reforms are prerequisites for attracting
higher FDI inflows.

Upgrading infrastructure

As the country moves forward, social and
transportation infrastructure are the

25

26%

26%

20
16%

15

11%

10

9%
6%

5
0

Energy &
Mining

Housing & Transport &
U!li!es
Logis!cs

Trade &
Industry

Tourism

ICT

4%

2%

Agriculture Public Sector

Source: EEDC, 13-15 March 2015.

“Following four
years of political
uncertainty and
economic slowdown,
Egypt has chosen a
path of adjustment
and reform.”

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi has overseen
a period of stability since taking power in 2014.
(Photo: 360b)
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priorities for development. The government
has allocated EGP401bn (US$51.2bn) for
capital expenditure in the coming years.
Planned major projects include:
• The Suez Canal Corridor, which comprises
digging a parallel canal and widening of
the current one (now completed) and in
phase two, creating an industrial zone in
the surrounding area
• The building of one million new housing
units around greater Cairo and the
reclamation of one million acres of land.
• The construction and rehabilitation of
3,600 km of new roads
• Boosting the capacity/reach of Cairo’s
metro system and modernising/
expanding the rail network and building
new port facilities
• Developing renewable energies (mainly
solar and wind)
• The ‘Golden Triangle’ aimed at
exploitation of natural resources in the
region between Qena, Quseir and Safaga,
as well as developing the region for
agricultural, commercial, industrial and
tourism activities.
Egypt is host to a number of mega deals
reported in the past year involving
greenfield investments. Such multi-dollar
projects in the pipeline include:
• Arabtec Construction (UAE) is working on
a huge US$40bn scheme to build one
million new middle-income housing units
across 13 locations over six years
• BP reportedly has signed the biggest deal
in Egyptian history worth US$12bn over
five years to produce three billion barrels
of oil equivalent. Egypt also signed a
contract with British Gas worth US$4bn
over two years and with UAE’s Dana Gas
for US$400mn
www.technicalreview.me
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• Greece-based Mac Optic, a
petrochemicals specialist, plans to
invest US$10bn, of which US$5.2bn will
go towards building a chemicals facility
and US$4.8bn for a 250,000 barrels per
day oil refinery. Both projects will be
situated in Suez Governorate
• International Petroleum Investment
(Abu Dhabi) and local Orascom
Construction Industries signed a
memorandum of understanding for the
development of a 3,000 MW power plant
near El-Hamrawein port on the Red Sea.
Al-Nowais (UAE) is also planning a
3,600 MW power plant in south Sinai
• Saudi Beyti pledged additional
investments worth US$4bn in Egypt's
agro-sector, including building a new
juice factory in Beheira Governorate
• UAE retailer Majid Al Futtaim plans
to invest US$2.3bn over the next four
to five years. While Coca-Cola and
Pepsi each announced US$500mn of
new investments in the coming 12 to
18 months.

Chart 2: Investment into sub-sectors (2007-12)
(Percentage of total: US$85.23bn)
50
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Sources: Fdi Markets and Ernst & Young (E&Y).

Chart 3: Egypt's acve* Infrastructure Projects up to July 2013
(Percentage contribuon by number of projects)
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Power supply

Energy is a catalyst for robust growth and
the transformation of Egypt into the
world’s top 30 nations – as envisaged in its
2030 Sustainable Development Strategy,
which focuses on infrastructure
development and energy efficiency
initiatives. Egypt boasts extensive energy
resources: fossil fuel (including coal),
hydro, wind and solar power, all far from
completely exploited. As of May 2015,
installed capacity had reached 31.45 GW,
with electricity consumption rising much
faster than capacity expansion.
The Electricity and Energy Ministry
estimates that 54 GW of new capacity is
needed by 2022 to tackle current shortages
at peak periods. The total programme,
including transmission/distribution
upgrades, would cost US$71bn, of which 65
per cent is expected to come from the
private sector. The ministry aims to develop
new fossil fuel sources by awarding
contracts for 2,300 MW and 2,000 MW of
photovoltaic (PV) solar and wind projects,
respectively, by the end of 2016. The
government has adopted a ‘feed-in-tariff’
programme – US$0.14 for solar plants
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*Acve projects are categorized into three phases:
1. Conceptual to feasibility; 2. Financial closure to early implementaon; 3. In progress and near compleon.
Sources: Africa Project Access and EY analysis.

(capacity: 20-50 MW) and US$0.12 for wind
farms – and will also guarantee the bank
loans of private investors.
Egypt recently signed deals for the
construction of giant coal-fired power
stations, which, if built, would boost the
nation’s installed capacity, notably the
US$10.6bn (6,000 MW plant) with AlTharwa Investments; US$7bn (4,000 MW
plant) with Acwa Power Saudi Arabia;
US$6.4bn (4,640 MW plant) with Shanghai

Energy is a catalyst for robust growth
and the transformation of Egypt into
the world’s top 30 nations.
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Electric China; and US$3bn (1,980 MW
plant) with Dongfang Electric China.
In conclusion, Egypt could develop into a
‘project-driven’ market with lucrative
openings for project financiers, engineering,
procurement and construction companies,
as well as general services providers.
Multiplier effects of megaprojects would
lead to a larger and more diversified
industrial base. The country needs some
US$200bn-US$300bn of investment to put
the economy onto a much higher growth
trajectory, according to Egypt’s President
Abdel Fattah el-Sisi. A new period of stability
promises more opportunities, growth and
expansion for existing and new businesses
in Egypt – the gateway to the Middle East
and sub-Sahara Africa. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Power drive leads
to genset growth
Robust construction activity in the GCC, coupled with rising public and private infrastructure
development and a growing population, has led to electricity demand surging exponentially
in the last decade. A significant share of power is generated from temporary power sources
such as diesel and gas gensets that have a high demand on rent.

Altaaqa Global provides large-scale temporary power plants focused on utility
markets, extractive industries such as mining and oil and gas, large process industries
and major construction infrastructure projects. (Photo: Altaaqa Global)

HE MIDDLE EAST power rental market is one of the fastest
growing in the world as well as one of the largest. Increased
demand, driven by ever growing construction activity, is the
main reason for this growth, which is compounded by the inability of
permanent producers to meet the demand, especially during hot
months, when the demand peaks. Alternating power spikes create a
temporary demand, where rental is much more feasible than
building power plants.
“These factors, coupled with competitive oil prices, have also made
diesel generator sets a cost-effective option for the rental market,”
says Simon Gray, electric power marketing manager at Perkins.
According to genset manufacturer Inmesol, sectors such as
construction as well as commercial fairs and other professional

T

The demand for diesel
gensets will thrive on public
infrastructures, industrial,
retail and hospitality sectors
and supplying power
in remote areas.
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events, where the application of gensets is temporary, are growing
exponentially. In these cases, the renting of gensets is the most
viable option as the investment will be only for the actual time of
use of the genset and with the additional advantage of service and
maintenance offered by the rental company.
“At Perkins, our continued investment in the durability and
reliability of our engines, such as the 4000 Series, ensure our engines
meet the requirements of the rental power market,” Gray adds.
Julian Ford, chief commercial officer (CCO) at Altaaqa Global,
opines that the buoyancy of the rental power market in the MENA
region is spurred by several factors including utility shortages,
particularly in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman and Iraq, especially during
peak summer months; the gradual recovery of the construction
industry in the UAE and Saudi Arabia, as well as the sustained
production of oil and gas and repair and maintenance of refineries
and associated infrastructure. He adds that unreliable electricity grid
connection in many areas in the region has also led to the rise in the
dependency on gensets in the region.
“Large industrial customers companies are turning to rental
power to maintain the effectiveness and productivity of their
operations in times of power interruptions or peak shaving,”
remarks Ford.
The UAE – host nation of World Expo 2020 – will further fuel the
power rental business in the country, according to industry experts,
and the growth of the UAE power rental market is primarily driven
from cities such as Dubai and Abu Dhabi.
www.technicalreview.me
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According to 6Wresearch,
the UAE power rental market
is projected to grow at a CAGR
of 16.8 per cent during 20152021. The diesel genset rental
market has generated the
majority of the market
revenues and is expected to
maintain its dominance
through the forecast period.
However, on account of the
increasing market for power
generation from cleaner fuels,
penetration of gas and
alternative fuel gensets is
expected to surge in the country. In
2014, the UAE imported a total of 99,325 gensets with top exporters
being China, UK and USA.
According to one of the leading genset suppliers in the Middle
East, Jubaili Bros, diesel generating sets are still the top choice for
emergency power, areas with power network failure/shortage and
also for the construction and telecom industries.
HIMOINSA has also been witnessing strong growth and believes
that the industry will grow further, supported by the continuing
project base and the robust rental market here. Keith Webb,
general manager at HIMOINSA Middle East, reveals that its sales in
the region are mainly driven by construction activities in Saudi

www.technicalreview.me
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In the rental market, HIMOINSA sees
a strong demand from 35 kVA to 640
kVA and for standby applications
from 1,250 kVA to 1,500 kVA.
(Photo: HIMOINSA)

Arabia, the UAE and Qatar.
“Lack of extensive grid
infrastructure in some areas
in the region has led to high
demand of diesel generator
sets,” Webb notes.

Saudi Arabia tops the list

Among all GCC countries,
Saudi Arabia is the leading
country in the construction
segment. To build these infrastructures and supply power at the
construction sites, diesel gensets are primarily used in the Kingdom.
Energy and utilities is another contributing application in Saudi
Arabia’s diesel genset market, where they are required to provide
auxiliary or back-up power.
Pradeep Kurunakaran, Cummins director - Power Generation
Business Unit, says, “Saudi Arabia is the biggest market for power
rental in the Middle East region. The primary drivers are
construction activity as well as oil and gas activities. The
transmission of power in the Kingdom is also a big challenge given
the age of the grid and geographic spread.”
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Saudi Arabia’s diesel genset market recorded a healthy growth
rate during 2010-14 and is expected to witness an upward trend
over the next six years. According to 6Wresearch, Saudi Arabia’s
diesel genset market is forecast to grow at a CAGR of 13.55 per cent
during 2015-21.
The Italian-headquartered genset manufacturer Pramac’s main
markets remain Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Qatar and, to a smaller
extent, the UAE, which are all showing signs of growth mainly driven
by construction.
According to managing director of Pramac’s Dubai-based office
that oversees all the operations in GCC, East Africa, Asia and Pacific,
Cristian Cavazzuti, Qatar’s construction industry is driven by the FIFA
World Cup in 2022. As for Saudi Arabia, even with the slowdown due
to lower oil prices, there are lot of construction projects in the
pipeline and the Kingdom is spending a lot of money.
Import to top GCC countries
Kuwait (2013)
Oman (2013)
Qatar (2013)

US$11.1mn

Qatar rising

US$4.3mn
US$12.6mn

Saudi Arabia (2012)

US$89.3mn

Saudi Arabia (2013)

US$98.2mn
US$102.7mn

UAE (2014)

Genera!ng sets, diesel, output < 75 kVA

Import to top GCC countries
Kuwait (2013)
Oman (2012)
Oman (2013)
Qatar (2013)

US$48.7mn
US$21.8mn
US$15.1mn
US$24.6mn

Saudi Arabia (2012)

US$158mn

Saudi Arabia (2013)

US$149.9mn

UAE (2014)

US$51.9mn

Generang sets, diesel, output 75-375 kVA

Import to top GCC countries
Kuwait (2013)
Oman (2012)
Oman (2013)

US$55.4mn
US$81.8mn
US$56.3mn
US$466mn

Saudi Arabia (2012)

US$331.2mn

Saudi Arabia (2013)
UAE (2014)

The residential sector, which accounted for a majority volume
share in the country’s diesel gensets market in 2014, has been
growing consistently in Riyadh and Jeddah, and both of these
regions are expected to fuel growth in the diesel gensets market in
the coming years as well.
Pramac’s Cavazzuti notes, “However, in the UAE, although there is
a lot of hype and buzz around Expo 2020, the market is not
brimming like Saudi Arabia and Qatar. And with tough competition,
the UAE has less to offer in terms of business in the genset market.”
With regards to applications in the GCC region, Pramac operations
and sales are mainly driven by the construction industry although
telecom remains its primary market elsewhere in the world.
Depending on the stage of site preparation to the completion of a
project, the genset ranges from 20 kVA to 3 MW. For the telecom
sector, the range is from 10 kVA to upto 50 kVA.
With a booming genset industry, surprisingly renting is more
popular than purchase. Cavazzuti attributes this to flexibility in
mobility and ‘on the go’ solution.

US$289.9mn

Genera!ng sets, diesel, output > 375 kVA
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According to Perkins, there has been substantial infrastructure
growth in Qatar and there are many opportunities.
Qatar’s power rental market is expected to grow at a CAGR of
23.3 per cent until 2020, making it a key power rental country in the
Middle East.
6Wresearch’s report Qatar Power Rental Market 2014-2020 has
mentioned that more than US$200bn is going to be invested across
various projects that would necessitate the need for reliable power
rental equipment such as gensets. Specifically, the renovation of
three stadia, construction of nine new stadia, Doha Metro Rail,
Lusail City, new expressways and hotels are key projects in Qatar
that would require gensets.
The country’s diesel genset market accounted for most of the
market share due to ease of availability, stated the report. Gensets
with rating 100.1 kVA-350 kVA and 350.1 kVA-750 kVA were
preferred due to their extensive usage across various applications.
According to analysts, Qatar’s construction sector growth will
continue, regardless of the status of the World Cup, as much of the
infrastructure pipeline is not directly linked to the event.
The expanding transportation network, surging investments,
growing hospitality sector and changing economic reforms are
also anticipated to drive the growth of power rental business in
Qatar. Therefore, it is but logical for Qatar to see a rise in genset
demand. But the volume of generators imported and used in
Qatar is surprisingly still less than the volume in Lebanon, Jubaili
Bros reveals.
Qatar, being a natural gas-rich country, is expected to show
higher demand for gas powered gensets, reports have stated.
“From a forecast perspective, Qatar is very promising, given the
FIFA World Cup in 2022. Another big market is Iraq, but given the
geo-political situation, very few risk takers are willing to bet on that
country. Some of the regional conflicts will pose their own
challenges as well as opportunity. For instance, the Iran market will
be opening up, which will create a huge demand for power rental
players. Another country to watch for is Yemen, as the situation
gets better and rebuilding begins.”

Boom in Kuwait

Kuwait’s diesel genset industry is expected to have a booming future
in this region. According to a study, in 2013, the Kuwait diesel gensets
market stood at US$49.1mn. It is expected that this market will
www.technicalreview.me
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register growth at a CAGR of five per cent during the period of 2014
to 2023 and will reach US$79.7mn by the end of the forecast period.
Kuwait’s construction industry is thriving, with a series of new
projects set to be completed in the near future. Kuwait’s overall
energy construction spending is expected to reach US$100bn over
the next five years as it begins the implementation of its
comprehensive 2030 strategy, research compiled by Ventures
Middle East reveals.
However, this region has faced major problems of power supply
shortage in recent times. Consequently, the demand for diesel
gensets is expected to rise in the coming years as the gensets, apart
from being a steady source of standby power, are also utilised for
continuous power supply in large construction projects. On the
other hand, the added power generation capacity and increased
deployment of renewable energy in this region is likely to curb the
dependency on diesel-fuelled power solutions, limiting the market
for diesel gensets in Kuwait.
The rental diesel gensets market generates more revenue than
the new diesel gensets market, and is thus considered the
dominant segment based on product type. The residential sector
utilises these gensets as a source of backup power, whereas the
hydrocarbons and defense industry often uses these as prime
power sources. 500-2,000 kVA and over-2,000 kVA diesel gensets
are generally employed in large establishments as a source of
standby power. Large industrial users such as airports and refinery
complexes deploy such large diesel gensets for power backup.

natural gas gensets would emerge, but for that to happen
appropriate distribution infrastructure must be in place. “The real
challenge now is the availability of the gas where it is needed,” the
GM notes. Currently, HIMOINSA’s natural gas gensets range from 8
KW to 1,500 KW.
According to the Altaaqa Global CCO, availability of diesel and the
nascent increase in the supply of natural gas, particularly in African
markets, is creating a growth market for the sector. He adds that
there is also gradual expansion of the natural gas and dual-fuel
genset markets, particularly where inexpensive locally-extracted
natural gas is available. The growth of such markets is supported by
the increase in unconventional gas resources and by the
development of stringent emission regulations in many countries
around the world.
Adding onto this, Jubaili Bros also opines that there is a growing
optimism towards gas generating sets in the region. “Gas gensets
are on the rise in areas where gas is affordable and where the large
generators are required to run in continuous operation for long, but
they are not as popular as the diesel ones.
“Diesel is easy and faster to set up for the lower initial cost, but it
takes a higher cost to maintain. With regards to gas, there is a
higher initial cost but it is cheaper to maintain. This, again, depends
on the area and application and capacity needed for the generator.”
In conclusion, Perkins’ Gray asserts that the users’ decision on
whether to select diesel or gas ultimately depends on their
individual power requirements.

Upward trajectory for diesel gensets

Brand matters

Altaaqa Global’s Ford said, “Saudi Arabia, Qatar and the UAE have
been demonstrating high economic growth rates buoyed by
industrial and commercial development. As such, these countries
have been the biggest market for gensets in the region, for both
rental and generator sales. On the sales front, a recent report by
Frost and Sullivan shows that the genset market in the GCC is set to
grow to as much as US$950.4mn in 2018. Rental figures follow a
similar trajectory. It is interesting to note that certain markets, like
the UAE, reflect encouraging genset sales figures because they are
vital trading hubs for re-exporting generators to nearby markets.
“A number of other Middle Eastern markets like Yemen, Iraq and
Libya, are currently going through a very difficult period. As the
governance of these countries becomes more stable in the coming
years, we believe that they will represent excellent market
opportunities for temporary power providers.”
He adds that in near future, there will also be significant
opportunities for infrastructure rebuilding and development in
countries such as Iraq, Libya and Syria.
HIMOINSA’s Webb asserts that the lack of extensive grid
infrastructure in some areas in the region has led to high demand
for diesel generator sets.

Surge in the number of gas gensets

Inmesol, a provider of gensets for telecom industry and standby
sectors, said that as in the rest of the world, the telecom market in
the GCC region is asking for more and more hybrid solutions.
Hence, gas powered gensets is a growing sector. “The gas genset
market will probably grow more than the diesel market because the
burning off or flaring of the residual gases from refineries needs to
be put to better use and this will lead to the use of such gas. The
return can be economical as well.”
HIMOINSA too maintains that gas gensets are gaining ground in
the region. Webb notes that he is hopeful that increased interest in
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Four 2015

Looking at different segments, construction and short-term rentals
figure in ranges below 500 kVA and prime power opportunities tend
to be around 1,000 kVA. “Though there are many Chinese players in
the low-end market, rental players tend to stick with two or three
major brands. This is due to the critical nature of application and
reliability associated with major brands. The service network and
capability of top suppliers is also a driving factor, which is hard to
replicate by smaller players in the market,” Cummins states.
For Inmesol, the preferred genset range in the region is between
150 kVA and 650 kVA.
For the Middle East region, Perkins has a large range of engines for
the electric power market, offering power from 5 kVA to 2,500 kVA.
It also offer 60 Hz engines for Saudi Arabia and 50 Hz models for the
rest of the region. The 400 and 1103 engine models are popular with
telecommunications solutions in the region as they are compact and
effective sources of power for hybrid tower installations or the
standard standby power generator set. The 1100 Series and 1500
Series engines are for small manufacturing industries throughout
the Middle East, while the 4000 Series meets prime power
requirements in remote locations and large standby power
requirements for infrastructure projects.
HIMOINSA covers the full range of genset power demand, from 3
kVA to 3,000 kVA. In the rental market it sees strong demand from
35 kVA to 640 kVA, as well as 1,250 kVA to 1,500 kVA for standby
applications for construction, retail and healthcare. The Spanish
multinational firm predicts that the industry will continue to grow as
long as infrastructure activities continue in the GCC region.
Among the key genset manufacturers and distributors in the
region are Jubaili Bros, Perkins, Inmesol, Altaaqa Global, HIMOINSA,
Pramac and Cummins . ■

– Graph sources: UN Comtrade,
Powergen-Statistics
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Waste Management

Conquering the
garbage summit
Nnamdi Anyadike examines some of the innovative policy solutions being explored to help the Middle East overcome
its ever-growing ‘waste mountain’.
More than 150mn tons of waste is
generated throughout the MENA region
each year. (Photo: Jose Angel Astor Rocha)

LOWLY BUT SURELY the Middle East
is suffocating under a gigantic ‘waste
mountain’ of its own making.
Environmental experts are warning that
unless the region can quickly get to grips with
the challenge of managing its domestic waste
in a more sustainable way, the environmental
disaster that looms could pose a serious
threat to urban ways of life.
The Gulf’s rapid increase in wealth,
accrued through the many tens of billions in
petrodollars earned over the past few
decades, has gone hand in hand with a
massive leap forward in urbanisation.
Indeed, such has been the extent of this
urban growth that some countries – Kuwait
and Qatar – now have an urbanisation rate of
more than 90 per cent.

S

Terry Tommason, city executive at Arcadis,
which produces the Sustainable Cities Index,
says that both Dubai and Abu Dhabi serve as
an example of what happens when urban
infrastructure fails to keep pace with growth.
“Dubai and Abu Dhabi will see an urban
population growth of more than 80 per cent
from now to 2030. This growth will place
tremendous stress on transport networks,
water supply, waste collection systems,
sewage systems and land values,”
Tommason remarks.
The two cities performed particularly
poorly in the index’s environmental category,
which looked at energy use and share of
renewable energy, waste management,
greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution,
drinking water and sanitation and exposure
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to natural catastrophes. Abu Dhabi was
ranked 44th, while Dubai came 47th.
The reason, say many environmentalists, is
clear. The Gulf’s urban populations may be
adopting the sophisticated tastes and
lifestyles of their western counterparts, but
they have yet to adapt to western levels of
waste management. A study by Synovate
recently concluded that even though
consumers in the UAE are among the top
purchasers of ecological and organic
products, they nonetheless rank near the
bottom when it comes to recycling
household waste.
The total waste generated throughout the
Middle East North Africa (MENA) has now
crossed the 150mn tons per year (tpy) mark
with GCC countries alone producing 80mn
www.technicalreview.me
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tonnes. But less than 20 per cent of this solid
waste is properly treated, and less than five
per cent is recycled.
In the wider MENA region, Egypt is the
greatest producer of municipal solid waste
(MSW) – comprised of paper, glass, plastics,
metals, wood and other organic matter –
with a total of 20mn tpy.

Fifty-five per cent
of all waste in the
GCC was estimated
to come from
construction and
demolition.

This is closely followed by Saudi Arabia
with 15mn tpy; the UAE with six million tpy;
Morocco with five million tpy; Qatar with
2.5mn tpy; Tunisia with 2.3mn tpy; Jordan
and Kuwait with 2mn tpy each; Lebanon with
1.6mn tpy and Bahrain with 1.5mn tpy.
However, consumer waste is not the main
culprit. Rather, it is construction waste
stemming from the region’s construction
boom over the past few decades. Indeed,
during the height of the boom, 55 per cent of
all waste in the GCC was estimated to come
from construction and demolition.
There is also a huge quantity of sewage
sludge, which presents a serious problem
due to its high treatment costs and risk to
environment and human health. This sewage
output is rising by 25 per cent every year
across the region. And EcoMENA – the
independent environmental consultancy in
the MENA region – estimates that, on
average, the rate of wastewater generation is
80-200 litres per person each day.
Unsurprisingly, officials and
environmentalists are desperate to arrive at a
satisfactory answer to the vexed question of
what to do with the region’s rapidly
accumulating waste, with schemes such as
‘pay-as-you-throw’ being proposed.
But tackling the Middle East’s waste
problem will need more than that. It will
require nothing less than the development of
a comprehensive and definitive waste
prevention plan, along the lines of similar
plans that have been developed over the
past two decades in the US and the EU.
To achieve this, environmentalists say that
discussions involving both business and
Middle Eastern governments on the
promotion of a waste hierarchy and the need

to place greater emphasis on waste
prevention and resource efficiency, need to
be taking place with much greater regularity
than they are at present.
They urge the proposal of measures such
as tool kits on waste minimisation, business
waste reduction trials and a ‘waste
prevention fund’. Municipal officials in the
region, they say, also need to urge residents
to help tackle the increasing volumes of
waste by changing entrenched habits and
taking personal responsibility to ensure
clean surroundings.
One solution to the problem of MSW that
is being touted is biomass conversion or
waste-to-energy (WTE).
Almost 50 per cent of the region’s solid
waste is contributed by organic matter. And
this, argue WTE’s proponents, can be
efficiently converted into energy and fuels by
advanced thermal technologies, such as
gasification and pyrolysis by conventional
technologies including incineration, massburn and landfill gas capture.
In recent years the UAE, Qatar and Saudi
Arabia have all unveiled multi-billion dollar
investment plans to improve the waste
management scenario, including WTE. In
Qatar, a Domestic Solid Waste Management
Centre has been established, and it is
garnering interest in the deployment of
similar waste-to-energy systems elsewhere
in the Middle East.
Ernst & Young (E&Y) says that leading
jurisdictions are beginning to develop
regulations, tipping fees and tariffs to
increase quantities of recyclable and
recoverable material. This, it claims, will most
certainly lead to more quality, high calorific
value material on the market for treatment
facility investors that will drive market
growth in the WTE field.
Earlier this year, Frost and Sullivan forecast
that the GCC region will continue to sustain
the 20 to 25 per cent WTE growth rate it has
attained over the past three years. The
company’s report predicts that upcoming
regional WTE projects in the region will, by
2020, produce between 300-500MW of
power. This burgeoning interest in WTE is
now beginning to open up significant
opportunities for industry players who are
interested in the market's immense
potential. But a complicating issue for WTE
and the Middle East’s waste management as
a whole is the growth of electronic and
packaging waste.
Over the past decade, the EU has dealt
with the problem with the introduction of
various legislation such as the Waste
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
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Directive (2002 – first) and the 2008 Waste
Framework Directive. Experts say that the
Middle East now needs to move forward with
similar measures, arguing that priorities for
waste prevention should include electrical
and electronic equipment, clothing and
textiles, construction materials, food waste
and packaging. Meanwhile, a number of local
entrepreneurs are refusing to wait for the
introduction of a comprehensive waste and
recycling framework before tacking the
problem. And they are increasingly seizing
the opportunity to launch their own grass
roots waste recycling initiatives.
In April 2015, an Egyptian-headquartered
electronics re-manufacturing and recycling
company, Speak Ink, opened what CEO
Essam Hashem described as “the first
franchise in electronic waste recycling in the
Arab region”.
The offer includes a new electronics
recycling franchise programme in Dubai and a
collections and processing warehouse. Spear
Ink, accredited by Egypt’s Ministry of
Environment, currently operates a processing
warehouse in the Alexandria Public Free Zone
in Ameriyah, near Cairo. The company has
already earned collection contracts from the
Royal University of Bahrain and from Orascom
Telecom in Egypt. Another local initiative is
the regional Waste Free Environment (WFE)
cleanup campaign, launched by the Gulf
Petrochemicals and Chemicals Association
(GPCA) in 2013 and backed by the Qatar
Petrochemical Company (QAPCO).
Now in its third year, it kicked off its 2015
campaign in Qatar in February amid what the
organisers claimed was an enthusiastic
response from the local community, which
they hope will lead to even greater success
than in 2014. Last year saw a record
collection of 11 tons of waste from 5,512
participants from GPCA member companies,
schools and local communities in nine GCC
cities. Volunteers included students from 71
schools and universities, and included cleanup teams in beaches and waters as part of the
day- long campaign. The GPCA says it is
committed to the principle that plastics
should not be disposed of irresponsibly and
that they should be reduced, reused, recycled
and finally recovered for their energy value.
QAPCO sees the WFE campaign acting as a
much needed catalyst to propel waste
disposal best practices across the community.
But laudable though these separate local
initiatives may be, the mammoth task of
cleaning up the Middle East’s environment
will ultimately rest on the provision by the
regional authorities of a solid regulatory
waste and recycling framework. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Standing tall on concrete legs.

Ideas to stay on top
of the construction game
New materials and techniques are used by the world’s cement-based industries to keep costs and performance
moving in opposite directions. We look at how you can keep ahead of the game.
ONCRETE IS THE Gulf’s most
widely used construction material,
so it is not surprising that worldleading innovations are employed here thick
and fast. The problem for local designers
and contractors is simply keeping up with
the trends.
Most of the world’s concrete is based on
conventional powdered cement, the
production of which is one of the biggest
contributors to global warming, because of
the unavoidable emission of greenhouse
gases. Cement and aggregates are also very
costly products to move around, so major
efforts continue to be made to economise
the use of these materials and to recycle
low-cost waste at the same time. One of the
key technologies designed to achieve this is
the incorporation of chemical and mineral
admixtures, which alter the properties of
the poured or cast product.
Chemicals can be used to accelerate or
retard the curing (hardening) of the poured

C
The incorporation
of chemical and
mineral admixtures
to cement alter the
properties of poured
or cast product.
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material. Air entraining agents can be
incorporated to increase its insulation
qualities, while plasticisers can be used to
enhance and extend workability. Various
corrosion inhibitors, bonding and colouring
agents can be used, and there are materials
that can enhance ’pumpability’ (essential
for the ultra high-rise structures
commonplace in GCC cities) too.
Mineral additives such as fly ash (from
thermal power stations) and ground slag
(from blast furnaces) are used to “stretch”
the material, reducing cost of per cubic
metre poured. Compressive and tensile
strengths can be increased by fine tuning
the mix at the same time. Modern
batching plants can be set up to adjust
recipes automatically.
A key source of information about
innovations is the US-based Portland
Cement Association (PCA). Referring to
their website (www.cement.org) will reveal
a treasure trove of data about the latest
www.technicalreview.me
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Light, hollow foam blocks that
provide excellent sound and
heat insulation can be stacked
and then in-filled with steel
reinforced concrete to make
insulated walls.

Chemicals can hasten or slow down curing.

developments in concrete design and uses. Among the many
applications that were featured on the PCA’s site as we went to
press included:
• White (Portland) cement as the key ingredient on decorative
concretes that are “made to be seen” through pigmenting, special
forms including piercing and other finishing techniques
• RPC or reactive powder (ultra-high performance) concrete is an
extremely workable material that avoids the use of coarse
aggregates altogether (some other concretes minimise fines). It can
be toughened by incorporating steel and various other types of
fibre, including organics. Very impressive tensile and compressive
strength (7,000 psi and well over 20,000 psi respectively) can be
achieved by varying the mix with silica fume, water reducers and
various other reactive ingredients in fine powder form
• Self-consolidating concrete is designed to flow easily into
restricted spaces without the use of vibration. A smooth surface can
be created without any segregation of the mix
• Insulated concrete form walls facilitate rapid construction and a
quieter commercial or residential environment without any loss of
durability. High blast and trauma resistance are claimed too. Light,
hollow foam blocks that provide excellent sound and heat insulation
can be stacked and then in-filled with steel reinforced concrete
• Post-tensioning can be used as a way of reinforcing concrete by
pre-stressing it. Post-tensioning is a method of treatment whereby
the steel tendons are tensioned after the concrete has cured, the
pre-stressing force being transferred through the end anchorages (in
pre-tensioning, the tendons are stretched before the concrete is
placed). Extra fire resistance is claimed too.
Another useful organisation to be aware of is the German Society
for Concrete & Construction Technology, or DBV. Their website
(www.betonverein.de) provides access to an invaluable range of
state-of-the-art publications about European advances in concrete
technologies and applications. Germany is home to some of the
world’s leading admixture producers, such as Munich-based Wacker
Chemie which promotes dry-mix mortars modified with its own
range of high-tech polymers to produce energy-saving insulation
systems, flexible tile applications and self-levelling floor compounds.
A third worthy resource is the UK-based Institute of Concrete
Technology (www.ict.concrete.org.uk), which specialises in
professional development. A scientific group, Concrete Society
(www.concrete.org.uk), and an association for commercial interests,
Ready-mixed Concrete Association (www.brmca.org.uk), are other
useful UK-based resources.
www.technicalreview.me

Closer to home, Gulf states have a rich tradition of hosting worldscale construction trade shows, several of which have a significant
emphasis on cement-based products and the equipment for their
production and use. The multinational Big 5 series incorporates PMV
displays and others, such as Middle East Concrete (23-26 November
this year in Dubai) are more specific. This year’s Saudi Build (26-29
October) will also be incorporating a subsidiary event within its own
popular PMV series.
Finally, away from the Gulf, but an essential venue for
professionals, is the long-running World of Concrete trade exhibition
(www.worldofconcrete.com), held every year in Las Vegas, USA.
Next year’s event will be held from 2-5 February.
So there we have it, Technical Review ME’s mid-decade guide to
all that’s best and newest, in terms of information sources on
industrialised countries’ most popular building material. ■
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The four-wheel lift in action.

Crown Equipment extends
range of forklift trucks
The new SC 6000 Series forklift truck provides all-round visibility, precision control and safe, easy manoeuvrability.
ROWN EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
(Crown), the world’s fifth largest
manufacturer of powered
industrial lifts, has extended the range of
its electric counterbalance lift trucks with
the launch of the Crown SC 6000 Series.
The new three-wheel and four-wheel
models have capacities ranging from 1.3 to
2.0 tonnes and lift heights of up to 7.5
metres. They offer a combination of
stability, advanced technology and taskfocused ergonomics. The new lift trucks are
capable of performing a wide variety of
material-handling tasks in both indoor and
outdoor conditions.
The SC 6000 Series incorporates Crown’s
proven ergonomics for operator comfort
and control. The low step height of 375 mm
and good head clearance make it easier to
get on or off the truck. The truck design also
gives operators unobstructed views in all
directions, even when fitted with one of the
many available cab options. The partial
cabin includes a windshield, rear panel and
roof with an optional reading light. The soft

C

cabin features flexible doors with integrated
magnets for weatherproof side protection.
Even the all-weather hard cabin for outdoor
use offers unobstructed line of sight in all
directions including upwards. It comes with
clear-view doors, two-way sliding windows
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The cab design
offers unobstructed
views in all
directions, even
when fitted with
one of the many
available options.

and a heater option. Operators’ freedom of
movement remains unimpaired irrespective
of the cabin option chosen. Thanks to a
wide variety of other options for controls,
lighting and accessories, the lift trucks can
be customised precisely to each customer’s
specific needs.
The solid design, which includes a solid
floor plate beneath the battery, keeps the
truck in excellent shape even in tough
conditions. Steel is used instead of plastics
at crucial points. The steer axles feature
steel/cast-iron construction and heavy-duty
tapered roller bearings which enable the
truck to withstand jolts as it travels over
rough surfaces and dock boards. Even the
four-wheel truck’s turning circle is nearly
zero, making it almost as agile as the threewheel version. A clear view of both front
wheels facilitates taking advantage of the
manoeuvrability this affords.
Crown SC 6000 trucks are also fitted with
high quality, heat-resistant drive motors
that are designed to avoid the need to
reduce the motor’s power output to
www.technicalreview.me
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prevent overheating. The high thermal ratings of the motors
minimise downtime, as well as spare part and maintenance costs.
The intelligent on-board control system delivers precise control,
providing great stability and comfort. The system ensures that the
SC 6000 maintains constant speed on ramps and assists operators
by automatically adjusting the operation of control functions in
correspondence to different load weights, lift heights, steering
angles and travel speeds. For instance, tilt speeds are
automatically limited, based on fork height and load weight, and
below free lift height, operators have access to the full range of
forward tilt and full tilt speeds.

The SC 6000 helps operators
by automatically adjusting
control functions in
accordance with different load
weights, lift heights, steering
angles and travel speeds.

Customers who tested the new multifunction trucks on their
premises prior to the market launch confirm the high quality of
the Crown products. “The four-wheel model is exceptionally
versatile and offers great ease of use, impressive hydraulic
performance, and superb all-round visibility, even when a cab is
fitted,” said Werner Drnec, purchasing and operations Manager at
Gebrüder Weiss.
Detlef Erdmann, warehouse management group Leader at Carl
Kühne K of Germany, another customer involved in trialling the
new trucks, commented on the driving performance and
ergonomic handling of the SC 6000 counterbalance lift truck.
“When working on ramps in particular, the forklift can be easily
and safely manoeuvred, thanks to the ramp hold function and
automatic speed control. The mast is extremely robust and offers
high stability, both when extended and
loaded. It also impresses with
particularly soft mast staging,
so our employees enjoy
Both variants can be
precision control of the loads
customised precisely.
under all conditions.” ■
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Safety at Height

The importance of
fall protection
ManSafe fall protection solutions from
Latchways plc can be utlised across a
variety of buildings and structures.
(Photo: Latchways plc)

Tim Bissett, Technical Manager at UK-based fall protection specialists Latchways plc, highlights the importance of
standardisation and the growing demand for its solutions in the Middle East.
TANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS
are all part of the job for Tim Bissett.
In fact he estimates he spends
around 60‐70 per cent of his time
contributing to the development of
product standards for personal fall
protection equipment.
With his key involvement in various
CEN/TC 160 (European Committee for
Standardisation) working groups, as well
as membership of the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) Z359 Fall
Protection Committee and BSI Technical
Committee PH/5, Bissett, who has been
with Latchways plc for over 20 years, is a
strong advocate of standardisation as a
driver for improvement.
“The UK has some of the best HSE
regulations and requirements from a legal

S

perspective,” he comments. “The
Construction Design and Management
(CDM) regulations, which were published
not long after I joined the company, have
been instrumental in promoting health and
safety in construction from the design

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Four 2015

“As fall protection
specialists, our
key target is to
improve workers’
safety at height.”

stage to delivery. The European CEN
regulations also adopt an end‐to‐end
approach, requiring the architect to take
into account safe working practices
throughout the lifecycle of the project.”
The importance of standardisation and
the need for products to be tested to
recognised standards using the correct
testing methods are the focus of Bissett’s
presentation at the Middle East Health &
Safety Forum in Dubai, taking place in
September. The presentation highlights the
importance of fall protection to prevent
accidents working at height, as well as the
continual evolution and improvement of
European and ANSI fall protection
standards. It also gives insights into the
range of Latchways plc solutions and their
compliance with international standards.
www.technicalreview.me
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Safety at Height

“We see a growing
emphasis on
prevention of falls
from height by the
correct use of
fall protection
equipment in the
Middle East.”

Tailored solutions

Latchways plc’s ManSafe® fall protection
solutions are used to ensure worker safety
at height on a wide range of buildings,
towers, bridges and structures throughout
the world. The company has more than 40
years of experience in providing
specifications for all kinds of projects
ranging from complex structures such as
the walkway on the O2 Arena in London, to
standard building protection designs, such as
those used by multisite retail groups.
Its systems can be specified to work
horizontally, vertically, along inclines and
overhead, and can be permanent or
temporary installations. In line with demands
from the industry, the company focuses on
the engineering of complete fall protection
systems, rather than the provision of
individual products.“We pay close attention
to specifications and determining how the
product will work with the structure we are
fitting it to from the point of view of loading
calculations,” he explains. “So, from an
engineering perspective, we are not focusing
solely on designing a product, but also on
testing it in combination with the structure it
may be attached to, and feeding the results
into our R&D.

Tim Bissett, technical
manager at Latchways.

“One of our strengths is our ability to
tailor our products to customer
requirements – when it comes to big
projects, no two structures are completely
identical,” he continues. And, while the
equipment may be relatively complex in
terms of design, testing and installation, it
is nevertheless user‐friendly and
straightforward to operate, he maintains.

Latchways plc in the Middle East

Headquartered in the UK and with an
office in the USA, Latchways plc operates
globally through its network of specialist
registered installers who provide a
complete installation, training and
maintenance service.
Its Registered Installers based in
Dubai operate throughout the
Middle East, monitoring industry
developments, particularly in the
construction and oil and gas
sectors, quoting for projects, and
carrying out installations. The
company has installed systems on
a wide range of projects
throughout the region, from the
Mekkah, Madinah and KAEC
stations for the Haramain High
Speed Railway in Saudi Arabia; to
the Burjuman Tower Refurbishment
in Dubai.
Bissett is on hand to provide
technical support. “I visited
Dubai around a year ago
for the refitting of
new fall
protection
equipment
on oil rigs
that were
coming
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up for maintenance, which involved
demonstrating the benefits of Latchways
plc’s systems, particularly the vertical fall
protection systems, conducting training,
assisting with specifications and generally
handling the technicalities of the products,”
he says.
“Rooftop systems are our biggest product
line in the region, reflecting our global
business,” says Annemieke van der Vaart,
Business Development Manager at
Latchways plc.
“But in the case of ports, for example, we
are dealing with a variety of industrial
systems, which could be overhead or
horizontal wall‐mounted, or retractable
blocks. In oil and gas too, you are seeing a
variety of systems.”
The company has its sights set firmly on
Middle East expansion. “We will continue
to focus on the construction sector where
we are performing well,” she remarks. “We
are also targetting growth in oil and gas,
where we are working to raise awareness
of our products, as well as in general
industrial applications such as chemical
plants and aluminium smelters.”
In geographic terms, the UAE is a growth
market and in Saudi Arabia the company is
keen to capitalise on the opportunities,
building on its current successes with the
Haramain stations. Kuwait is also of interest
and the company has highlighted strong
potential in Qatar.
What is the company’s experience of
operating in the Middle East? “It can be
challenging, but also very rewarding,” says
Bissett. “Middle Eastern clients are often
keen to drill into the detail of projects. This
can work to our advantage as it gives us an
opportunity to show how we stand out
from the crowd.
Bissett remarks that attitudes towards
industrial health and safety have
changed significantly in the region over
the past decade.
“Over the last 10 years we have seen a
growing emphasis on the prevention of falls
from height by the correct specification and
use of fall protection equipment,”
comments Bissett. A key factor has been
the influence of the international
contractors in the market, he adds.
“What I would like to see is more local
work on height legislation, which would act
as a driver for improvement, as we have
seen with the UK CDM and work at height
regulations in the UK.
““As fall protection specialists, our key
target is to improve workers’ safety at
height,” he concludes. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Flooring

Laying the foundations
for success
The flooring and floor-covering market in the Middle East is set to continue to
grow along with the region’s construction sector.
HE COMMERCIAL FLOORING industry is on the up. A
recent study by business consultancy firm Grand View
Research predicted that the global market will be worth
US$166.63bn by 2020. Nowhere in the world is this trend more
apparent than in the Middle East, where continued growth in the
construction industry, spurred by government investment in
infrastructure and the scheduled arrival of ‘mega events’ like Dubai
Expo 2020 and the 2022 World Cup in Qatar, has spawned a number
of events dedicated to the flooring sub-sector. International
building and construction show The Big 5 has long hosted sections
serving the flooring and floor covering markets, but the creation of
a number of new events – such as Middle East Covering and the
Arab Carpet and Flooring Expo, both of which celebrate their
inaugural edition in 2015 – stand as testament to the sector’s
promise in the region.

T

Visible Growth

“The Middle East is an important market for the simple reason that
this is the region where growth is visible and expected,” says Thomas
Koshy, Middle East sales manager for UK-based raised flooring
company Kingspan Access Floors. “As more and more business
activity gets localized, and with the region at the cross roads of the
West and Asia, it is natural that more infrastructure to support
commercial activity is required.”
Koshy says the UAE, Oman, Saudi Arabia and Qatar are Kingspan’s
largest markets within the region, in line with official statistics from
the IMF and MEED, which rank all four amongst the top five
Continued growth in the Middle East’s construction sector has
fuelled the need for flooring. (Photo: Omar Chatriwala/Flickr)
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countries in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) in terms of
both construction market share and the overall value of building
projects from 2014 to 2020. “The Middle East is home to world class
companies and market leaders in air transportation, petroleum,
banking and the like which, in tune with their expansion plans, need
more facilities,” Koshy explains, pointing also to the predominance
of vertical construction in multi-storied office towers as an
important driver for his company in particular.
Providing raised access floors, certified to the internationally
recognised European EN12825 and UK PSA, MOB and CISCA
standards, Kingspan supplies mainly high-end internal fit out
companies serving commercial properties such as offices, server
rooms and data centres. Highlighting figures from ICD Research,
Koshy says the Middle Eastern commercial construction segment
alone will reach a value of US$5.7bn in 2015 – an increase of 38.2
per cent over 2010 – with the value of tourism and leisure
construction (US$1.2bn) retail buildings (US$2.2bn) and other
construction (US$1.4bn) also forecast to reach new heights this year.

Necessity breeds innovation

The industry, though, is not without its challenges. Grand View
Research said the cost of transportation and raw materials –
including fossil fuels from which many types of carpet and resilient
flooring are derived – has significantly impacted upon
manufacturers’ margins. It is often said, however, that necessity
breeds innovation, and constraints have helped to spur the
development of new products and techniques which Grand View
said have “considerably widened the scope across residential,
commercial and industrial flooring applications”.
One such example would be the development and use of ecofriendly flooring materials such as Polyester (P.E.T) Berber, linoleum,
cork and reclaimed hardwood, partially driven by high
petrochemical prices. “This trend has been coming into prominence
in recent years with buildings seeking to become LEED [Leadership
in Energy & Environmental Design] certified,” says Koshy. “The UAE
has been a leader in this and it suits well that our products are being
made of environmentally sustainable materials.”
Koshy says Kingspan was one of the first to obtain FSC [Forest
Stewardship Council] certification for its chipboard core, and the
first access flooring manufacturer in the world to issue an
Environmental Product Declaration. “There is an increasing
requirement from architects, contractors, developers and end
users for detailed information about the sustainable qualities and
environmental impacts of our products,” Koshy says. “The EPD
gives all the information required and shows that we are providing
full transparency.” ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Glass

Clearer emissions for
the glass industry

(Photo: Alex Ander)

A look at the challenges facing glass manufacturers in light of changes to glass emission controls and monitoring.
EN AND A half thousand tonnes of
NOx; eighty thousand tonnes of SO2;
twenty-two millions tonnes of CO2;
and six and a half thousands tonnes of dust.
These are the estimated emissions vented into
the ambient air by the European glass
manufacturing industry as reported by the
European Environmental Agency back in 2008.
Industrial emissions, including those
emanating from the high-temperature and
energy-intensive glass manufacturing process,
can have major environmental and health
risks. To combat these risks the European
Parliament developed the Industrial Emission
Directive 2010/75/EU (IED). The directive has
the objective of standardising maximum
emission levels across a very broad range of
combustion-based industries throughout the
EU, and will have oversight for the licensing,
operation, monitoring and decommissioning
of industrial plants to prevent and reduce
pollution to the air and water.
Beyond that, the IED describes how
measuring and monitoring should take place,
and is driven and enabled by an increase in the
use of "best available techniques" (BAT). The
BAT approach is aimed at identifying and
applying the best technology available
worldwide, applying it as cost effectively as
possible on an industrial scale, to reduce
emissions and achieve a high level of
environmental protection.
The BREF documents that outline BAT will
herald new lower Emission Limit Values (ELV)
for industries and set the standards to obtain
better consistency and quality of
implementation across the EU member states.
For the transition of the IED into national
law in relation to glass manufacturing, EU
member states had four years from the
publication of the Best Available Technique
(BAT) conclusions on 8th March 2012. The
corresponding authority in each state has to
review and, if necessary, update all permit
conditions to ensure that glass manufacturing
plants comply with those conditions.
The implementation period must be met by
all EU member states and must be verified in
formal reporting by 2016/2017. The European
Commission’s IED will mean a considerable

T

change for glass manufacturers in terms of
what is required of them from an emissions
reduction and monitoring viewpoint.
For glass melting furnace operations and
many other natural gas combustion industries,
much of the impact will be focused on three
pollutants: SO2, NOx and CO. Since SO2 and
CO emissions are more manageable for glass
manufacturers – for example, through postcombustion for CO and chalk additives in the
filter for SO2 – it is the NOx emissions that
really pose the challenge.
Current NOx emissions from glass furnaces
are typically between 1,200-1,500 mg/Nm³
NOx. The IED defines significantly reduced
new emission limit values – 800 mg/Nm³ NOx
for existing furnaces and 500 mg/Nm³ for new
furnaces – measured in right per cent residual
oxygen on an hourly average.
There are three mechanisms for NOx
creation during combustion: ‘thermal NOx’,
‘fuel NOx’ and ‘prompt NOx’. Thermal NOx is
created by high temperatures (T>1400°C;
Zeldovich principle); fuel NOx by nitrogen
contained in the fuel, reacting with the
oxidizers; and prompt NOx by CH radicals
during combustion.
To reduce NOx, the BREF notes recommend
primary control measures seeking to generate
unfavourable conditions for NOx formation.
These primary techniques can be combustion
modifications, special furnace design, electric
melting and oxyfuel melting. With regard to
combustion modifications there are several
BATs outlined, including reduction of the
air/fuel ratio, reduced combustion air
temperature, staged combustion, employing
flue gas recirculation, the installation of low
NOx burners and adjusting fuel selection.
Industrial gases and gas application
technologies can play a significant role in
helping reduce combustion pollution including
NOx. In general, employing greater levels of
oxygen substantially increases the thermal
efficiency of a furnace, as radiant heat transfer
of furnace gases produced by oxyfuel
combustion is significantly more efficient
than those of air fuel. In the combustion
process nitrogen can essentially be regarded
as ballast – with this ballast acting as a
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negative influence as it neither takes part in,
nor helps, combustion.
One such gas technology to considerably
reduce NOx emissions is Linde’s COROX®
LowNOx for recuperative and regenerative
endport furnaces. The novel part is that this
technology combines several BATs of the
combustion modification part, such as
reduction in air fuel ratio, staged combustion
of both air and fuel, flue gas recirculation and
the use of low NOx burners. The process
involves injecting additional oxygen through
high-pressure lances to create a more intense,
directional flue gas recirculation effect within
the furnace. As a result, the main air/gas
burner system produces a diluted, staged
combustion process. The fuel dilution leads to
a more homogenous flame and a reduced
flame temperature.
As the flame temperature has a direct
impact on thermal NOx levels, this lowers
emissions significantly. A lower flame
temperature also reduces the concentration
of hydrocarbon radicals in the furnace and
limiting prompt NOx formation. In addition, an
improved heat transfer rate shortens the
window during which thermal NOx can form.
Combining COROX® LowNOx technology
with oxyfuel hotspot burners optimises its
process and NOx reduction efficiency.
Operating the furnace under these conditions,
with staged combustion leading to a lower
flame temperature and more homogeneous
energy distribution, reduces the energy
consumption by approximately three to five
per cent. Large combustion furnaces with a
typical lifetime of 10-12 years, and in some
cases up to 20 years or more, represent a large
capital commitment. Often major changes in
melting technologies are implemented if they
coincide with furnace rebuilds. However,
COROX® LowNOx can be easily added to
existing facilities during a furnace lifetime with
minimal space requirements. ■

This article was written by Rainer Mieth, senior
application engineer – glass and fibres, Linde;
and Stephen Harrison, global head of specialty
gases and specialty equipment, Linde. To find
out more, please visit www.linde.com
www.technicalreview.me
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Air Filtration
Proper air filtration inside buildings is important to stay healthy.
(Photo: Aleksandar Tasevski/Shutterstock)

Robust air filtration a must
for society and commerce
With a glut of construction activity, a growing number of vehicles and the occasional sandstorm, Dr. Iyad Al-Attar tells
Technical Review Middle East about the importance of air filtration systems for countries in the Gulf.

“To make a
difference, our
approach and
attitude towards
air quality requires
a renaissance,
rather than just a
mere change.”

Why is air filtration important?
Air cleaning is now an important branch of
social engineering, and protection of the
public from harmful emissions, both in
urban and rural areas, is the subject of
legislation in all civilised countries.
Increasing public concern about indoor air
quality in residential and commercial
buildings has led to the development of
high-efficiency air filters. Research has
revealed that exposure to ultra-fine particles
can impact our DNA, and respiratory and
cardiovascular systems. It is also important
to highlight that filtration is not only
important for air intake, but also for
exhausts. Several studies have demonstrated
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that installation and operation of kitchen
exhaust hoods lead to pollutants such as
carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and ultrafine particles that are capable of drastically
impacting our health.
What is air filtration? When are particles
considered to have been filtered?
Air filtration is the process of separating
dispersed particles from a dispersing fluid by
means of porous media. It is a preventative
measure to protect the human respiratory
system as well as heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) equipment. Air filters
are used to remove aerosol particles from air
www.technicalreview.me
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Air Filtration
at different efficiencies with the least
possible resistance. To consider particles to
have been filtered, air filters must separate
and retain dispersed particles on the surface
and/or within the filtration medium from a
dispersing fluid by means of porous media.
The performances of air filters have a
transient behaviour and never operate at
steady state conditions.
Where are air filters used?
Clean air is required for HVAC systems in
buildings, clean rooms, pharmaceutical
industries and closed environments like
engine and gas turbine intakes, where air
filters act as the preventative line of defense
for the cooling/heating coil and subsequent
components to minimise particle deposition
on them. Growth of microorganisms and
dust cake formation are two common
factors that impede the performance of
HVAC equipment and also degrade the
indoor air quality. Dust fouls the heat sinks
found in personal computer power supplies,
causing over-heating and failure. Air filters
are also used in operating theatres in
hospitals to prevent post-operative
infections. A crucial application of air
filtration is in IVF laboratories where apart
from dust, many other air-borne pollutants
can threaten the treatment.
What is the connection of gas turbines with
HVAC?
Air conditioning is a key
element in buildings in
GCC countries, and is
one of the highest
power consumers,
especially during
summer. In
countries where
power usage is
close to the
generation rate, gas
turbine performance
becomes critically
important.

“We still deal with
sandstorms as an
enigma, but it is
time to characterise
them, knowing that
they exacerbate
our urban and rural
air quality.”
From a gas turbine perspective, what are
the filtration challenges?
The inlet of a gas turbine is designed to
introduce large masses of clean air.
Obviously, atmospheric air cannot be
brought in without appropriate filtration.
Several contaminants can coat the
compressor blades and cause erosive or
corrosive damage to the turbine
components, thus causing performance
downgrade. Further, sticky contaminants
can alter the blades’ surface and mass,
which would further contribute to
performance reduction. The dilemma of
increasing the number of filter stages
and/or their efficiency poses the risk of
increasing the pressure drop of the entire
filter section. The choice is between
increasing the pressure drop on the one
hand, and reducing the number of filter
stages and/or their efficiencies to
allow greater volume of less clean
air, on the other. Some other
techniques such

Dr. Al-Attar advocates for a strong
environmental policy where governments
take a more proactive approach.
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as compressor washing are introduced in
combination with filtration to achieve a
better performance.
In the GCC region, what do you think is the
main problem facing air filtration
practices?
A problem arises when the performance of
air filters used in gas turbine and HVAC
applications deviates from what is
predicted by laboratory results using
standard air dust. This is especially true in
regions like the Arabian Peninsula that are
known to have dust with characteristics
deviating from that of standard dust.
Therefore, it is imperative to correctly
characterise, chemically and physically, the
GCC atmospheric dust in order to
investigate the possible impact of those
characteristics on the filter performance.
Why are sandstorms a challenge?
Sandstorms create abrasive climate
conditions and assault our indoor spaces,
adding to the complexity of the filter
performance deviation problem. They bring
elevated concentration of suspended
atmospheric particles that affects most
human and industrial activity.
What do you suggest we to do solve the
problem?
Air filtration is an engineering practice and
therefore, its performance must be verified
prior to any hasty installation mistakes that
cause unrecoverable losses. On this point,
the involvement of governments is
imperative, as a body to approve filter
performance and permit only those
manufacturers who meet specific approval
parameters for the concerned markets. Our
action plan to regulate supply of air filters
to the GCC markets must include:
• Comprehensive testing to verify the air
filtration performance
• The establishment of government
laboratories to conduct air filtration
performance tests and provide
approval for selling products in the
local/regional markets
• Establishment of regional standards to
accommodate GCC climate conditions as
guidelines for manufacturers
• Involvement of academic institutions to
conduct research and development
• Incentivising the industry to sponsor air
filtration research ■
– Dr. Iyad Al-Attar is a mechanical engineer
and air filtration consultant
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Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
gears up for IoT
Around 27.7mn people use the Internet in Saudi Arabia, making it a sound market for the
penetration of Internet of Things (IoT).
HE INTERNET OF Things (IoT)
comprises a network of things that
enable data transmission through a
network, without human-to-human or
human-to-computer interaction.
IoT is popular across major economies
the worldover, especially for industrial or
business purposes. The concept is also
gaining momentum in Saudi Arabia, as more
businesses are embracing the utilities of IoT.
According to a report by IDC, machine-tomachine (M2M) and IoT applications are
growing at a rapid pace, as organisations
across verticals are outperforming each
other to offer the latest ICT solutions for
customer satisfaction. Tolga Yalcin, senior
research analyst for telecommunications
and networking at IDC Saudi Arabia says,
“The share of M2M and IoT applications
within the ICT ecosystem is growing. While
most of the applications are essentially
M2M based, IoT solutions are also
increasingly being applied, particularly in
Smart City projects.” Yalcin goes on to
reiterate how the current market is
conducive to telecom companies, and
recommended that they “capture
opportunities by driving market
development and building end-to-end
solutions, rather than restricting themselves
to mere connectivity”.
Major players in the IoT and M2M sector
include Alcatel-Lucent, AT&T, ZTE, IBM and
Huawei Technologies. Chinese telecom
major Huawei Technologies showcased its
IoT solutions in Dubai in June 2015. Huawei
regional vice-president for smart cities and
IoT Safder Nazir explored how IoT helps

T

More businesses are embracing IoT applications in Saudi Arabia. (Photo: Bobboz/Shutterstock)

makes cities smarter. With the region
becoming city-centric, cities of the future
have to become more intelligent by
connecting with each other and enhance
businesses. In a bid to lead the way in IoT
deployment, the company is trailing its
latest cellular IoT, reveals Nazir.
Meanwhile, French telecom major Alcatel
Lucent joined hands with Saudi Arabia's
Mobily to deliver virtualised radio access
network (RAN) in Saudi Arabia to improve

Telcos should capitalise on the
current opportunities in the market by
driving market development and
end-to-end solutions.
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performance, reliability, scale and
operational efficiency. This is the first time
the French company's Wireless Cloud
Element Radio Network Controller (WCE
RNC) has been deployed by a telecom
service provider. Running a virtual radio
network functions over open, carrier-grade
platforms and provides considerable
advantages in data transmission.
The change is just about beginning in the
country, feel experts. According to Yalcin,
Saudi Arabia is more of a follower than an
initiator when it comes to adopting new
technologies and smart ICT solutions. With
the advent of IT majors such as Huawei,
Alcatel Lucent and IBM among others, there
is scope for better, more improved
technologies to make their way into Saudi
Arabia in the future and enhance the
manner of carrying out business. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Briefly
Nokia Networks to deploy
small cells in Qatar

NOKIA NETWORKS HAS signed a
deal with Ooredoo Qatar to deploy
small cells in hotspots across the
country to boost voice and data
services to customers even in
interior locations.
Ooredoo Qatar chief operating
officer Waleed Al Sayed said, “Our
customers demand high-quality
services, even in complex hotspots
and crowded urban zones. Nokia
Networks small cells will enable us
to provide more capacity, higher
availability and reduced latency.”
According to Nokia Networks, the
agreement follows a trial where its
LTE and 3G small cell solutions in
high-traffic indoor and outdoor
locations in Doha, including the
historic Souq Waqif area, were
deployed. At the time, Nokia experts
identified key hotspots using
advanced planned and analysis
tools. Nokia Flexi Zone small cells
were installed discreetly in strategic
locations, in a bid to ensure
additional capacity, coverage and
better network availability.
Nokia Networks’ small cell base
stations also have the same
software and processing capabilities
as macro base stations, but require
lesser space and can be deployed
easily and in a cost-efficient manner,
revealed Nokia officials.
Nokia Networks vice-president
and head of Middle East and Africa
Bernard Najm said, “Nokia’s
advanced mobile broadband
solutions will help Ooredoo achieve
its goal of supporting the Qatar
National Vision of boosting the
knowledge-based economy.”

Dubai Smart Government carries out feasibility study

DUBAI SMART GOVERNMENT, along with other
government entities, is carrying out a feasibility
study that aims to establish the utility of a shared
modern fibre-optic network.
The integrated network is aimed at connecting
all government entities, thereby improving
efficiency of their technological structure and
ensure seamless transmission of data. The larger
objective is to elevate Dubai’s position as a smart
city, stated officials from DSG.
DSG director general Ahmad Bin Humaidan said,
“This step comes in implementation of the
initiative of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime
Minister of the UAE, and Ruler of Dubai, for
shifting to smart government.”
The study is expected to take around six months
to get completed, and will cover two phases. Phase
1 is underway and will collect current and future
requirements of government entities through
electronic surveys and workshops with
government partners. Meanwhile, the second
phase will be completed by the end of December,
resulting in practical recommendations on the
specifications of the Dubai government's fibreoptic network, the shared network’s infrastructure
and the return on investment.

Phase 2 of the study will provide recommendations on the
government’s proposal to establish a shared fibre optic
network. (Photo: Datskevich Aleh/Shutterstock)

In order to achieve improved results, DSG
conducted an introductory workshop at the
Hamdan Bin Mohammed Smart University to
highlight the project and the methodology of the
study. Sixty employees attended the workshop,
where the current capabilities of government
entities were discussed and assessed. The
workshop also studied the emirate's future needs,
and the corresponding designs and criteria
necessary to set up the fibre-optic network.

Dell dealership opens new Saudi Arabia office in Jubail City
HILAL COMPUTER & Technical for Trade Company (Hilal CTTC) Saudi Arabia has opened a new office
in Jubail City, Saudi Arabia, in a bid to deliver high-end IT services in the industrial area.
Hilal CTTC is the authorised dealer in Saudi Arabia for technology major Dell. The new Jubail City
office will be endowed with a range of IT solutions that cover cyber security, risk management, cloud
computing as well a host of support services. The services are expected to extend to Ras Al-Khair
and the wider area to meet customer demands.
Geoffrey Milne, general manager of the Northstar Group of companies (owner of Hilal CTTC) said,
“The strategic decision to establish a base in Jubail City was taken to meet increasing demands in
Saudi Arabia for our products and services. Many of the blue-chip companies operating in Jubail
already use Hilal CTTC services and utilise Dell technologies and IT solutions.”
The new office represents a strategic first with the only Dell-authorised dealership in Jubail City.
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ARABAL 2015
Representatives from across the global aluminium
industry will be in attendance at ARABAL 2015.

Aluminium industry
set for Saudi spotlight
Saudi Arabian mining and minerals giant Ma’aden set to host leading Arab aluminium conference at Dhahran
International Exhibitions Center in November 2015.

GCC aluminium
production hit five
million tonnes in
2014 and looks set
to continue
growing over the
coming years.

ARTICIPANTS FROM ACROSS
the global aluminium industry
will converge on Saudi Arabia in
November for the Arab Aluminium
Conference (ARABAL), with technology
and innovation set to be at the forefront
of this year’s conference, according to
the CEO of Saudi Arabia’s largest
aluminium producer.
The event, which takes place from 1517 November 2015 at Dhahran
International Exhibitions Center, will be
hosted by the Saudi Arabian Mining
Company (Ma’aden), owner of the largest
vertically integrated aluminium complex
in the world – a US$10.8bn joint venture
with Alcoa.
The 2015 conference will focus on “the
integration of the upstream and
downstream aluminium industry in the
GCC”, as it looks to cover a broad range of
topics including the future of the global
aluminium industry and the promotion of

P
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cooperation between aluminium
producers and consumers.
“Hosting ARABAL consolidates the
position of Ma’aden and its successful
journey towards becoming one of the
largest mining companies in the world,”
said Ma’aden CEO Eng. Khaled bin Saleh Al
Mudaifer. “The conference will discuss
current and future challenges for the
aluminium industry, and the opportunities
for industrial integration of aluminium in
the Gulf region.”
Ma’aden, the leading mining and metals
company in Saudi Arabia, uses Saudi
bauxite to produce aluminium ingots,
billets, T-bars, automotive and can sheet
for domestic and international markets, as
well as to facilitate the development of
domestic downstream industries
throughout the Kingdom.
Among the highlights at the industry
showcase will be Ma’aden’s presentation
of its integrated supply chain via a tour of
www.technicalreview.me
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its aluminium complex in Ras Al-Khair. The
tour will provide delegates, industry
representatives and exhibitors with the
chance to view the company’s facilities
and the processes that go into the
application of its manufacturing vision of
“from the mine to the end product”.
The tour will include all the components
of the supply chain starting with the
stockpiled bauxite, delivered by rail from
the mine, passing to the refinery and the
smelter and finishing with the rolling mill
and aluminium can reclamation facility.

Enduring appeal

This year marks the 19th edition of
ARABAL, which was last held in Bahrain in
2014 under the theme “GCC: An
aluminium power house”. The event
attracted more than 700 delegates from
across the global aluminium industry

“Hosting ARABAL
consolidates the
position of Ma’aden
and its successful
journey towards
building a
reputation as one
of the largest
mining companies
in the world.”

The supporting conference will feature participation from international and regional companies.

and was hosted by Aluminium Bahrain
B.S.C. (Alba).
The event began life back in 1983 when
Kuwait Aluminium Company brought
together a selection of leading figures
from across the Middle East aluminium
industry, with the intention of
strengthening ties and discussing the
issues that were key to the aluminium
industry’s development at the time.
As the event edges closer to its 30th
anniversary, it has grown over the
decades into one of the leading
international events for the aluminium
industry, bringing together a broad range
of leaders from across the aluminium
sector, providing them with a notable
platform on which to network and
conduct business.
ARABAL 2015 will be organised by
international events company BME Global
Ltd who were appointed by Ma’aden to
manage the conference. The firm has
experience of operating in Saudi Arabia

A tour of Ma’aden’s nearby aluminium complex will be on the agenda for a number of the event’s delegates.
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and operates a branch in Cairo, Egypt.
Through its events, BME Global has
covered a number of industries key to
economic development throughout the
wider Middle East, including
petrochemicals, water, power,
environment, security and construction.

Aluminium in the Arab world

It is believed that the GCC’s aluminium
production hit five million tonnes in 2014,
and with global demand for aluminium
set to reach 70mn metric tonnes annually
by 2020, the industry looks set to
continue growing over the coming years.
Describing the ARABAL Conference
as one of the most important events
within the global aluminium industry,
Eng. Al Mudaifer remarked, “It is an
opportunity to present the Kingdom as
an investment hub for aluminium
companies, which contributes to
attracting foreign capital and the
localisation of global technologies.”
ARABAL chairman Mohamed Al-Naki
confirmed that the conference will
feature participation from international
and regional companies, with panel
discussions and debates set to centre on
the latest developments throughout the
aluminium industry, as well as recent
economic developments and their effect
on aluminium production. Alongside the
conference there will be an exhibition
that will allow participating companies
to showcase a wide range of their latest
services and technologies in the
aluminium industry. ■
To find out more details about ARABAL
2015, please contact James Lamb at
james@bme-global.com or
on +44 (0) 203 328 9581.
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Building confidence
The upswing in construction activity is expected to boost water management solutions
provider AES Arabia’s already steady presence in Saudi Arabia.
AUDI ARABIA IS one of the fastest
growing markets for construction.
The sector can provide vast
opportunities to AES Arabia, a specialised
water management solutions provider, feels
Asad Iqbal Khan, AES Arabia’s business
development manager.
A large agricultural and industrial base in
Saudi Arabia, supported by an increasing
number of infrastructure projects, has
provided a sound backdrop for AES Arabia to
expand its presence. Specifically, the need
for desalinated water is on the rise due to
water scarcity, hence AES Arabia's reverse
osmosis (RO) water management solutions
are in demand, said Khan. The company’s
signature solutions include demineralisation
packages, condensate polishing packages,
effluent treatment plants and sewage
treatment plants.
Specifically, RO has a dominating presence
in brackish water desalination, and the trend
is moving over to seawater desalination, he
stated. RO desalination will increase due to
the rise in water demand, mainly propelled
by the energy and municipal sectors in the
country. To cater to varying demands,
different technologies are coming up such as
dissolved air flotation (DAF) and pressurized
inside-out ultra filtration (UF) for power
industries. In conjunction with seawater
reverse osmosis (SWRO), the process is
applicable to the oil and gas and
petrochemical sectors as well. However, Zero
Liquid Discharge (ZLD), which either purifies
or recycles almost all the wastewater
produced, is expected to emerge as an
affordable and widely-used process in
industrial applications and especially where
the regulation is stringent for the disposal of
brine, added Khan.
In addition to the above processes, AES
Arabia is a leading specialist in chemical
injection skids, which inject a precise
amount of specific chemicals into a system
at a required temperature, pressure and
flow rate. Most chemical injection skids
deliver concentrated chemical at specific
volumes to ensure bulk concentrations in
the main process line are maintained. For
maximum efficiency and accuracy, chemical
injection systems designed by AES Arabia

S

AES Arabia’s reverse osmosis water management solutions are in demand.
(Photo: Asaf Eliason/Shutterstock)

also contain fully automatic PLC control,
precise control logic and control panel
(NEMA-4X). Based on different applications,
chemical injection skids manufactured by
AES Arabia include corrosion inhibitors,
scale inhibitors, demulsifier injections and
an antifoam dosing package.
“We are always looking to meet the
requirements of our customers through our
expertise and capability of doing regular to
large size projects for multiple construction
companies and end users,” Khan stated.
Given the slump in oil prices, there was
considerable concern among the major oil
and gas industry players, as well as the
sectors that support it. Specifically, the
desalination market was affected due to

Asad Iqbal Khan, business development manager of
AES Arabia.
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financial conditions in 2014, but Khan
revealed that only a few of AES Arabia’s
projects were cancelled. In fact, most of the
company’s projects were temporarily on
hold, but are now gathering momentum.
“We have not experienced a slump,
rather slower growth as a result of the
financial hit at the time,” he said.
Things are definitely looking better this
year though. Through 2014-15, Saudi Arabia
has registered the fastest growth in
construction, mainly due to major projects
such as King Abdullah Economic City, King
Abdulaziz International Airport, Haramain
High Speed Rail and the Riyadh Metro. The
country is expected to invest more money in
construction, where AES Arabia hopes to
maximise its profits.
“AES has been active in oil and gas, power,
water, petrochemicals, construction and
infrastructure projects. In the GCC, we have
the reputation of successfully completing
projects in a given time frame, as well as
delivering precise engineering and quality
execution,” noted Khan.
Being an established name in the GCC, AES
Arabia is now looking to expand in Africa and
the Caspian regions, revealed Khan. The
company hopes to achieve broader exposure
and heightened mileage in other regions
through trade shows, which Khan views as
an investment to reach potential and
existing customers. “It is possibly the best
way to understand and learn industry trends
as well,” he concluded. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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F Model growth
driven by demand
With the Chinese market growing, FG Wilson has begun to vastly expand its dealership network in the Asian country.
ess than a year since FG Wilson
launched its F Model range, the
global manufacturer of diesel and
gas generator sets is set to expand the range
further throughout the next 18 months.
The 32–125 kVA range of generator sets,
which complements the existing suite of FG
Wilson product ranges, has already proven
popular with customers across the world
with its design providing a more diverse and
competitive product offering across
multiple customer segments such as
domestic, retail and industrial.
The range, until recently, had only been
available in 50 Hz from 32–125 kVA but
customers can now purchase this range
from 8.5–137.5 kVA in both 50 Hz and 60 Hz.
The company also revealed that plans
have been advanced for the launch of the F
Model range in a number of smaller and
larger sizes to meet the rising demand for
the product in countries such as China,
Brazil, Russia and Africa.
Over the next 18 months the range will
become available in 8.5–22 kVA, 200–220
kVA, 275 kVA and 340–390 kVA.
Neil McDougall, retail global sales
director, said, “The F Model product range
has delivered on our promise of providing
performance, serviceability and durability
with a FG Wilson engine and a simplified
choice of options.
“The forthcoming introductions of the
new F model sizes will allow us to compete
in even more new markets and broaden our
customer base further.
“Such new product introductions are part
of Caterpillar’s strategic plans to position FG
Wilson as the volume brand within its
Electric Power Division for all diesel and gas
generator sets from 6.8 – 750 kVA.”
An exclusive feature of the F Model range,
which has been an important factor in its
success during the first year, is the
introduction of the FG Wilson engines.
Coupled with robust components, the F
models deliver a high quality, ready-to-run

L

The F Model generator sets are optimised for performance and fuel consumption.

product that meets industry standards for
the value-utility market.
FG Wilson’s official dealer network has
also increased across China. During 2014,
the company expanded its network in China
with the recruitment of five high-quality
companies which has improved its reach
across four key provinces namely Shandong,
Jiangsu, Hunan and Sichuan.
Currently, dealer recruitment has been
ongoing throughout China and the firm is

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Four 2015

Until recently,
the F model was
only available from
32–125 kVA in 50
Hz. But it is now
available from 8.5 –
137.5 kVA in both
50 Hz and 60 Hz.

engaging with a number of firms to
establish new dealers in areas including
Jiangsu, Anhui, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hubei,
Henan, Hainan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Gansu,
Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Heliongjiang,
and Ningxia.
McDougall added that FG Wilson has
been continually searching for opportunities
to consolidate its position as the leading
global manufacturer of diesel and gas
generator sets.
“The expansion of our dealer network in
China comes just six years after the
relocation of FG Wilson’s Asia Power
Systems to a 28,000 sq m world-class facility
in Tianjin, purpose built to fulfil increasing
demand. The APS plant in China is one of
the main source plants for the recentlyopened Product Distribution Centre (PDC),
located at Antwerp, Belgium.”
With manufacturing plants located in
many countries such as the UK, Brazil,
China, India and the USA, FG Wilson’s ‘One
Global Standard’ guarantee ensures that
each generator set is designed and
manufactured to the same global standard,
the company added. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Improving energy efficiency using power factor correction
HARAMAIN HIGH SPEED Rail project
represents one of the most important
transport projects in the expansion of Saudi
Arabia’s railway network. It links the holy
cities of Mecca and Medina via Jeddah and
King Abdullah Economic City. A passenger
station is currently being constructed in
each of these cities.
The four stations are designed on the
principle of a modular approach to enable
speedy delivery of high-quality buildings
while simultaneously enhancing the
passenger experience. In addition to the
main building and arrival and departure
concourses, each station also has a mosque,
a civil defense fire station, a helipad,
terminals, short- and long-term car parking,
VIP lounges, shops, restaurants and cafes.
Energy efficiency is an important factor in
a project of such scale. Icar S.p.a., through
the distributor Dash Control Systems, has
improved the energy efficiency of the
Haramain High Speed Rail stations with
power factor correction systems. The

Power factor correction reduces the ‘unnecessary’
current in power components.

system reduces electricity costs both in
terms of elimination of penalties in the bill
for excess consumption of reactive energy
and of reduction of the energy dissipated by
Joule effect. Authorities overseeing
electrical utilities often force companies
involved in distribution to apply financial
penalties to facilities that have a substantial

contractual power and low energy cos phi
(generally 0.9).
Power factor correction also impacts
the power quality of electric plants of
the railway stations. In many electric
plants that are powered by an MV
transformer, a considerably distorted
tension due to excessive load of the
MV/LV transformer is commonplace.
Appropriate power factor correction
and consequent load reduction by the
transformer allows for it to be brought
back to operating conditions within
linearity limits, substantially reducing
the voltage distortion.
Some of the substantive benefits from
using the power factor correction are:
• Optimised dimensioning of the
components (transformers, switching
devices, cables)
• Reduction of voltage drops along the lines
• Reduction of losses due to Joule
effect/heating
• Reduction of ageing components

Dialight launches new LED floodlights
Dialight has launcheD its new 15,000 lumens Durosite and
safesite ﬂoodlights in ul, ce and c1D2 versions. the higher
lumen ﬂoodlight can replace up to 400W traditional hiD lighting
ﬁxtures, making for energy eﬃcient illumination for industrial
and hazardous applications worldwide.
Durosite and safesite ﬂoodlights consume 50 per cent less
energy than typical hiD lighting sources and also reduce overall
maintenance costs. Fixtures have a tempered glass lens and a
die cast aluminium housing which is corrosion resistant, and
weigh a maximum of about 13 kg.
the ﬁxtures feature an in-house designed power supply and
isolated wiring compartment with standard 6kV surge
protection. they can operate in ambient temperatures ranging
from -40°c to +65°c.
each leD ﬂoodlight ships standard with a stirrup-mounting
bracket and includes 10-year warranty from Dialight. a wide
range of other mounting accessories are also available.

LED saves power and money compared to conventional lights.
(Photo: Mike Deal/Flickr)
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Powertech Switchgear positive about
business growth in UAE

POWERTECH SWITCHGEAR INDUSTRIES (Powertech) remains
optimistic about the near future despite the declining oil prices
affecting economic activity in the Gulf countries. As ABB’s channel
partner for low-voltage systems in UAE, the company maintains
that demand for ABB as a preferred make among consultants and
contractors is on the rise, even amidst intense competition.
Vinay Kumar, sales manager at Powertech, said that due to the
“global decline in oil prices, the UAE government has initiated
various measures to tackle this by curbing subsidies and
diversifying income to strengthen the economy”.
“A direct impact of this has been the slowdown in trade receipts
as well as a mull in decision-making. The build-up to the Dubai
Expo 2020 will fuel momentum in a bid to creating and developing
the required levels of infrastructure for the event,” Kumar added.
As a part of its plan to
stay ahead of
competition,
Powertech is
currently pursuing
type-test of certain
ratings for its lowvoltage panels.
There is an
increasing emphasis
within the
organisation for
technologically
integrated
processes for
greater efficiency
while keeping
the customer at
the forefront.
Kumar indicated
that the company
has invested in
optimising its
resources to meet
the requirements of
customers both
within the UAE and
regionally. He said
that the company has
developed a fully
equipped 24-hour
The capacitor bank meets
service team for onsite
IEC 61439 and IEC 61921 standards.
maintenance and
troubleshooting with a view to providing support to customers for
issues related to drives (VFD), capacitor banks, PLC and other
onsite troubleshooting.
Powertech Switchgear Industries is headquartered in Ajman
Free Zone and has a branch office in Dubai. The company
assembles low-voltage control panels, suited mainly to the
construction sector. Its products are type-tested and certified by
regulatory bodies both within UAE and outside. Products are
tested in LOVAG-recognised laboratories to ensure their safety,
durability and functionality. In 2012, Powertech became an
authorised value partner for ABB’s low-voltage drives in UAE.
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Four 2015

DEWA establishes electric vehicle points

TO REDUCE CONSUMPTION of hydrocarbons and associated
carbon footprint, Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA)
announced that it is building infrastructure to build 100 electric
vehicle charging stations this year. Sixteen of the stations under the
Green Charger initiative have already been built and are open for
public use, and DEWA said it would build the remaining 84 stations
by the end of this year.
The new charging stations will be of three types that are
compatible with the latest international technologies used in
electric vehicles and will be launched on main highways, at
government buildings, malls, airports and parks, and in hotspots
such as Jumeirah Beach Residence and other major developments.
Charging stations that are exposed to the sun will be solar-powered
for a carbon-neutral option, meaning that no greenhouse gases will
be emitted into the atmosphere.
The rate for charging an electric vehicle at public charging points
is about US$0.08 per kWh. For electric vehicle owners who charge
their vehicles at home, the standard residential electricity rate will
be applied.
The Green Charger initiative is said to contribute to introducing
electric vehicles in Dubai and making them a choice among
residents. The initiative is part of the three-pronged approach that
Dewa is implementing to turn Dubai into a smart city, which includes
connecting solar energy to houses and buildings, and smart
applications through smart meters and grids.

Power-saving sun control
fabric from Hunter Douglas

HUNTER DOUGLAS, A manufacturer of sun control systems based
in The Netherlands, has released its new Screen Nature Ultimetal
sun control fabric, which reflects 70 per cent of sun light that strikes
buildings, thereby substantially reducing energy costs spent on
cooling. Using the fabric, buildings in GCC countries can reduce
energy costs by up to 25 per cent.
In projects with a lot of glass, such as skyscrapers, Screen Nature
Ultimetal can cut the amount of energy needed for cooling by 25 per
cent by blocking out glare, while minute holes allow for light and
openness. Screen Nature Ultimetal is recyclable as it is made with
fiberglass with a reflective aluminum layer, is fire-safe and also free
of PVC, odours and toxic vapours.
Job Hoevenaars, product manager at Hunter Douglas, said, “The
fabric halves the solar heat gain coming through the window. This
means the interior temperature will remain pleasant in summer
without much additional cooling.”

Highrises with glass exteriors use a lot of energy to cool the interior of the building.
(Photo: Henk Sijgers/Flickr)
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Generator sets targeting pollution reduction at global ports
AS GLOBAL COMMERCE increases, an increasing number of ships
traverse the oceans and are berthed at ports from time to time.
While berthed at ports, ships traditionally use their auxiliary engines
to produce own energy to meet the requirements of the ship’s
functions. This power generation leads to emissions that are
considered pollutants, and also causes noise pollution, which not
only has an impact on the environment, but also cause
inconvenience for those who live or work at or near the ports.
Depending on the specific layout of the city, the impact from these
emissions could vary in intensity, but it is desirable to reduce it as
much as possible.
If the ships were to be supplied with power from the port city,
instead of relying on their own auxiliary engines, it would require a

A genset on a mobile kit can reach remote
areas of the port. (Photo: Inmesol)

substantial investment to set up the necessary infrastructure. It
would involve substations that have switches, circuit breakers, a
transformer, an automatic ground switch, safety equipment such as
protective relays for transformers, communication systems between
ships and port and, in most cases, frequency converters to adapt the
local grid voltage to the ship’s. In addition, it is necessary to have a
management system for the port wires. On top of that, the ship
needs an additional electric panel board and in most cases a stepdown transformer.
Generator sets, such as those from Inmesol, can be used along
with other methods to reduce air and noise pollution caused by
ships while berthed at ports. They can offer various voltages and
frequencies, according to what the ship needs.
Some of the advantages in using a generator set to supply power
to berthed ships are:
• Can be adapted to different voltages and frequencies that ships
may need
• Mobility allows it to be easily taken to any part of the port
• Has low emission engines
• Can be soundproofed to be barely audible
• Lack of heavy fuel creates less pollution

Taking into account the reduction on fuel costs made by the ship if
it uses port-based gensets instead of its own auxiliary engines, the
investment on the genset will pay off in a short amount of time. It
will also be easier for ships to meet the increasingly strict standards
for energy conservation and reduction of carbon blueprint.

Thermostat aims to reduce energy consumption at mosques throughout the GCC
Honeywell Has launcHed the VisionPRo 8000 thermostat
for mosques to reduce energy consumption across Gcc countries
and the Middle east.
Mosques often have large and open spaces in the interior, which
means they are energy intensive to cool. That makes ensuring a
comfortable, yet energy eﬃcient environment, during the ﬁve
prayer times everyday a challenge across the Middle east region.
Honeywell’s VisionPRo 8000 thermostat comes with a GPs
enabled call-to-prayer feature called ‘auto-azan’, which detects
prayer times depending on the mosque’s location and lowers
temperatures during crowded peak times automatically, while
saving energy when the building is unoccupied.
with more than 5,000 mosques across the uae alone, the
thermostat for mosques has the potential to save enormous
amounts of energy annually. Honeywell had originally designed
the VisionPRo 8000 thermostat to provide optimal comfort and
energy savings in homes and oﬃces. The company customised the
product for the Middle east market after consultations with
mosque caretakers revealed a gap in the market for an intelligent
ac system.
dilip sinha, regional business leader for Honeywell Middle east,
said, “we designed this product with our customers in mind. we
observed how they used their thermostats, and measured the ebb
and ﬂow of worshippers as well as the temperatures required to
ensure optimal comfort. The VisionPRo 8000 thermostat for
mosques provides optimum comfort levels for worshippers, while
also providing an intuitive and energy eﬃcient temperature
management solution that assures the proper cooling at the
appropriate time for the mosque’s administration.”
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Four 2015

Large, open spaces on the insides of mosques interiors are very energy intensive to
cool effectively. (Photo: HISHAM BINSUWAIF/Flickr)

The VisionPRo 8000 thermostat for mosques is designed to offer
a return on investment within three months from installation.
other noteworthy features of the VisionPRo 8000 thermostat for
mosques include dual power (ac/dc) functionality, as well as the
capacity to operate even when only using batteries. For long-term
eﬃciency of the thermostat, its system software and programmes
can be easily upgraded using memory cards. The upgrades will
come in handy during special occasions such as Ramadan and eid,
to accommodate extra prayer timings. The thermostat has
completed its pilot testing phase in the uae over the last year.
Honeywell is also currently planning on commencing new pilot
projects with mosques across key cities in the Middle east.
www.technicalreview.me
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Work on the new
centre began in the
first week of August.

LiSEC to set up new centre
for service and training
The upcoming centre will be used for training customers and service technicians of all subsidiaries, as well
as for exhibitions and presentations.

isec, THe ausTRia-based provider of comprehensive
glass solutions, is setting up a new service and training
centre at its production site in Seitenstetten. The group of
companies is investing more than US$3.2mn into the planned centre
which will be a part of its globally active service department.
The centre will start with the construction of a 1,200 sqm machine
hall and a 950 sqm office wing. Following that, an exhibition and
training hall with state-of-the-art machinery will be built, which will
be used for presentations as well as for the training of customers
and the service technicians of all subsidiaries. It will also house the
team that handles the international service hot-line.
Construction of the centre began in the first week of August 2015
and is expected to be completed by the end of 2015. The company
hopes to be able to use the new fully-functional service and training
centre from January 2016.
Peter Rattinger, head of the service department at LiSEC, said,
“With its finger on the pulse of the time, the new service and
training centre is equipped with the latest infrastructure, which
meets the global requirements of our customers.”
As a result of its increasing use in the construction industry across
the Middle East, glass is becoming an ever more intelligent building

L

The new service and training
centre will be equipped with
the latest infrastructure to
meet the global requirements
of LiSEC’s customers.
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material. Aside from its use as thermal and sound insulation or for
attractive building facades, new areas of application are constantly
evolving. To keep up and to stay ahead of the developments, LiSEC’s
team of specialists work on the technical development of special
machines in its INOVA Engineering Centre at the Seitenstetten site.
Highly qualified engineers, backed up by the most up-to-date
CAD/CAM systems, together with an integrated research and
development department are continually engaged in creating new
techniques to solve the diverse requirements of the glass industry in
the Middle East.
The solar industry can use the LiSEC’s tempered thin glass,
whether as cold-bent parabolic reflectors or for glass-glass modules.
The company’s encapsulation technique is perfectly suitable for
crystalline, organic and thin-film solar cells. The thin glass makes the
photovoltaic modules is very lightweight when compared to
conventional ones. The company’s sealing technology makes the
modules diffusion-tight and UV-resistant, increasing the modules’
life to more than four decades.
LiSEC’s flatbed tempering process is especially suitable for
tempering thin glass which produces flexible and lightweight glass
sheets which can be used in the production of insulating glass as
well as in the solar field. The thin glass has a maximum thickness of
0.9 mm and has no roller waves, and the process allows for both
sides of the sheet to be tempered.
Triple insulating glass is another innovation from LiSEC. Using
tempered thin glass, the thickness and weight of the triple-glazed
glass is the same as that of double-glazed glass. The triple-glazing
provides considerably improved sound and thermal insulation.
LiSEC develops and produces glass cutting and sorting systems,
individual components and entire production lines for the
production of insulating and laminated glass, as well as machines for
the processing of glass edges and tempering systems. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Briefly
Panasonic launches new
multi-function printers

PANASONIC MIDDLE EAST and
Africa (PMMAF) has launched KXMB2168 and KX-MB2128 from its
new range of multi-function
printers (MFP). The printers can
print double-sided documents at a
rate of 24 pages per minute.
Multiple sets of data can be
printed onto a single page by
dividing the page into two, four, six,
eight or 16 parts. It is a convenient
way to see an overall view of the
data when it is not necessary to see
the details of each part. By
combining this with duplex printing,
the number of recording pages is
reduced, and the printing time is
shortened by reducing the number
of sheets.
Faxes received can be viewed on
a PC web browser first, therefore
minimising wasteful printouts and
saving on paper costs.
“With Secure Print, it can
prevent confidential documents
from being leaked by protecting
them with very high level security,”
said Nelson Edward, manager for
system networks and
communication at PMMAF. “Print
data is password-protected and
temporarily stored on computer’s
hard drive. Information leaks
caused by fax transmission mistakes
are also prevented by protecting
against erroneous dial number
input and by placing restrictions on
direct dialing. Copying and printing
can be restricted by the use of a
department code. Also, the code
effectively manages copying and
printing usage.”
Up to 30 computers can be
connected to a single network unit.

Julian Ford appointed CCO at Altaaqa Global
ALTAAQA GLOBAL HAS appointed Julian Ford as
chief commercial officer (CCO). In this role, Ford’s
remit will be to ensure that Altaaqa Global
achieves revenue growth targets and overall
commercial success, and to facilitate the
formulation and implementation of innovative
global commercial strategies.
Ford is an energy industry veteran, with 15 years
of experience in the rental power segment. He had
a hand in introducing the concept of power project
rental to governments of developing economies,
which allowed them to hire power capacity to
address short-term energy issues. Ford has been
instrumental in taking the rental power concept to
different regions across the globe, including
Middle East and Africa, South America, East Asia
and South Asia.
Ford led the way for the development of the gasfuelled temporary power equipment market in the
mid-2000s. “At that time,” explained Ford, “diesel
costs were rapidly rising, and it was imperative to
diversify the product offering and capitalise on the
growth of natural gas reserves.” Focussing on
markets where gas reserves were not vast enough
to be commercially developed, Ford pioneered a
new business model that allowed countries to

Julian Ford is a global pioneer in temporary power projects.

monetise their ‘stranded gas’ reserves to generate
useful low-cost electricity for the national grid.
Speaking of what he plans to do in his new role
at Altaaqa Global, Ford said, “Our objective is to
create a highly skilled, motivated and experienced,
world-class, power projects team. My vision is for
Altaaqa Global to lead the evolution of the
industry, and to be recognised as the premier
source of innovative technical solutions and the
highest level of customer service and support.”

Elliptical tempering furnace from LandGlass Technology
a new Glass tempering furnace from landGlass Technology company has an elliptical structure
design that ensures a smoother and faster air flow compared to the square-shape design of
traditional heating furnaces.
other than its unique appearance, the landGlass cyclone also has an optimised inner structure
which includes the convection blower and convection box. all of these allow unparalleled evenness
of air flow and uniformity of heating of the glass inside the heating furnace.
The cylcone furnace uses convection technology for tempering glass of various types. it produces
minimal waviness, up to a maximum of 0.12, and depending on the type of glass, can take up to 21
loads an hour with maximum power consumption of 3.75kwh per sqm, which is up to 10 per cent
less than standard convection tempering furnaces. The eadapt system adjusts various settings, such
as pressure and temperature automatically, reducing dependence on the operator.
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Smart Palms to offer free charging and Wi-Fi access in Dubai

Over the next 12 months, D Idea plans to
D IDEA HAS planted a new species of palm tree – Smart Palm
install 103 Smart Palms across the city.
– in Dubai, which instead of producing dates,
The next generation of the device, due to be
harnesses the sun’s energy to allow people to
launched soon, will be created by 3D printer
look up city information, access Wi-Fi and
and have a different design.
charge their phones, all for free.
Made from a combination of fibreTopped with nine leaf-shaped
reinforced plastic and concrete, the new
photovoltaic (PV) modules, the six-meterSmart Palms will also be better able to
tall Smart Palm can generate around 7.2 KWh
withstand Dubai’s tropical desert climate.
per day, enough to operate without ever
“The device will not only look attractive, but
drawing off the grid.
would counter the extreme weather conditions,” Nelepa
Each of the two prototype palms that were installed in May
noted, adding that the project has been receiving funding from
this year – one at a beach near the Burj Al Arab hotel and
Dubai Municipality. The company plans to turn to advertising
other at centrally located Zabeel Park – carry a Wi-Fi hotspot,
and branding to meet future costs, he said.
eight charging stations for phones and tablets, and a touchAccording to the CEO, the Smart Palm project is one of
screen panel giving local details on information such as the
several initiatives that are part of Dubai’s push to create a
weather and transportation services.
greener economy.
The Dubai-based firm said that connectivity is just the
In a country where 88 per cent of the population
start of the Smart Palm’s potential.
uses their phones to access the Internet, the
CEO Viktor Nelepa told Reuters, “Subsequent
Smart Palm already has happy users.
Smart Palms will have ATM machines and
“The device is actually useful as we spent
utility bill payment services. Our team has
almost four hours on the beachfront today
also started to find new ways in which the
Each Smart Palm runs entirely on its own
and that’s enough to drain my battery,” said Nawaf
Smart Palm can support other forms of sustainable
solar power source and lights up at night. Al Qinae, a professional photographer from
generation, specifically through air and water
(Photo: Smart Palm)
Kuwait, after spending time on a Dubai beach.
purification modules.”
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GulfSol 2015

Enhancing growth in the
solar power industry
With a number of huge solar power projects on the way across the Middle East and North Africa, the Global Solar
Leaders’ Summit in Dubai will aim to play an important role in determing the future of solar throughout the region.
HE SECOND EDITION of Gulfsol
2015, scheduled for 14-16
September, will host the region’s
first Global Solar Leaders’ Summit on Day 1
to discuss the benefits of solar energy and
the ways to build a brighter future.
Taking place at Dubai World Trade
Centre, the summit will bring together
some of the world’s most influential leaders
at the event, which will be held alongside
Gulf Glass 2015.
GulfSol is dedicated to the solar industry
and will showcase the latest solar thermal
and photovolatic technologies available in
the region. First launched in 2013, GulfSol
has established itself as a leading solar
event among key players in the industry,
according to organisers dmg events. With
the addition of the Global Solar Leaders’
Summit, the event will look to carve out a
role as a key industry event for leading
players from across the solar power sector.
Last year proved to be a breakthrough 12
months for solar power in the Middle East.
To put 2014 into perspective, in the
previous seven years only 70 MW of solar
photovoltaic system (PV) projects were
awarded across the region. In 2014 alone,
that figure stood at 287 MW — a fourfold
increase — according to a new report
published by the Middle East Solar Industry
Association (MESIA). Regional solar projects
with the capacity to produce up to 1,800
MW are set to be awarded or tendered over
the next 12 months, MESIA added. By 2020,
it has been estimated that the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region will attract
more than US$50bn of solar investment.

T

According to Muhammed Kazi, senior event
project manager, GulfSol 2015, solar energy plays
an important role in constructing sustainable
buildings and, therefore, GulfSol and Gulf Glass
are witnessing more customers wanting to
connect with key industry decision makers.

Solar energy is a leading renewable
energy source, transforming communities
and driving sustainable economic
development in emerging countries from
India to South America. With the costs of
solar PV modules and systems dropping,
there has been a surge in the growth of the
sector, particularly in the MENA region.

With one of the highest rates of
insolation, the GCC has ample resource
potential to develop solar power as a
primary energy source.
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With renewable energy initiatives set up
across 164 countries, renewable energy is
fast becoming a preferred choice for global
investors looking to diversify their
portfolios, with US$50bn-worth of ‘green
bonds’ forecast for 2015. According to a
report from US-based strategic consultancy
firm, Arthur D Little, these costs have
dropped by 65-70 per cent over the last
five years.
However, despite these investments the
unveiling of ambitious plans for sector
development in recent years has not, as of
yet, translated into widespread action,
according to the Arthur D Little report. This
delay means that the GCC’s total solar
energy capacity share represents less than
five per cent of the region’s installed
generation capacity as of 2014.
Muhammed Kazi, senior event project
manager, GulfSol 2015, said, “We have
seen a great spike in interest this year,
which we believe is down to the fact that
we are seeing a growing need for the
implementation of renewable energy in
the region. The success of the event is also
down to the growth of the construction
industry across the region. With the
economy booming, more projects are
being awarded, most of which are
competing for LEED certification. Solar
energy plays an important role in
constructing sustainable buildings and,
therefore, we are seeing more customers
at GulfSol and Gulf Glass wanting to
connect with key decision makers.
“We would like to thank HH Suhail Al
Mazroui, the UAE Minister of Energy, for
opening the Global Solar Leaders’ Summit
and delivering a keynote speech on the
UAE’s ambitious plans in the renewable
energy sector.”
The Global Solar Leaders’ Summit will
take place at Al Multaqua Ballroom at
Dubai World Trade Centre. GulfSol 2015
and Gulf Glass 2015 will take place from
14-16 September. ■
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MEC 2015

Building firm foundation
Co-located with The Big 5 Dubai and PMV Live, Middle East Concrete will return this year to showcase a selection of
industry firsts. Technical Review ME speaks to event director Nathan Waugh ahead of the November event.
Technical Review ME (TRME): What makes Middle East Concrete
(MEC) unique?
Nathan Waugh (NW): Middle East Concrete (MEC) is the only event
in the region that is dedicated to concrete. Every year, thousands of
revolutionary ideas, innovative technologies, and ground-breaking
products are showcased from across the supply chain. The show is
also co-located with PMV Live and The Big 5 Dubai, which together
become the region’s largest and most attended construction event.
In this way, not only is MEC able to leverage on one of the more
rapidly expanding sectors in the industry, but it is also capable of
connecting visitors with the building and construction sector.

TRME: How was the show received in 2014 and can you tell us
more about what people can expect in 2015?
NW: The show has consistently grown tremendous from 179
exhibitors and 5,424 sqm of floor space in 2011 to more than 400
exhibitors and over 10,000 sqm of floor space in 2014. And the
numbers are expected to just keep getting better. Last year, more
than 36,500 people participated in the show over four days, making
it one of the most successful events since it was launched five years
ago. This is a huge indicator of the overall outlook for the market,
and we are currently focussing on working with our exhibitors to
incorporate even more live demonstrations. Besides that, we have a
few new things happening this year for MEC. For example, Laticrete,
a concrete company based in Ras Al Khaimah, plans to hold a live
demonstration at the event of a new method of laying concrete.
TRME: What feedback did you receive from last year’s visitors and
how has this influenced planning for 2015?
NW: A staggering 91 per cent of industry professionals we surveyed
ahead of the 2015 edition of MEC said that direct relationships with
suppliers was a key influence in making a purchase decision. This is
important when you also consider that of the top three reasons
visitors attend MEC, sourcing new products ranked highest among
international visitors — at 60 per cent. This is one of the big reasons
we are looking to increase the number of live demonstrations. Fiftynine per cent came in search of the latest product innovations and
trends, and over half said they came to meet current suppliers.

TRME: Will MEC be running any free education workshops for
visitors this year?
NW: Our educational programmes were a huge success in 2014 and
this year we plan to hold more panel discussions, technical seminars
and certified workshops. These will be located in the open seminar
theatre on the ground floor and will feature presentations of the
latest industry topics, including ‘How to trade in UAE’, and 40
technical seminars on topics such as infrastructure, sustainability,
fire and safety and more.
The workshop programme has also been expanded, providing
even more Continuing Professional Development (CPD)-accredited
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Four 2015

According to event director Nathan Waugh, MEC is currently focussing on working
with exhibitors to incorporate more live demonstrations into the exhibition.

courses so that professionals can benefit even more out of their visit
with certification and the leading industry knowledge.

Must-attend MEC sessions

With 54 sessions in four days and 65 speakers discussing the biggest
trends and topics, the event organisers have put together a list of
the absolute must-attend sessions at Middle East Concrete 2015.
Here are the top tips:
• Technical Seminar: An introduction to Dubai’s new green
concrete regulations
• Panel Session: Top tips and best practice in project management
for construction projects in the GCC
• Project Case Studies: Optimising building envelopes integrity
with concrete wall systems: Louvre Abu Dhabi and ‘Green
Building of the Year 2014’
• Technical Seminar: The implementation of multi-geodetic
and geotechnical sensors in structural health monitoring for
mega structures
• Panel Session: Assessing new models of construction
procurement and risk allocation and mitigation strategies
• Workshop: Industrial manufacturing and the application of
drymix mortars
• Technical Seminar: Determination of the thermal history
on concrete structures by thermogravimetric analysis and
infrared spectroscopy
• Technical Seminar: Exploring applications and methods of
waterproofing, coating and concrete admixtures and overcoming
• Workshop: The service life and life-cycle cost of reinforced
concrete structures
• Workshop: Environmental legislation and regulations governing
UAE cement plants ■
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The Big 5 Kuwait

Crossing the
US$100bn mark
As Kuwait’s construction business booms, The Big 5 Kuwait is set to play a
pivotal role for decision makers wanting to invest in the country.
UWAIT HAS RECENTLY approved
the construction of a series of
power plants, desalination facilities
and other infrastructure projects worth a
total of almost US$10bn.
The Big 5 Kuwait, which will be held from
14-16 September 2015, comes at a time
when the country’s growing construction
market is being driven forward by the
energy sector.
The country’s overall construction
spending is expected to reach US$100bn
over the next five years as it begins the
implementation of its comprehensive 2030
strategy, according to research carried out
by Ventures Onsite. While oil continues to
account for 94 per cent of Kuwait’s export
revenues, according to the US Energy
Information Administration, decreasing oil
revenues is unlikely to affect project spend.
In order to diversify its economy and
increase revenue from non-oil sectors, the
government announced a five-year (20152020) US$116bn spend last year. The plan
aims to boost Kuwait as a regional trade
and financial hub by 2035. In addition, the
introduction of a new law to regulate all
public private partnerships (PPP) in 2014 is
likely to invigorate private sector
involvement and boost the construction
projects market throughout 2015.
The total construction contractor awards
in Kuwait have been estimated to increase
from US$27bn in 2014 to US$31bn in 2015.
This 14.3 per cent increase is due to the
government’s plan to construct 45,000
housing units, an airport expansion and a
large number of mega oil projects, including
a new refinery as part of its five-year plan.
According to a recent survey conducted
by dmg events, approximately 64 per cent
of respondents affirmed that industryfocused educational content would
influence their decision making.
A wide range of construction industry
topics delivered by renowned international

Kuwait International Airport Expansion Project is one
of the major projects underlined for development.
(Image: Directorate General of Civil Aviation, Kuwait)

K

industry speakers will be featured at the
upcoming Big 5 Kuwait, which is set to take
place at the Kuwait International Fair.
During the three-day course of the event,
some of the topics that will be discussed
include an update and overview of Kuwait’s
2035 renewable energy targets and
Kuwait’s green building framework; new
trends and innovations in interior design;
BIM modeling and applications; health and
safety in construction masterclass; making
smart cities a reality; and a cost-benefit
analysis of internal facilities management.
A half-day workshop on ‘How to trade in
Kuwait’ will also be staged to help
international exhibitors and local
distributors navigate the unique process of
doing business in Kuwait. The session will
provide delegates with important
information on how and where to get
started; local partnerships; licensing,
permits and visas; premises and
employment; taxation requirements;
Kuwait foreign offset contributions; and risk
management and exit procedures.
The third edition of The Big 5 Kuwait
would also provide participants access to
free workshops that are CPD accredited.
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Continuing professional development is
vital to career advancement and helps
individuals keep their skills and knowledge
up to date, according to organiser dmg
events. The free-to-attend sessions will
feature topics ranging from investment and
sustainability to innovations, and will form
part of the workshops that will be held
over the three days, providing the latest
industry trends, tools, applications and
techniques for architects, interior
designers, urban planners, contractors,
engineers and consultants.
Among the industry professionals set to
provide their expert knowledge throughout
the workshop programme will be Simon
Palmer, partner, DLA Piper; Loic Finlan,
senior sustainability manager, KEO
International Consultants; Stewart Cripps,
HSE coordinator, SSH; Alaa Dalghan, general
manager UAE, and director Middle East and
Africa, B&B SmartWorx; Mike Wood,
consultant, Ministry of Electricity and
Water; Mohammed Abdulrazzak, vicechairman, Technical Committee, Kuwait
Green Building Council; and Moetaz Al
Hawary, president, American Concrete
Institute Kuwait Chapter. ■
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The Big 5 Kuwait

EXHIBITOR LISTINGS
COMPANY NAME

STAND NUMBER

A.R.Albisher & Z.Alkazemi Co.
OS 500
“Authorized General Distributor
of Mercedes-Benz in Kuwait”
A.V. ENTERPRISES
6 D43
AAREN EXPORTS
6 H40
ACE HARDWARE PVT. LTD.
6 H46 & 6 G47
ACICO Industries
6 A64
ADONAI HARDWARE
6 F44
AGIR HADDECILIK A.S.
6 A21
Ahlia Chemicals Company, Kuwait
6 A40
Al Kuthban
6 A56
Al Waleed Stone Manufacturing and
6 D11
Marketing
ALAHGAF
6 A52
Alarabiya Electrical Company
6 B61
Al-Bahar Plus for Automatic Doors (FAAC) 6 E52
AlHasawi Industrial Group
6 D61
ALLMARC INDUSTRIES
6 G45
ALP CELIK SAN. VE TIC. A.S.
6 A27
Al-Qatami Insulation Material Factory - 6 C67
Works & Building Co.
Al-Sultan & Khalaf Trading Co.
OS 300
ALUCOBOND ALUMINUM FACTORY L.L.C 6 H30
Anping Wanhua H
6 G37
ardware Products Co.,Ltd.
ARKITECH ILERI YAPI TEK. INS.
6 C23
IML. SAN. VE TIC. LTD. STI.
Armacell Zamil Middle East Co.
6 B50
Armstrong Fluid Technology
6 A31
Assan Panel San ve Tic. A.S.
6 B26
Bahrah Trading Company WLL
OS 700
Bait Al Nokhada Tents &
6 A38
Fabric Shades LLC
Bayt.com
6 C70
Bianco Cave
6 B07
Bitugulf
6 E50
Bitumode Qatar Water Proofing Factory 6 D36
Blue Ocean
6 B41
Bonar Natpet Geosynthetics
6 D27
Boo Kwang Metal Co. Ltd
6 D42
Brightstone
6 B02
British Berkefeld Water Filters
6 A24
Buahinian General Trading &
6 A02
Contracting Company
CAPIOUS ROADTECH PVT. LTD.
6 F46
Catnic - Tata Steel UK Ltd
6 A26
CCGrass
6 D33
Changzhou M2 Flooring Co.,ltd
6 G16
China Stone
6 F34
CLIFF SCAFFOLDINGS (P) LIMITED
6 G41
COOLEX
6 C61
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COUNTRY
Kuwait

India
India
India
Kuwait
India
Turkey
Kuwait
Kuwait
Palestine
Kuwait
Kuwait
Kuwait
Kuwait
India
Turkey
Kuwait
Kuwait
UAE
China
Turkey
Saudi Arabia
UK
Turkey
Kuwait
UAE
UAE
Italy
Kuwait
Qatar
UAE
Saudi Arabia
Korea
Kuwait
UK
Kuwait
India
UK
China
China
China
India
Kuwait

COMPANY NAME

STAND NUMBER

Core Metal
Cyber International Co.
Dammam Factory for Metal Products
Danyang Dongtai Hardware I/E CO.,LTD.
DASEN WOOD
Deal GTC (ARITCO)
Deco-T factory
Desiccant Rotors International
DESIGAO
DurkeeSox® (Wuhan)
Air Dispersion System Co., Ltd.
EAST AHMADI HYDRAULICS EST
Ecore International
Ecotherm Austria GmbH
ELAR INDUSTRIES
Emilam Industries LLC
Encyclomedia
EVEREST INDUSTRIES LTD.
FG YAPI URUNLERI SAN. TIC. LTD. STI.
FRAMUSA
Fujairah Rockwool Factory
FUJIAN EXCELLENCE HONCHA
ENVIROMENTAL INTELLIGENCE
EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD.
FUTAI
G.TECH SPLICING PVT. LTD.
Gale Pacific
GDPA FASTENERS (INDIA)
Genplus Corporation
Georg Fischer Piping Systems
German Pipes Centre
GETECH EQUIPMENTS
INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
GFS General Trading and
Contracting Company
Ghannam Hardware
GOCMAKSAN MAKINA SAN. VE TIC. A.S.
Guangdong Jiahua Aluminum Co., Ltd.
GUANGZHOU GOODSENSE
DECORATIVE BUILDING
MATERIALS CO.,LTD.
Gulf Energy Company
Halaika Marble & Stone Industries Ltd
HAOWEI
Heatrae Sadia
HEBEI METAL TRADING CO., LTD
HERZ
HL Jerusalem Stone and Marble Co.
Hornitex
Hot Engineering &
Construction Company

COUNTRY

6 A50
6 A61
6 B13
6 E32
6 G18
6 C51
6 A08
6 E24
6 E34
6 A71

UAE
Kuwait
Saudi Arabia
China
China
Kuwait
UAE
India
CHINA
China

6 E44
6 B50
6 D66
6 D45
6 F11
6 H29
6 F43
6 B20
6 C41
6 A10
6 G31

Kuwait
United States
Austria
India
UAE
Lebanon
India
Turkey
Spain
UAE
China

6 H19
6 F42
6 B31
6 D41
6 D40
6 B50
6 A48
6 F41

China
India
UAE
India
Korea
Switzerland
Kuwait
India

6 A51

Kuwait

6 D67
6 C20
6 F15
6 G12

Kuwait
Turkey
China
China

6 B51
6 E16
6 H18
6 A22
6 F17
6 B50
6 E10
6 C37
6 D51

Kuwait
Palestine
China
UK
China
Austria
Palestine
Germany
Kuwait
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EXHIBITOR LISTINGS
COMPANY NAME

STAND NUMBER

Hotline Trading LLC
6 A42
Hurricane Technologies
6 E26
Instant Access
OS 600
Instant Access
6 D50
INTEGRATED FIRE PROTECTION PVT. LTD. 6 G44
Interplast SA
6 B50
IS YAPI VE YAPI MALZEMELERI SAN.
6 D20
VE TIC. A.S.
J K Cement Works (Fujairah) FZC
6 E20
JAB Co., LTD
6 D46
JIANGSU HUAHAI STEEL
6 F32
STRUCTURE CO.,LTD
Jumeirah Messilah Beach Hotel & Spa 6 B71
K METAL SANAYI IC VE DIS TIC. LTD. STI. 6 D26
K.D. Industries
6 C30
KANG WEW LLC
6 F35
Kent Stainless
6 B50
KIMMCO INSULATION
6 C57
Klimak srl-Italy - Air Handling at its Best 6 B30
KLR INDUSTRIES LTD.
6 E45
Knauf AMF
6 C36
Kuwait German Group
6 D57
Leca CO
6 A36
LESSO Middle East
6 B37
LXDL
6 D35
M.B. EXPORTS LIMITED
6 E40 & 6 E42
Made-in-China.com
6 F31
Margraf Spa
6 B09
Marmo Classic Stones Factory (UAE)
6 C17
MEPCO
6 D56
zMERIDIAN EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
6 G48
Metalex General Trading &
6 E70
Contracting Co.
Middle East Specialized
6 E21
Cables Co. (MESC)
MPC for Paint production and trading
6 B50
Mtc Metal Dis Tic. Ltd. Sti.
6 B21
Nabil Aba Hussain Trading Co.
6 F51
National Paints
6 A11
Newsinwon
6 F19
NINGBO MINDE BUILDING
6 D31
MATERIALS CO.,LTD
Oscam
6 B36
Ozbekoglu Ith. Ihr. Taah.
6 C21
Ve Muh. Ltd. Sti.
P3 Ductal
6 B50
Palestine Trade Center – Paltrade
6 D17
PIRAZIZ DIS TIC. A.S.
6 C27
POELSAN PLASTIK SAN. VE TIC. A.S.
6 B27

COUNTRY
UAE
UAE
Kuwait
Kuwait
India
Greece
Turkey
UAE
Korea
China
Kuwait
Turkey
UAE
UAE
Ireland
Kuwait
Italy
India
UAE
Kuwait
Iran
UAE
China
India
China
Italy
UAE
Kuwait
India
Kuwait
UAE
Kuwait
Turkey
Kuwait
UAE
China
China
Italy
Turkey
Italy
Kuwait
Turkey
Turkey

COMPANY NAME
STAND NUMBER
Pop-still
6 G15
PRIME STEELTECH (I) PVT. LTD.
6 E46
RANDACK FASTENERS INDIA PVT. LTD.
6 F40
Reach Holy Land for Marble and Stone 6 C11
Reliance Air Conditioning Co.
6 A71
Riham JCB
OS 200
RITSCHER
6 G13
SABIC
6 A41
Scent Pur Manufacturing (M) Son BHD 6 C01
Schnell SPA
6 A28
SENKRON IC VE DIS TIC. ITH. IHR. LTD. STI. 6 C26
Serge Ferrari
6 B05
SHANGHAI ALUBANG DECORATIVE
6 H32
MATERIAL CO., LTD
SHANGHAI WANQIU INTERNATIONAL
6 H36
TRADING CO., LTD
Shenzhen Shoulder Tent Co. Ltd
6 F37
SHREE MAHAVIR METALCRAFT
6 G40
PRIVATE LIMITED
Sintra/Portugal Global Invest
6 C31
SM Cables Ltd - Malta Europe
6 A37
SOMANY CERAMICS LIMITED
6 E41
Suhail & Saheb for
6 D17
Marble ans Stone Co.
SURIE POLEX
6 F47
Technical Review Middle East
6 H31
Tekla Middle East
6 D21
Three Flags Co.
6 A67
Tip-Top
6 G17
UNIQUE ROOF PRIVATE LIMITED
6 H44
Universal Group
6 C47
Uracking
6 G37
Vaillant Group
6 B50
Ventures Onsite
6 H27
Viglacera Halong
6 C05
VIVATURF
6 E31
WDD
6 F30
WFIEC
6 H16
WINTOUCH CERAMIC
6 D47
X.Z.X STONE
6 G30
XCMG
OS 100
YANGLI Group
6 E36
YONGHONG ALUMINUM
6 G34
Youbang wood
6 E35
Yuexing Hardware
6 E30
ZHEJIANG KAIMENHONG
6 H34
MENYE DOORS CO.,LTD
Zhongyuan aluminum Co.Ltd
6 E33
ZJSMBM
6 H17

COUNTRY
China
India
India
Palestine
Kuwait
Kuwait
China
Saudi Arabia
Malaysia
Italy
Turkey
UAE
CHINA
China
China
India
Portugal
Malta
India
Palestine
India
UAE
UAE
Kuwait
China
India
Egypt
China
Germany
UAE
Vietnam
China
China
China
India
China
Kuwait
China
CHINA
China
China
China
China
China
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Saudi Build 2015

The Saudi Arabian construction market has been
estimated to be worth more than US$1 trillion.

Building confidence in
Saudi construction
The 27th edition of Saudi Build will take place in November 2015, amid growing
confidence in Saudi Arabia’s construction sector.
HE MIDDLE EAST’s construction landscape has witnessed a
series of ebbs and flows in recent times, thanks in part to
the decline in oil price, as well as the after-effects of tactics
designed to encourage economic recovery. Saudi Arabia, however,
has retained its position in the market in a formidable manner.
Official figures and statistics point to one conclusion: the economy is
stable and construction activity is at its peak in the Kingdom.
The evidence of a strong economy has certainly pleased investors,
builders and contractors across the country, who are keen to expand
their presence even further. In order to cater to this growing
demand, Saudi Build returns for its 27th year in November 2015.
Scheduled to be held at the Riyadh International Convention and
Exhibition Center from 26-29 October, Saudi Build 2015 will host
companies from across the globe who will present their latest
construction solutions and services.
Riyadh mayor Abdulaziz Bin Mohammed Bin Ayyaf Al Mogren
remarked, “The continuous success of Saudi Build, with its strong
international participation, indicates the strength of the Saudi
Arabian market. Large scale on-going construction projects
strongly indicate the constant booming of the Saudi Arabian
construction market.”

T
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At Saudi Build 2015, the latest in building materials and
equipment, architectural finishing products, stone, marble and
granite products, construction tools and technology, engineering
services, infrastructure materials, and security and safety systems
will be on display. With a construction market estimated at more
than US$1 trillion, Saudi Arabian construction majors can expect to
find a host of solutions at the show that could help take the sector
forward. Specifically, real estate, power and infrastructure projects
appear to be on the rise, valued at roughly US$600bn, US$500bn
and US$400bn respectively.
Given the recent volatility in oil prices, there has been uncertainty
over the completion of projects, but Saudi Build’s organisers have
stated that 82.4 per cent projects sanctioned are ongoing, while only
16 per cent are on hold. Only 1.5 per cent of projects approved have
been cancelled. Since June 2014, oil prices have steadily dropped.
OPEC’s leading producer Saudi Arabia, which could have faced major
losses, has found one way forward through its construction industry
activities. With a 39 per cent share of all construction projects in
GCC last year, Saudi Arabia has continued its dominance in the
sector this year, according to Saudi Build organiser Riyadh
Exhibitions Company. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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POWER-GEN Middle East

Tapping into the regional
electricity market
HE 13TH EDITION of the POWERGEN Middle East Conference and
Exhibition (POWER-GEN) will be held
under the patronage of UAE Minister of
Energy, HE Suhail Mohamed Al Mazrouei,
from 4-6 October 2015 at Abu Dhabi
National Exhibition Centre (ADNEC).
POWER-GEN Middle East focusses on
practical and technical solutions, presided by
more than 60 leading industry experts on
POWER-GEN Middle East’s Advisory Board.
The event will bring together regional and
international power sector leaders from the
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region,
as well as other countries around the globe,
to design and implement the course of
power and electricity for 2015 and beyond.
Meanwhile, the eighth Exhibition of
Electrical Industries in the Arab World
(EEIAW), held under the theme ‘Minimise
Energy, Maximise Energy Efficiency’, will take
place for the first time in the UAE alongside
POWER-GEN Middle East.
Nigel Blackaby, director of conferences,
PennWell International, said, “We are
delighted to be working closely with the
Ministry of Energy to produce the eighth
edition of EEIAW. Together with POWER-GEN
Middle East, this co-located event will bring
to Abu Dhabi a significant regional gathering
of power industry professionals, engaged in
developing and improving electricity
infrastructure in this region of the world.
“Under the theme ‘Sharing Technology
Innovation’, POWER-GEN Middle East will
address key issues affecting the region’s
electricity market and provide pioneering
and practical solutions to expand energy
efficiency, technological excellence and
implementation of smart solutions tailored
to the Middle East’s power industry.”
In the GCC, according to PennWell
International’s event director Feraye Gurel,
power generating capacity will need to rise
by an estimated 64 GW to 176.5 GW by
2020, requiring an investment of between
US$40bn to US$45bn. So far, 75 GW of
renewable energy projects worth US$200bn
are already in the pipeline, making the
region a global power player in the sector.

T

Feraye Gurel, event director at PennWell, said that
EEIAW, together with PGME, will bring to Abu Dhabi a
significant regional gathering of power industry
professionals, engaged in developing and improving
electricity infrastructure throughout the Middle East.

Keynote speakers for the POWER-GEN
Middle East 2015 Conference consist of
representatives from the industry’s leading
utilities and companies including Abu Dhabi
Water & Electricity Authority, Bahrain
Electricity & Water Authority, Masdar,
Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems and Saudi
Electricity Company.
Four guest speakers participating in the
opening session of EEIAW, led by HE Al
Mazrouei, will be Matar Hamed Al Neyadi,
undersecretary at UAE’s Ministry of Energy;
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“The UAE is a
regional pioneer
in addressing the
challenges of
energy, water and
food security.”

Jamila Youssef Matar, director of Energy
Management, League of Arab States in
Egypt; and Glenn Ensor, managing director at
PennWell International Power Group, UK.
This year, attendees will have the choice of
19 strategic and technical conference
sessions as well as two new components on
the exhibition floor — a dedicated Exhibitor
Presentation Theatre, which will feature live
exhibitor demonstrations, and a new
business matchmaking service.
The event will offer a unique platform to
meet more than 3,000 industry professionals
from more than 70 different countries.
Last year saw 3,200 attendees from 79
countries in attendance, of which 66 per cent
represented the MENA region.
“We are honoured to be partnering with
PennWell and are very much looking forward
to hosting EEIAW in the UAE for the first
time, alongside PGME,” said Fatima
Mohammed Al Foora Al Shamsi, assistant
undersecretary for Electricity, Clean Energy
and Desalinated Water Affairs at the
Ministry of Energy.
“As the UAE consistently proves to be a
regional pioneer in sustainable development
and in addressing the challenges of ensuring
energy, water and food security, leading
events such as EEIAW and PGME serve as a
testament to its commitment to the
generation of renewables and clean energy
from solar energy, and the crucial role it
plays as a global platform for cooperation
and strategic partnerships,” she added.
The conference series at EEIAW 2015,
which will be held over the first two days on
4-5 October, from 1330 hours to 1700 hours
and 0900 hours to 1730 hours respectively, is
themed ‘Renewables and Energy Efficiency in
the Future Arab Energy Mix’ in order to
reflect the Arab region’s electrical energy
consumption, the highest worldwide, which
is currently growing at an annual rate of
seven per cent.
EEIAW will also introduce a new market for
the development of appropriate electrical
and power transmission equipment that can
meet the various requirements of Arab
countries, according to the organisers. ■
www.technicalreview.me
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Section One: Suppliers of Equipment and Services
ABZ Aggregate-Bau GmbH & Co. KG

Aksa Power Generation FZE

Gutenbergstr. 11
Henstedt-Ulzburg
24558, Germany
Tel: +49 4193 903635
Fax: +49 4193 93473
Web: www.abz-power.com
E-mail: info@abz-power.com

PO Box 18167
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8809140
Fax: +971 4 8809141
Web: www.aksa.ae
E-mail: sales@aksauae.ae

ABZ manufactures, installs and services
custom-built diesel gensets of 50 kVA to
5000 kVA capacity for continuous, stand by
or peak load operation for all possible
applications as stationary, mobile,
containerized or canopied units. A wide
range of control systems and switchboards
for all kinds of operations is available.

For 30 years, Aksa Power Generation has
manufactured generating sets from 1 kVA
upto 2500 kVA, supplies comprehensive
spare parts, rental solutions and a
customer-focused after sales service all
around the world.

Aggreko Middle East Ltd.

PO Box 16396
Istanbul Street, Near Exit - 18
Sulai District
Riyadh, 11464, Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 920006111 ext 1761
Fax: +966 11 4945489
Web: www.alfanar.com
E-mail: hossam.fashtaki@alfanar.com

PO Box 16875
Jebel Ali
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8086100
Fax: +971 4 8831827
Web: www.me.aggreko.com
E-mail: rentals@aggreko.ae
Aggreko has grown to become the world’s
leading provider of rental power and
temperature control solutions and offers
round-the-clock service, support and
equipment availability in the Middle East
through a network of twelve locations.
Aggreko serves a diverse market from
construction sites to quarrying, oil & gas to
refineries and events.

alfanar trading

Headquartered in Riyadh, alfanar operates
a group of companies within a wide
spectrum of industries covering electrical,
electromechanical and civil engineering
construction in addition to manufacturing
and marketing electrical construction
products and allied engineering services.
Numerous design and devlopment centers
integrate with a distinguished host of
facilities in the Kingdom, the Middle East
and other countries.
Agents:
United Arab Emirates - Alfanar Electric LLC

Alkhorayef Commercial Co.
PO Box 281808, Riyadh
11392, Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 1 4955452
Fax: +966 1 2134716
Web: www.alkhorayef.com
E-mail: msd@alkhorayef.com
Alkhorayef Commercial Company is an
authorized dealer of Volvo and John-Deer
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Engines & Broadcrown Diesel Gensets in
KSA. We Produce ‘’Gulfpower’’ DieselGensets.
• Our diesel-gensets comprise of Volov &
John-Deere Engines with Stamford
Alternator. Range 32 kVA`750 kVA
• Broadcrown comprise of Cummins
Engines with Stamford Alternators.
Range 750 kVA`4000kVA

Altaaqa Global CAT Rental Power
PO Box 262989
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8808006
Fax: +971 4 8808007
Web: www.altaaqaglobal.com
E-mail: rbagatsing@altaaqaglobal.com
Altaaqa Global, subsidiary of Zahid Group,
has been selected by Caterpillar Inc. to
deliver multi-megawatt turnkey temporary
power solutions. The company owns,
mobilizes, installs, and operates temporary
independent power plants at customer
sites, focusing on markets in Sub-Sahara
Africa, Central Asia, Indian Subcontinent,
Latin America, South East Asia and MENA.

Anhui EvoTec Power Generation
Co. Ltd.
No. 9, Suhe Road
Lujiang Economic Development Zone
Hefei, Anhui Province
231500
China
Tel: +86 551 87717188
Fax: +86 551 87868333
Web: www.evotecpower.com
E-mail: jameslai@evotecpower.net
gm@evotecpower.com

Ansaldo Energia

Via Nicola Lorenzi
8, Genova
16152, Italy
Tel: +39 010 6551
Fax: +39 010 6553411
Web: www.ansaldoenergia.com
E-mail: ansaldoenergia@aen.ansaldo.it
Ansaldo Energia is Italy’s largest supplier,
installer and service provider for power
generation plants and components and one
of the world’s leading players in the sector.
It’s a full-cycle, integrated operator, with the
capabilities to build turnkey power plants
on green field sites using its own
technology and its own independent
design, production, construction,
commissioning and service resources.

Ascot Industrial S.r.l.
Zona Industriale
Terza Strada, Italy
Tel: +39 093 3901192
Fax: +39 093 3917682
E-mail: sales@ascotinternational.it
Ascot is an Italian company providing diesel
generating sets in the range 20-2000kVA;
hybrid power plant (PV+diesel) 10 MW
onwards for off or unstable grid application;
hybrid deisel generator for telecom and
defense application, range 1-20kW. More
than 38,000 Power Solutions are installed
worldwide. The Ascot mission is “ENERGY
EVERYWHERE”

EvoTec Power is a reputable manufacturer
of 3 Phase AC Synchronous Generators,
with both single and double bearing
configuration, power output up to 4000kVA,
50-60Hz of low, medium and high voltage
(up to 11kV).
EvoTec Power alternators are well-proven
for its superior performance, high quality,
long operational life-span, compact design,
superb outlook finishing and has
successfully registered 8 technology design
patents in China.
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Atlas Copco

PO Box 122778
Office 2119-26
Building 2
Gold & Diamond Park
Al Quoz
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 3738111
Fax: +971 4 3233961
Web: www.atlascopco.com
E-mail: info.acsme@bh.atlascopco.com
Atlas Copco is a leading manufacturer of
road construction equipment, portable
compressors, generators, tools and
attachments used in the construction and
demolition industries. We are constantly
seeking ways to improve ourselves and to
accommodate the specific demands, of our
customers by providing them with one total
construction solution.

Beijing Kadara Science & Technology
Development Co. Ltd.
No. 509 Shining Tower
35 Xueyuan Road Haidian District
Beijing, 100191, China
Tel: +86 10 82318499
Fax: +86 10 82318490
Web: www.kadara.cc
E-mail: czf@kdl.com.cn
Kadara engages in professional design and
supply various power equipment such as
gasoline generator, diesel generator,
welding generator and ATS. The generator
brand is BINSON from 0.5kVA to 1000kVA.

Brady Middle East FZE

PO Box 18015, Jebel Ali, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8812524
Fax: +971 4 8813183
Web: www.bradyeurope.com
E-mail: emea_request@bradycorp.com
Brady identifies and protects products,
people, and premises with high

www.technicalreview.me

performance labels, industrial label
printers, software, safety & facility
identification, spill control, lockout/tagout
solutions and more. We help you create and
maintain safer work environments and
comply with regulatory standards. Our
high-performance materials clearly identify
products, components and other assets,
even in the most extreme conditions.

Broadcrown Ltd.
Airfield Industrial Estate
Hixon, Stafford
Staffordshire, ST18 0PF
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1889 272200
Fax: +44 1889 272220
Web: www.broadcrown.com
E-mail: info@broadcrown.co.uk
Broadcrown is a leading independent
manufacturer of standard generator sets
and bespoke power generation systems
from 6kVA to +30mVA. All generators
systems are manufactured in our UK
factories and carry world wide warranties.
Broadcrown designs, delivers and supports
highly specified power generation systems,
including renewable energy power plants.
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Caterpillar Electric Power

PO Box 610
Mossville
Illinois
61552-0610
USA
Tel: +1 309 5786298
Fax: +1 309 5782599
Web: www.cat.com/powergeneration
E-mail: cat_power@cat.com
Caterpillar offers integrated power
solutions pre-configured for optimum
performance and supported by the
worldwide Cat® dealer network.
Caterpillar delivers microgrid systems that
address the growing need for remote and
semi-remote power, featuring customized
solutions that reduce the overall cost of
energy and improve power reliability.
For Cat deal network, please visit http://www.cat.com/en_ZA/support/dealerlocator.html

Agents:
Saudi Arabia - AlKhorayef
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CG

CRE Technology

PO Box 341201
Dubai Silicon Oasis E/6/7, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 3724667
Fax: +971 4 3724677
Web: www.cgglobal.com
E-mail: middleeast@cgglobal.com

Allée Victor Naudin
Zone des Templiers
Sophia-Antipolis
Biot, 06410, France
Tel: +33 492 388682
Fax: +33 492 388683
Web: www.cretechnology.com
E-mail: info@cretechnology.com

With over 75 years of experience in the
energy sector, CG is an established
manufacturer of three-phase distribution
and power transformers and a strong
competitor in the market of substations,
integrated solutions, automation systems
and services. At CG we continually focus on
providing smart solutions to our customers
challenges.

Claude Lyons Ltd.
Brook Road, Waltham Cross
Herts, EN8 7LR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1992 768888
Fax: +44 1992 788000
Web: www.claudelyons.co.uk
COELMO spa

Agglomerato Industriale ASI
Acerra (NA), 80011, Italy
Tel: +39 081 8039731
Fax: +39 081 8039724
Web: www.coelmo.it
E-mail: sales@coelmo.it
COELMO is one of the oldest European
manufactures of industrial and marine
generators from 3kVA up to 3000kVA.
Based in Italy, with a large stock of
generating sets available to be shipped
overnight to any destination in the world.
Company profile, products and models are
available online at www.coelmo.it
Agents:
United Arab Emirates - COELMO (DMCC branch)

ComAp

Kundratka 2359/17, Prague 8
18000, Czech Republic
Tel: +420 2 46012111
Fax: +420 2 66316647
Web: www.comap.cz
E-mail: info@comap.cz
ComAp is a dynamic international company
with reputation for delivering innovative
electronic solutions to the on-site power
generation and industrial engine markets. A
demanding global customer base ensures
quality and flexible design in all ComAp
products. Our portfolio covers power
generation and engine-driven applications
all over the world.

Genset control and paralleling unit (all-inone), man/auto synchronizer and load
sharer, marine paralleling, compact genset
control unit, marine range, battery
chargers, power metering.

Cummins Generator Technologies
Harrowdene Office Park
Block 8, First Floor
Western Service Road
Woodmead
Private Bag X7
Wendywood, 2144
South Africa
Tel: +27 11 5898517
Fax: +27 11 5898468
Web: www.stamford-avk.com
E-mail: info@
cumminsgeneratortechnologies.com
Cummins Generator Technologies
manufactures class leading alternators
under the renowned STAMFORD and AvK
brands, from 2 kVA to 11,000 kVA. With
over 100 years of experience, our
alternators are designed for optimum
performance, safety and durability, and are
manufactured to achieve the highest
possible industry accreditations for quality
and consistency.
Agents:
United Arab Emirates - Cummins Middle East FZE

Cummins Middle East FZE
PO Box 17636
South Zone 2
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8809911/800 CUMMINS
Fax: +971 4 8860518/9
Web: www.middleeast.cummins.com
E-mail: cummins.middleeast@
cummins.com
Cummins Middle East FZE, the first whollyowned Cummins Inc. distributor in the
region, was established in 2000. In early
2014, CME transitioned to an area business
organization structure to allow the
company to invest and grow in the region
by bringing all Cummins business units
closer to the market, and covers UAE,
Bahrain, Qatar, Yemen, Oman, Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Jordan, Iraq, Lebanon, Afghanistan,
and Pakistan. CPG (Cummins Power
Generation) offers one of the widest ranges
in diesel power generators, starting from
17kVA till 4375kVA.

Agents:

Datakom Elektronik Muhendislik San
Ve Tic Ltd. Sti

Eksen Teknik Sunger San. ve
Tic. Ltd. Sti.

Serifali Mah
Kutup Sok No 26 34775
Umraniye – Istanbul
Turkey
Tel: +90 216 4668460
Fax: +90 216 3646565
Web: www.datakom.com.tr
E-mail: datakom@datakom.com.tr
denizh@datakom.com.tr

Zuhuratbaba Mah
Sukran Ciftligi Sk. 49/10
Bakirkoy
Istanbul
Turkey
Tel: +90 212 5831241
Fax: +90 212 5831285
Web: www.eksensunger.com
E-mail: info@eksensunger.com

Datakom offers hightech, web based, cost
effective genset controllers D200-D300D500 and D700 which is the first auto
learning synchronization controller (TFT
screen available). Energy quality products
includes power factor controllers, network
analysers, panel measurement units,
protection relays. Products have multicommunication ports (GPRS,ethernet,etc)
Internationally represents in 80 countries.

Eksen specializing in technical foams
delivers the best combination of functions
in acoustic comfort with fire-safe products.
Procell® Flame proof acoustical foam, PE,
EPDM and rubber tapes, seals and auxiliary
items are customized for clients
requirements for gen-set enclosures,
engine housing linings, lagging in airducting & hvac applications.

Deep Sea Electronics PLC
Highfield House
Hunmanby Industrial Estate
Hunmanby, North Yorkshire
England
YO14 0PH
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1723 890099
Fax: +44 1723 893303
Web: www.deepseaplc.com
E-mail: sales@deepseaplc.com
DSE is a UK manufacturer of genset and
ATS controls, battery chargers & power
supplies. With an outstanding worldwide
reputation for a range of expertly
engineered products that offer user-friendly
operation and with 24hr global support
there’s no surprise DSE is the world’s
Number 1.
Agents:
Kuwait - Al Fajr Al Jadid
Oman - UES

Dresser-Rand
Barrio Oikia, 44
Zumaia (Gipuzkoa)
20759
Spain
Tel: +34 943 865200
Fax: +34 943 865210
Web: www.dresser-rand.com
E-mail: guascor@dresser-rand.com
Dresser-Rand is among the largest
suppliers of rotating equipment solutions
worldwide. The company offers some of the
most efficient and environmentally friendly
technologies, products and services in
distributed power generation for oil and
gas, industrial and commercial clients and
rural electrification programs. Our solutions
include CHP systems, biogas and syngasfueled gen-sets.

FAMCO (Al-Futtaim Auto &
Machinery Co. LLC)
PO Box 5502
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 2135100
Fax: +971 4 2135400
Web: www.famcouae.com
E-mail: famco@alfuttaim.ae
FAMCO is a market leading supplier of
products and services to a diverse range of
industries and commercial undertakings
covering the transportation, construction,
manufacturing, warehousing, oil & gas and
marine sectors. FAMCO serves these
industries with world-class brands like
Yanmar generators & Himoinsa generators
& lighting towers, Volvo, Merlo, Ingersoll
Rand, Linde, Dexion, Hart, Nassau, Stertil &
Stanley Proto. FAMCO’s operations cover
the entire UAE, with bases in Dubai, Abu
Dhabi, Al Ain and Ras Al Khaimah, plus
branches across Saudi Arabia, Oman,Qatar,
Bahrain, Lebanon & Egypt. The company’s
development and success has been based
on an in-depth understanding of customer
needs and the dedication of its skilled staff.

FG Wilson

1 Millennium Way
Springvale Business Park
Springfield Road, Belfast
County Antrim, Northern Ireland
BT12 7AL
United Kingdom
Web: www.FGWilson.com
FG Wilson provides reliable, fuel-efficient
diesel and gas generator sets from 6.8 2,500kVA, that are designed and
manufactured to the highest UK standards.
Coupled with our global product availability
via our product distribution centres and
expert local support through our worldwide
dealer network, we have the power to
deliver.

United Arab Emirates - ComAp a.s (JLT branch)
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SDMO Dubai - SDMO Egypt

Eneergy Solutions
A power rating,
Any
ti AAny AApplication
li tion
SDMO can supply electrical energy to meet your every need. SDMO’
O’s forty years of experience in
the generating set industry have been dedicated to safety and reliability through innovation.
From standard offers in our 1 to 3 000 kVA ranges, to specific prodducts and installations, SDMO
provide versatile, high-tech energy solutions which can be tailored
red to all situations: offshore
platforms, telecommunications, construction and engineering, industry
dustry, hospitals, etc.
Powerful energy solutions, available in over 150 countries. SDMO,, the source of energy for your
comfort and safety. SDMO, providing the energy which connects people.

Enerrgy Solutions Pr
Provider
ovider
www.sdmo.com
SDMO Middle East - Dubaï Office - DIC - Al Thuraya Tower 2 - Office 1003
03 - Tel +971 4 458 70 20 - Fax +971 4 458 69 85
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Firefly Hybrid Power Generators
Unit 20, Cliffe Industrial Estate
South Street, Lewes, BN8 6JL
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1273 409595
Web: www.fireflycleanenergy.co.uk
E-mail: info@fireflycleanenergy.co.uk

Agents:
Egypt - Abou Youssef
Jordan - Universal Equipment Ltd.
Kuwait - Instant Access
Lebanon - Arison SARL
Qatar - Abdullah Al Khoory Trading & Contracting Co.
Saudi Arabia - Aljomaih Holding Co.
United Arab Emirates - Adpower FZCO
United Arab Emirates - Aikah Establishment
United Arab Emirates - Electrogen Electric Generators

Ghaddar Machinery Co.
PO Box 110, Ghazieh
Sidon, Lebanon
Tel: +961 7 220000
Fax: +961 7 221754
Web: www.ghaddar.com
E-mail: info@ghaddar.com

G&J Technical Services Limited
Firefly’s Cygnus® Hybrid Power Generator
is a clean energy storage solution that
integrates a range of power sources for
base load management, off grid and UPS.
Cygnus® can be linked to any diesel
generator and solar to optimise energy
efficiency, saving up to 50% in diesel fuel
consumption, CO2 and runtime.

Greaves Cotton Ltd.
PO Box KA 30249, Energy House 2
43 Ring Road West, Accra, Ghana
Tel: +233 302 689178/9/682177/8
Fax: +233 302 689177
Web: www.gjtechghana.com
E-mail: sales@gjtechghana.com
customer.service@gjtechghana.com

First Forever Co. Ltd.
No. 151, Sec 1
Pei-Shen Road, Shen-Keng District
New Taipei City, 22246, Taiwan
Tel: +886 2 26627367
Fax: +886 2 26627882/3
Web: www.kudostools.com
E-mail: sales@kudostools.com

We are a company solely involved in the
sale, installation and maintenance of diesel
engine driven generating sets. Since 1994,
we have supported various sectors of the
Ghanaian economy through back-up power
supply to a total of over 250 megawatts.
Our operations are backed by first class
aftersales support.

Gencoeec Ltd.
Kudos is a leading tool maker offers a wide
range of hand tools for electrical and
telecom applications, as well as
professional grade hydraulic products for
utility market.

Forest City Export Services Ltd.
Bowden Hall, Bowden Lane
Marple, Cheshire, England, SK6 6NE
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 161 4490660/0770
Fax: +44 161 4490880
Web: www.forestcitygenerators.com
E-mail: forestcity@compuserve.com
Supplier of diesel generator sets from 7.5 –
3045kVA, powered by Perkins, Volvo, MTU
and Deutz engines coupled to Stamford or
Mecc-Alte alternators. Various control
systems. Sound attenuated enclosures. All
associated original manufacturers spare
parts.

FPT Industrial S.p.A.
Via Puglia 15, Turin, 10156, Italy
Tel: +39 011 0073111
Fax: +39 011 0074555
Web: www.fptindustrial.com
E-mail: marketing1@fptindustrial.com
FPT Industrial is a brand of CNH Industrial,
dedicated to the design, production and
sale of powertrains for on and off-road
vehicles, marine and power generation
applications. The company employs
approximately 8,200 people worldwide, in
ten manufacturing plants and six R&D
centers. The FPT Industrial sales network
consists of 90 dealers and over 1000
service centres in almost 100 countries. A
wide product offering, including six engine
ranges from 31 kW up to 740 kW and
transmissions with maximum torque of 200
Nm up to 500 Nm, and a close focus on
R&D activities make FPT Industrial a world
leader in industrial powertrains.

Units 3/7/8, Pit Lane, Ketton
Lincolnshire, England, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1780 721619
Fax: +44 1780 721385
Web: www.gencoeec.co.uk
E-mail: generators@gencoeec.co.uk
High quality with reliability alternators 2100Kva made in the UK. Industrial /
Agricultural also zone 2 totally enclosed for
hazardous areas for dust and oil
environments 2 to 350kVA.
Tailor made for special applications
available.

Generac Mobile Products

Industry Manor
Appasaheb Marathe Marg
Prabhadevi, Mumbai
400025
India
Tel: +91 22 24397575
Fax: +91 22 24377730
Web: www.greavescotton.com
E-mail: rahul.rao@greavescotton.com
Green Power Systems S.r.l.
Localita’ Maiano
Caprazzino Di Sassocorvaro
61028
Italy
Tel: +39 0722 726411
Fax: +39 0722 720092
Web: www.greenpowergen.com
E-mail: giovanni@greenpowergen.com
Manufacturer of generating sets up to 2200
kVA
• Different engine types: Perkins Cummins - Deutz - Volvo - John Deere Iveco - Lombardini - Yanmar - Mitsubishi
- Honda
• Telecommunication power solutions
• Customized generators
• Natural gas and LPG gensets
• Lighting towers
• Welding machines
• ISO 9001/2000 - ISO 14001/2004

Grupos Electrógenos Europa SA
Via Stazione 3 bis
Villanova d’Ardenghi (PV), 27030
Italy
Tel: +39 0382 567011
Fax: +39 0382 400247
Web: www.generacmobileproducts.com
E-mail: gmp.srl@generac.com
Generac Mobile Products S.r.l. is an Italian
manufacturer of mobile lighting towers with
integrated power generators. More than 40
different models available worldwide.

Genmac Generators
Via Don Minzoni, 13
Gualtieri (RE)
42044, Italy
Tel: +39 0522 222311
Fax: +39 0522 222330
Web: www.genmac.it
E-mail: info@genmac.it
Generators manufactured since 1983.
Made in Italy. Power range 2kVA - 2000kVA.
Gas version available full range of
accessories. Refernces for: Telecom, oil &
gas, hospitals, government projects, arms
rental & construction.
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Polígono Pitarco II
Parcela 20
Muel (Zaragoza)
50450
Spain
Tel: +34 97 6145432
Web: www.gesan.com
E-mail: export@gesan.com
info@gesan.com
Founded in 1986, Gesan is today an energy
solutions integrator engaged in the
manufacture of water and air-cooled diesel
generators, welders, petrol units and
lighting towers.
Offering a complete range of products up to
3,100 kVA, we are able to supply over
778,000 kVA per annum in 90 countries
around the world.

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS
1650 Route 22 N, Brewster
NY 10509, USA
Tel: +1 845 2793644
Fax: +1 845 2792467
Web: www.haefely-hipotronics.com
E-mail: sales@hipotronics.com

HIMOINSA

Ctra. Murcia - San Javier, Km 23.6
San Javier / Murcia, 30730, Spain
Tel: +34 968 191128
Fax: +34 968 191217
Web: www.himoinsa.com
E-mail: info@himoinsa.com
HIMOINSA is a multinational specialising in
the manufacture of gensets and lighting
towers. One of HIMOINSA’s main strengths
is that it is a vertical manufacturer. We can
guarantee the reliability and excellent
performance of our products because we
manufacture all of the components in the
genset, and only use engines from leading
manufacturers. As a result HIMOINSA is
able to react more swiftly and flexibly to
market demand. HIMOINSA is currently the
largest manufacturer of gensets in Spain,
the third-ranked in Europe and one of the
top five in the world.
Agents:
United Arab Emirates - HIMOINSA Middle East FZE

ICAR S.p.A.

Via Isonzo 10, Monza, 20900
Italy
Tel: +39 039 83951
Fax: +39 039 833227
Web: www.icar.com
E-mail: icar@icar.com
ICAR is one of Europe’s leading capacitor
specialists and bases its reputation on 70
years of experience in the design,
development and production of capacitors
and automatic systems for power factor
correction, capacitors for motors and
lighting, DC and AC capacitors for power
electronics use, voltage stabilizers and
active filters.

Inmesol, S.L.

Ctra. Fuente Alamo 2, Corvera (Murcia)
Spain
Tel: +34 968 380300
Web: www.inmesol.com
E-mail: asiapacific@inmesol.com
Inmesol is an important manufacturer of
generator sets; it is present in a large
number of markets and continues to
multiply its production capacity. Inmesol is
present across 5 continents with
equipment installed in a wide variety of
industries, residential areas, sports
complexes, public works, hospitals, hotels,
data centres and telecom, among others.
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systems covering all kind of domestic,
commercial and industrial applications
complemented by freestanding industrial
steel chimneys up to 3 meter diameter.

IREM S.p.A.

JCB Power Products

Jeremias Middle East

Via Abegg 75
Borgone (Torino)
10050
Italy
Tel: +39 011 9648211
Fax: +39 011 9648222
Web: www.irem.it
E-mail: svm@irem.it

Lakeside Works
Rocester, Staffordshire
ST14 5JP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1889 590312
Web: www.jcbgenerators.com

PO Box 75873
Jumeirah Lake Towers
Tiffany Tower
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 50 9596119
Fax: +971 4 4470152
Web: www.jeremias-me.com
E-mail: info@jeremias-me.com

JMG Ltd.

IREM S.p.A. specialises in design and
manufacture of 1PH and 3PH electrodynamic voltage regulators and line
conditioners - in standard and customized
versions - with power ratings from 1 to
4750kVA for indoor and outdoor
installation. In business since 1947, IREM is
a medium size company (staff 110 people)
exporting all over the world. Company
according to ISO9001 (since 1983), ISO
14001 (since year 2000), BS OSAS 18001
(since 2014) standards. Typical application
fields: Broadcast, Telecommunication,
industrial applications, electro-medical
appliances, machine tools, manufacturing
plants, banks and insurance companies,
construction, oil and gas, mining, a.s.o.
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JCB Power Products offer a comprehensive
range of over 170 generators and lighting
towers ranging from 8-3300kVA. Open or
canopied, single or 3-phase, 50 or 60Hz
frequency, plus various voltage options; the
JCB range of generators gives you a lot of
options to meet your exact power
requirements.
Agents:
Bahrain - Gulf Equipment & Technology (GET)
Egypt - IPC
Iraq - Al Ghodwa
Iraq - KM Machinery
Kuwait - Equipment Co.
Kuwait - Riham
Lebanon - Fares Baladi
Libya - Al Noras
Oman - MOS
Qatar - Mannai
Saudi Arabia - Abahsain
United Arab Emirates - Galadari

German manufacturer of multipurpose high
quality stainless steel prefabricated flue
and chimney systems for the exhaust of
gases and ventilation.
The Jeremias Group has more than 40
years’ experience in the flue and chimney
production. The headquarters are situated
in Germany with 7 production sites
Germany 2 sites, 1 site Poland, Spain,
Russia, Czech Republic and USA.
Jeremias is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of high pressure high
temperature stainless steel flue and
chimney systems for the exhaust of gases
and ventilation. Jeremias product range
includes 60 different CE and UL certified

15A Redemption Crescent
Gbagada
Lagos
Niger
Tel: +234 70 30005470 / 18980282
Web: www.jmglimited.com/iraq
E-mail: marketing@jmglimited.com
JMG Ltd., official FG Wilson dealer in Iraq, is
a leading member in the generator industry,
providing premium products with excellent
after-sales support wherever reliable
energy is needed.
Agents:
Lebanon - JMG International
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John Deere Power Systems

Orléans-Saran Unit
La Foulonnerie BP 11013
Fleury Les Aubrais Cedex, 45401, France
Tel: +33 2 38826019
Web: www.deere.com
E-mail: jdengine@johndeere.com
JDPS develops, manufactures and markets
diesel engines from 36 to 448kW for a large
variety of industrial applications, generator
sets, compressors, material handling and
agricultural equipment.
Agents:
United Arab Emirates - Genavco

Jubaili Bros

Jebel Ali Free Zone, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8832023
Fax: +971 4 8832053
Web: www.JubailiBros.com
E-mail: jbdubai@jubailibros.com
Jubaili Bros is a leading provider of power
solutions in the Middle East, Africa and
Asia. Jubaili Bros serves its customers
through International employees, deployed
in 8 Countries with 23 Branches and
through a strong dealers network.
Agents:
Kuwait - Jubaili Bros
Lebanon - Jubaili Bros
Qatar - Jubaili Bros

Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd.

Laxmanrao Kirloskar Road
Khadki, Pune, 411003, India
Tel: +91 20 25810341
Fax: +91 20 25813208
Web: www.koel.kirloskar.com
E-mail: krishnakumar.mundhada@
kirloskar.com
Kirloskar Group is counted among India’s
largest multi-products,multi-location
diversified engineering conglomerates with
annual sales of US $1.6 billion. Kirloskar Oil
Engines Ltd. was incorporated in 1946, and
is the flagship company of the Kirloskar
Group. Today KOEL is an acknowledged
leader in the manufacturing of diesel
engines, agricultural pump sets and
‘Kirloskar Green’ generating sets. Company
has state-of-the-art manufacturing units in
India that offers world-class products. KOEL
has a sizable presence in international
markets, with offices in Dubai, South Africa
and Kenya and representatives in Nigeria.
KOEL also has a strong distribution network
throughout the Middle East and Africa.
Agents:
Bahrain - M.H. AL Mahroos BSC ©
Egypt - Egyptian Engineering & Trading Co.

Kuwait - Boodai Trading Co.
Lebanon - Hassan Hussein Machinery Est.
Morocco - EL Midakhat Rotaxe
Oman - Al Shirawi Modern Enterprises LLC
Qatar - Boodai Trading Co. Ltd.
Saudi Arabia - Abdullah Hashim Co. Ltd.
United Arab Emirates - Al Shirawi Enterprises LLC
United Arab Emirates - Kirloskar JLT

KJ Power Generator
Sanayi Mah. Uran Sok. No:3/1
Kurtkoy, Pendik, Turkey
Tel: +90 216 3789707
Fax: +90 216 3789706
Web: www.kj.com.tr
E-mail: ibrahim.surucu@kj.com.tr
KJ Power Generator manufactures 10 33.
kVA – 25033.kVA diesel generator sets,
soundproof canopies, control and power
transfer boards and synchronization
systems in Istanbul - Turkey.
We meet energy requirements of
construction, oil, health, telecommunication
sectors and state institutions in more than
50 countries abroad, through our sales and
after-sales services.

Kohler Power Systems

Kristallaan 1
Zevenbergen
4761 ZC, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 168 331630
Web: www.kohlerpower.com
E-mail: powersystems.emea@
kohler.com
For every aspect of your critical load
requirements, Kohler has engineered the
product: EPA-compliant generator sets
from 5 to 3250kW, a full line of automatic
transfer switches, customizable paralleling
switchgear, controls that can manage a
multitude of power systems applications,
along with wireless and web-enabled
remote PC power system monitoring.
Agents:
Saudi Arabia - A.Abunayyan Trading Corporation

Leroy-Somer Electric Power
Generation
Boulevard Marcellin Leroy
CS 10015-16915
Angouleme Cedex 9
France
Tel: +33 545 644564
Fax: +33 545 644504
Web: www.leroy-somer.com
E-mail: info.epg.export.ials@
emerson.com
Leroy-Somer, a business of Emerson, is the
world leader in low and medium voltage
alternators. We specialize in high-quality,
reliable products that combine long-lasting
performance and reduced lifetime costs.
We serve all industries and provide a
complete range of solutions. Get in touch!
Agents:
United Arab Emirates - Leroy-Somer Electric Power
Generation
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Linz Electric S.p.A.

Lovato Electric S.p.A.

Viale Del Lavoro, 30 - Arcole (Verona)
37040, Italy
Tel: +39 045 7639201
Fax: +39 045 7639202
Web: www.linzelectric.com
E-mail: info@linzelectric.com

Via Don Mazza
12, Gorle (BG)
24020, Italy
Tel: +39 035 4282111
Fax: +39 035 4282400
Web: www.lovatoelectric.com
E-mail: info@lovatoelectric.com

Linz Electric S.p.A is specialized in the
production of alternators and rotating
welders. Part of the Pedrollo Group of
companies, Linz Electric has become one of
the major players in the sector in just a few
years, thanks to the original innovative
solutions in energy transformations.

Lister Petter Ltd.
Unit 13-15, Waterwells Business Park
Quadrant Way
Hardwicke, Gloucester, GL2 2RN
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1452 229990
Web: www.lister-petter.co.uk
www.lister-petter.com
E-mail: global@lister-petter.co.uk
Since 1867, Lister Petter has not only
manufactured diesel engines, generating
sets and parts but most importantly it has
continued to live and breathe quality,
experience and rugged durability into every
product. We do this by simply
understanding and responding to
customers needs and the particular
requirements of different markets.
Agents:
Bahrain - Abbas Biljeek & Sons
Iraq - Nafithat Al-Sharq For General Contracting
Company
Jordan - Yazoure Est. Engineering Mechanical Agri
Kuwait - Al-Khonaini Gen. Trading & Contracting Co.
WLL
Lebanon - Arison SARL
Oman - Mohamed & Ahmed Alkhonji LLC
Oman - Moosa Abdul Rahman Hassan & Co. LLC
Palestine - Eng. Mostafa Mourtaga & Sons Co.
Qatar - Al-Kholafi Trading Co.
United Arab Emirates - Al Masaood - Power
Engineering Division
United Arab Emirates - M.A.H.Y. Khoory & Co.
Yemen - Bahaj Yemen

Lloyd Dynamowerke GmbH
Hastedter Osterdeich 250
Bremen, 28207, Germany
Tel: +49 421 45890
Fax: +49 421 4589260
Web: www.LDW.de
E-mail: sales@LDW.de
LDW develops and produces electrical
motors and generators for various industrial
applications. Newest technologies in
combination with over 90 years of
experience - that’s the successful
foundation on which the extraordinary
quality of LDW’s machines is based. We do
not manufacture standard machinery.
Instead we develop specific solutions for
your individual needs.

World leader manufacturer of
electromechanical or electronic products
for genset control panels. Range includes
generators, controllers, automatic trans
switch controllers, battery chargers,
changeover controller and switches and
more.

Luvata Söderköping AB
Industrigatan 2
Söderköping
SE-614 81, Sweden
Tel: +46 12119100
Fax: +46 12110101
Web: www.luvata.com
E-mail: luvata.soderkoping@luvata.com
mattias.lindhe@luvata.com
Luvata is a world leader in metal solutions
manufacturing and related engineering
services. Luvata’s solutions are used in
industries such as renewable energy,
power generation, automotive, medicine,
air-conditioning, industrial refrigeration and
consumer products. The company’s
continued success is attributed to its
longevity, technological excellence and
strategy of building partnerships beyond
metals. Employing over 6,500 staff in 17
countries. Luvata works in partnership with
customers such as Siemens, Toyota, CERN
and DWD International.

Mahindra Powerol - Mahindra &
Mahindra Ltd.
FES Gate No 02
Akurli Road
Kandivali East
Mumba
400101, India
Tel: +91 22 67504023
Web: www.mahindrapowerol.com
E-mail: shelke.krunal@mahindra.com
Mahindra group, US 16.5 bn dollar empire,
tractor & multi-utility vehicles major in India
forayed into the field of power generation in
2002. Today, Mahindra engines with the
brand name Mahindra Powerol are
powering over 300,000 Diesel generating
sets in India & in global markets ranging
from 5kVA to 500kVA.
Agents:
Bahrain - Al Thawadi Electrical & Mechanical Est.
Oman - Bin Salim Enterprises LLC
Qatar - Mannai Trading Co. WLL
Saudi Arabia - Intermodal Services of SA Trading &
Contracting
United Arab Emirates - Al Rawahy Establishment LLC

Agents:
United Arab Emirates - Salwo Trading Ltd.
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NEW
RANGE
G
G20QS – G220QS DIESEL GENER ATORS
PERFORMANCE DRIVEN ALTTERNAT
T
TOR
Digital AVVR on all modeels ensuring
excellent control and feedbaack to load.

DURABLE CANOPY
All steel, phosphate dipped
ed and
pre-treated panels.
Sound power as low as 64dBA
4dBA at 7m.

EFFICIENT ENGINE
Proven JCB engines, fitted in over
200,000 construction machines.
Multiple stage filtration to protect
the injection system.

SAFE ELECTRICAL ENCLOSU
URES
Separate A/C and D/C enclosures for maximum safety
safety..
Range of simple, easy to use control panels to suit
any application.

A JCB generator to suppor t all your power needs…24/7! Whether you need
efficient prime power on a remote construction site or reliable back-up power in
a built-up area, the new QS generator range is the ideal power solution for you.
Designed and developed by JCB and fit ted with premium qualit y components to
deliver you a world class product for non-stop power per formance.
To find out more about JCB’s diesel generators and the new QS Generator range,
visit www.jcbgenerators.com

PO
OWER PRODUCTS
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MAN Diesel and Turbo SE

Teglholmsgade 41, Copenhagen SV
2450, Denmark
Tel: +45 33851100
Fax: +45 33851049
Web: www.mandieselturbo.com
E-mail: primeservcph@mandieselturbo.com

through to 5000kVA. Operating in the
electromechanical sector, we produce
many types of special rotating machines, to
cover a highly diverse range of
applications. We’ve been totally
independent since 1947 and that means
we don’t have to keep looking over our
shoulder. We’re free to do what we think is
best for our customers….every hour of
every day.

Megger Ltd.

Mantrac Group
(B-17) Smart Village Km 28
Cairo-Alexandria Desert Road - 6th of
October, Egypt
Tel: +20 2 35370798
Fax: +20 2 35314000
Web: www.mantracgroup.com
E-mail: info@mantracgroup.com

Office 209, Building 14
Internet City
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 4435489
Web: www.megger.com/me
E-mail: mesales@megger.com

Mantrac Group is the authorized Caterpillar
dealer, distributing and supporting
Caterpillar construction machines, power
systems and material-handling equipment
in nine countries spread over three
continents.
With decades of experience as CAT
suppliers, Mantrac provides customers
with comprehensive solutions backed by
technical know-how, experience and indepth knowledge of their local markets.

The Megger product range includes some
of the latest developments in electrical
safety testing, cable fault location,
protecton testing, circuit breaker testing,
earth transformer and battery testing,
power quality analysis and insulation
diagnostics. For over 100 years, Megger
has been helping electrical utilities to
operate safely, efficiently and reliably.

Agents:
Egypt - Mantrac Egypt Ltd.
Iraq - Iratrac
United Arab Emirates - UNA Trading FZE

Marelli Motori S.p.A.
Via Sabbionara 1
Arzignano Vicenza
36071, Italy
Tel: +39 0444 479711
Fax: +39 0444 479888
Web: www.marellimotori.com
E-mail: sales@marellimotori.com
Marelli Motori is a global leading designer
and manufacturer of generators and
electric motors. Our products are suitable
for a variety of applications: power
generation, industrial manufacturing, oil &
gas, renewable energies (hydro),
cogeneration and UPS, marine and navy.

Mecc Alte UK Ltd.

Motorenfabrik Hatz GmbH & Co. KG
Ernst-Hatz-Strasse 16
Ruhstorf a.d. Rott
94099
Germany
Tel: +49 8531 3190
Fax: +49 8531 319418
Web: www.hatz-diesel.com
E-mail: marketing@hatz-diesel.de
Hatz is a specialist for industrial diesel
engines with up to 56kW of power and
systems based on combustion engines like
generating sets and pumps. Hatz develops
and produces generating sets with an
output of 2 to several hundred kVA
including smart-grid systems and other
customized power solutions.
Agents:
Bahrain - Gulf Equipment & Technology
Jordan - Al Ghanem Trading & Contracting Co.
Oman - INMA Co. Oman LLC
Qatar - INMA Co. Qatar LLC
Saudi Arabia - Electrical Work & Maintenance
United Arab Emirates - Inma Gulf Development &
Construction LLC

Motortech GmbH
6 Lands End Way
Oakham, Rutland
LE15 6RF
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1572 771160
Fax: +44 1572 771161
Web: www.meccalte.com
E-mail: gen@meccalte.co.uk
Mecc Alte is proud to be the largest
independent producer of synchronous
alternators. Quite simply, we manufacture
alternators through ‘made for
manufacturing’ product designs from 1kVA

Hogrevestr. 21-23
Celle, 29223
Germany
Tel: +49 5141 93990
Fax: +49 5141 939999
Web: www.motortech.de
E-mail: motortech@motortech.de
Motortech develops and manufactures
igniters components, air fuel ratio
controllers engine management systems
and other accessories for stationery gas
engines.
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N J Froment and Co. Ltd.
Easton-on-the-Hill
Stamford, PE9 3NP, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1780 480033
Fax: +44 1780 480044
Web: www.froment.co.uk
E-mail: sales@froment.co.uk
A world leader in the design and
manufacture of resistive, inductive,
combined and capacitive load banks,
Froment offers innovative engineering for
power testing in a long term, value for
money, professionally engineered package.
Sigma load control is the leader in
simplicity, ease of use, accuracy and
control application. It also brings cost
effective solutions to today’s power testing
requirements, which require high-level
instrumentation, data capture, verification
and fully adjustable leading and lagging
power factors.
Sigma load banks are intended for tough,
heavy-duty continuous use, are built to
withstand the rigors of the world’s varying
climatic conditions, and are available in
sizes from 1kW to many mVA with a wide
voltage test range.
There are no limits and no detail is too
small to warrant our interest and help – we
are never more than a phone call away.

NED S.r.l.

ORTEA S.p.A

Zona Industriale Lotte 36
Fragagnano (TA)
74022
Italy
Tel: +39 099 9561799
Fax: +39 099 9561799
Web: www.nedgenerators.com
E-mail: info@nedgenerators.com

Via dei Chiosi, Cavenago B.za (MB
21 - 20873, Italy
Tel: +39 02 95917800
Fax: +39 02 95917801
Web: www.ortea.it
E-mail: ortea@ortea.com

NED is engaged in design, production and
sale of generators of the highest quality,
with excellent mechanical and acoustic
properties. NED manufactures tailor design
that can build your generator to be highly
customized and to respond promptly to the
particular need of each client with efficient
business organization.
Agents:
United Arab Emirates - MII LLC

Founded in 1969, ORTEA is now a leading
company in manufacturing and engineering
voltage stabilisers, generators, magnetic
components, power factor correction
systems and electrical equipments.
Beside standard production, ORTEA is able
to be extremely flexible in developing and
manufacturing special equipment
according to user’s specifications.

Perkins Engines Co. Ltd.
Frank Perkins Way
Peterborough, Cambridgeshire
PE1 5FQ, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1733 583000
Fax: +44 1733 582240
Web: www.perkins.com
One of the world’s leading suppliers of offhighway diesel and gas engines in the 4 2000kW market, Perkins key strength is its
ability to tailor engines to meet customer’s
precise requirements, which is why its
power solutions are trusted by over 1000
leading manufactures around the world.

Solutions for

Agents:

Energy Saving

United Arab Emirates - Power Systems Gulf LLC

Power & Industrial Machinery Co.
“PIMCO”
Bir Hassan, New Airport HighWay
Beirut, Lebanon
Tel: +961 1 825531/2
Web: www.pimcolb.com
E-mail: pimco@pimcolb.com

Theben provides more energy efficiency for building automation
•
•
•
•
•

1 - 8 Channel annual time switches sychronised with GPS
Movement detectors for safety lighting and twilight switches
ASTRO-time switches e.g. for illuminated advertising
Segment time switches with top user friendliness
Duofix plug-in terminals make installation 40% quicker

Are you interested?
More about energy saving solutions on internet: www.theben.de

BIN HAM Electrical Equipment Trading LLC

PO BOX 4301 - Dubai - UAE
Ph. +971 4 2273939
Fax +971 4 2217619
Web: www.binhameet.com
Email: sales@binhameet.com

BIN HAM is proud to be exclusive distributor of theben for UAE
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We are specialised in selling and
assembling generating sets and electrical
control panel boards, manufacturing
soundproofs, finding solutions for all
soundproofing systems, offering
installations of all kinds of generating sets
with their correlative accessories
synchronising and ATS panels.
All kinds of insulation and anti-vibration
systems and installation of fuel systems.

Powersource Projects Ltd.
PowerPro House, Unit 4
Capital Park Industrial Estate
Combe Lane, Wormley, Godalming
Surrey, GU8 5TJ
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1428 684980
Fax: +44 1428 687979
Web: www.power-source-pro.co.uk
E-mail: sales@power-source-pro.co.uk

generating sets under our brand name
“PowerPro”. We offer very competitive
prices on a range of 1500 rpm, 50Hz
gensets powered by Perkins, Volvo, Scania
and Deutz. We hold a number of standard
build units in stock for ex-stock delivery. We
can also stock a wide variety of engines,
alternators and panel spares. We are a
Perkins SPI dealer and hold over 300 AVRs
in our stock.

PRAMAC - PR MIDDLE EAST

PO Box 262478
1206 Jafza View 18
Jebel Ali Free Zone - South 1
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8865275
Fax: +971 4 8865276
Web: www.pramac.com www.lifter.it
E-mail: dubai@pramac.com
Pramac develops and manufactures a wide
range of power generation equipment from
1kVA to 3.360kVA with Perkins, Volvo, MTU,
Deutz, Doosan, FPT, Iveco and Yanmar
Engines and materials handling equipment.
Pramac uses its global network to supply
these products to markets throughout the
world.

Rolls-Royce PLC
The Iceni Centre
Warwick Technology Park
Warwick
CV34 6DA
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1926 307700
Fax: +44 1926 307987
Web: www.rolls-royce.com
SAB, Evers & Co. Standard
Aggregatebau KG
Oststrasse 11, Norderstedt
D-22844, Germany
Tel: +49 40 52250110
Fax: +49 40 522501144
Web: www.generatingset.com
E-mail: info@generatingset.com
Reputable German manufacturer of
custom-built, diesel-driven, generating sets
from 50 to 8000 kVA in stationary,
transportable or mobile executions for
standby, peak load or base load
applications world-wide. Main
competencies are the planning, designing,
manufacturing, installation and servicing of
global plant constructions under
consideration of individual customer and
project requirements.

Powersource Projects Ltd. is an
experienced and active supplier of
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Sakr Power Systems S.A.L

Halat - Kartaba Road
Lebanon
Tel: +961 9 442000
Fax: +961 9 445444
Web: www.sakr.com
E-mail: lebanon@sakr.com
sales@sakr.com

SDMO Industries

12 bis, Rue de la Villeneuve
BREST Cedex 2, 29272, France
Tel: +33 2 98414141
Fax: +33 2 98416307
Web: www.sdmo.com
E-mail: sdmo@sdmo.com

Founded in 1972 in Lebanon, Sakr Power
Group is a group of companies specialized
in power generation, with a scope of
services covering the manufacturing, sales
and rental of power generating sets and
related electrical equipment, and the
implementation of turnkey power projects.
We are present around the world with out
International branches and our distributors.

SDMO Industries is one of the world’s
leading generating sets manufacturers. A
wide range of standard products from 1 kVA
to several megawatts through an efficient
engineering department meets nonstandard requirements. Present in over 150
countries through a dense network, SDMO
Industries devotes its energy to supporting
you in the successful completion of each of
your projects world wide.

Agents:

Agents:

United Arab Emirates - Sakr Power Generation FZE

United Arab Emirates - SDMO Middle East

Scania

SICES S.r.l.

Vagnmakarvägen 1
Södertälje
15187
Sweden
Tel: +46 8 55381000
Fax: +46 8 55381037
Web: www.scania.com
E-mail: engines@scania.com

Via Molinello, Jerago con Orago (VA)
8B - 21040, Italy
Tel: +39 0331 212941
Fax: +39 0331 216102
Web: www.sices.eu
E-mail: sales@sices.eu

Scania is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of trucks and buses for
heavy transport applications and of
industrial, marine and power generation
engines. Employing some 35,500 people,
Scania operates in about 100 countries.
Research and development activities are
concentrated in Sweden, while production
takes place in Europe and South America.

Success Electronics & Transformer
Manufacturer Sdn Bhd
No. 3, 5 & 7, Jalan TSB 8
Taman Industri Sg. Buloh, Sungai Buloh
Selangor, 47000 Malaysia
Tel: +60 3 61572788
Fax: +60 3 61572722/23
Web: www.success.com.my
E-mail: ses@success.com.my
marketing@success.com.my
export@success.com.my

Su-Kam Power Systems Ltd.
Corporate Office
Plot No. 54
Udyog Vihar, Phase VI, Sector - 37
Gurgaon, Haryana
122001, India
Tel: +91 124 4170500
Fax: +91 124 4038700/1
Web: www.su-kam.com
Teksan Jeneratör Elektrik Sanayi Ve
Ticaret A.Ş.
Yenidoğan Mah.
Edebali Caddesi No: 12
Sancaktepe, Istanbul
34791, Turkey
Tel: +90 216 3120550
Fax: +90 216 3126909
Web: www.teksanjenerator.com.tr
E-mail: buket.erden@
teksanjenerator.com.tr
Drawing on over 20 years of
experience,Teksan Jeneratör has supplied
power to major international projects
across the globe, providing power solutions
in the construction, rental,
telecommunications, residential, data
center, supermarket, mining, hospital and
industrial sectors and developing high
power solutions for extreme situations. With
outputs ranging from 9 to 3,500kVA, having
world’s top engine brands coupled to well
know alternators lead Teksan Jeneratör
gensets in the market in terms of quality
that are approved with international
certifications. Teksan Jeneratör, is not only
the standard genset manufacturer, better
yet taking advantage of its innovative R&D
and experienced project department, its
acting as an engineering company by
providing world-class tailor made projects
in all segments. Global wealth of
knowledge and experience is delivered
through the expertise service and support
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of our engineering know-how with an
extensive industry knowledge coupled with
a technical expertise takes Teksan
Jeneratör ahead in his sector.
Agents:
Iraq - K.M Co.
Qatar - QC Energy
Yemen - Al Ahlasi Corp.

Turbomach SA
Via Campagna 15, Riazzino, 6595
Switzerland
Tel: +41 91 8511511
Fax: +41 91 8511555
Web: www.turbomach.com
E-mail: contact@turbomach.com
• Solar Gas Turbine Generator Package, 1
to 22MW
• Cogeneration Systems
• Combined Cycle Plants
• Services, Operations and Maintenance
• Turnkey Power Plants

Visa S.p.A.

Via I° Maggio, 55, Fontanelle (TV)
31043, Italy
Tel: +39 0422 5091
Fax: +39 0422 509350
Web: www.visa.it
E-mail: visa@visa.it
Visa S.p.A is a modern Italian company
manufacturing generating sets for
continuous and emergency service ranging
from 9 to 300kVA in standard or customized
versions (telecommunication, construction,
etc). It has a network of distributors in more
than 80 countries in the world. Visa is
amongst the most qualified companies in
the sector, guaranteeing a highly
operational flexibitlity and qualitative
standards for which it has become a leader
in the market for more than 50 years.
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Volvo Penta

automotive, industrial and marine
applications. We also produce generator
sets rated from 10kW to 12000kW. Our
products are supported with spare parts
and warranty by Global Weichai Service
network.

Region International, Gothenburg
40508, Sweden
Tel: +46 31 235460
Fax: +46 31 510348/508187
Web: www.volvopenta.com
E-mail: info.volvopenta@volvo.com

Agents:
Bahrain - National Establishment of Technical & Trade
Services
Saudi Arabia - Advance Machinery Est.
United Arab Emirates - SunPower Gen FZCO

Yamuna Cable Accessories Pvt. Ltd.

Power generation diesel engines stage 1, 2
and 3. 5-16 liter engine range.
Prime and standby power.
Agents:
Bahrain - International Agencies Co. Ltd.
Iran - Karimi Dealer
Iran - Parsian Pishro Sanat
Iran - Parsian Pishro Yadak
Iraq - Ittihadia General Trading Company. (A Sardar
Group Co.)
Jordan - Mithkal, Shawkat & Sami Asfour Co.
Kuwait - Al Boom Marine Co.
Lebanon - Khonaysser Motors
Qatar - Al Badi Trading & Cont. Co. Ltd.
Saudi Arabia - Alkhorayef Commercial Co. Ltd.
(Riyadh)
Saudi Arabia - Alkhorayef Ind. Co. Marine Division
Syria - Nahas Enterprises
United Arab Emirates - Al Masaood Marine and
Engineering (Abu Dhabi)
United Arab Emirates - Al Masaood Marine and
Engineering (Dubai)
Yemen - Elaghil Trading Co. Ltd.

Wärtsilä Corporation
PO Box 196, Helsinki, FI-00531
Finland
Tel: +358 10 7090000
Fax: +358 10 7095700
Web: www.wartsila.com
Wartsila Power Plants delivers gas and oil
fired power plant solutions from 1 MW to
300 mW based on Wärtsilä diesel and gas
engines with a range of 920-17,000kW
and a maximum rpm of 1,000. Wärtsilä
power plants are used for baseload, load
management, cogeneration and gas
compression applications. Deliveries
include turnkey construction and longterm
maintenance and operation.
For other Middle East offices, please log on
to our website.
Agents:
Oman - Apollo LLC
United Arab Emirates - AlMansoori Specialized
Engineering Company LLC
Yemen - Al Ahram Trading Co. Ltd.

Weichai Middle East FZE

PO Box 18698, Warehouse No. LA04
Near Round About 8, Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8810650
Fax: +971 4 8810651
Web: www.weichai.com
E-mail: amitdeshpande@weichai.com
zhonglei@weichai.com

3/101, Kaushalaya Park
Hauz Khaz, New Delhi, 110016, India
Tel: +91 11 43577777
Fax: +91 11 43577778
Web: www.yamunadensons.com
E-mail: enquiry@yamunadensons.com
Established in 1973, Yamuna Cable
Accessories Pvt. Ltd. (YCAPL) is a leading
designing/manufacturing/supplier for
power cable jointing accessories and
associated power distribution goods,
through its 4 global plants and channel
partners through 35 countries under the
“DENSONS” brand.
Offering a complete range in resin cast,
heat shrink, cold shrink and pre moulded
power cable jointing accessories up to 66
kV and plug in and elbow/straight/T
connectors for GIS and RMU’s application.
All products are qualified and type tested
under qualifying standards in NABL
approved labs such as CESI, CPRI, KEMA,
etc. The company’s strong R&D wing and
in-house manufacturing of all key inputs
and strict qualification compliance inputs
ensures high quality materials and
solutions, batch on batch, year on year.
Agents:
United Arab Emirates - Al Yamuna Densons FZE

YorPower Ltd.
Hurricane Close
Sherburn Industrial Estate
Sherburn in Elmet, LS25 6PB, UK
Tel: +44 1977 688155
Fax: +44 1977 688158
Web: www.yorpower.com
E-mail: sales@yorpower.com
YorPower is the leading independent UK
diesel generator manufacturer, supplying
generators from 1.0kVA to 3,000kVA.
YorPower generators are designed to
handle large, single step-load demands
with short recovery times. From very small
to very large YorPower Diesel Generators
deliver first class performance and
reliability underpinned by the YorPower
Warranty.

Weichai is a world class manufacturer of
Diesel and Gas engines branded Deutz,
Weichai, Baudouin & MAN used for
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Section Two:
Agents & subsidiaries in the Middle East
BAHRAIN
Abbas Biljeek & Sons
PO Box 308
Sh. Salman Avenue, Manama
Tel: +973 17401555
Fax: +973 17401333
Web: www.biljeek.com
E-mail: biljeek@biljeek.com.bh
Al Thawadi Electrical &
Mechanical Est.
PO Box 28372, East Riffa
Tel: +973 17700114
Fax: +973 17700998
Web: www.althawadigroup.com
E-mail: althawadisales@

batelco.com.bh
Gulf Equipment & Technology
PO Box 704, Office 2569, Avenue E:80
Al-Estiqlal Highway, Nuwaidrat, 646
Tel: +973 17700008
Fax: +973 17700983
Web: www.al-alawi.com
E-mail: sales@al-alawi.com
International Agencies Co. Ltd.
PO Box 310, 131 Al Khalita Ave
Manama
Tel: +973 727114/28691
Fax: +973 728412
E-mail: sm-service@intercol.com
M.H. AL Mahroos BSC ©
PO Box 65, Manama
Tel: +973 17408090
E-mail: almahroos@almahroos.com
National Establishment of Technical
& Trade Services
PO 644, Building 128, Block 314
Lulu Road (336), Manama
Tel: +973 1 7270783
Fax: +973 1 7273849
Web: www.engineer.bh
E-mail: fahad@engineer.bh

EGYPT
Abou Youssef
Kassem Street 5, Cairo
Tel: +20 2 37601403
Web: www.abou-youssef.com
E-mail: ayoussef@abou-youssef.com
Egyptian Engineering & Trading Co.
(Cairo)
45 Champillion Street, Cairo
Tel: +20 225755229
E-mail: eetco@link.net
IPC
9 Mohamed Adly Kafafy Street
Heliopolis 9, 11361
Tel: +20 2 26348397
E-mail: samir.wahib@ipcmachinery.com
Mantrac Egypt Ltd.
30 Lebanon st., El Mohandesin, Cairo
Tel: +2 02 33004000
Fax: +2 02 33039648
Web: www.mantracegypt.com
E-mail: hmounir@mantracegypt.com

IRAN
Karimi Dealer
Trucks Exhibitions Complex
Payambar Bvld Main Entrance
12th km, Saveh Road, Tehran
Tel: +98 21 55250631/32/33/34
Fax: +98 21 55241888
Parsian Pishro Sanat
25 Zagros Avenue
Tehran
Tel: +98 21 88774499
Fax: +98 21 88878261
Web: www.parsianind.com
E-mail: info@parsianind.com
Parsian Pishro Yadak
Volvo Building
Qapan Crossing
Qazvin Avenue, Tehran
Tel: +98 21 55787637/38/39
Fax: +98 21 55787640

IRAQ
Al Ghodwa
Baghdad
Tel: +964 7 809124 689
E-mail: sales@alghodwagroup.com
Iratrac
Dist. 923, St. 29, Bldg. 76
University St. Jaderia
Baghdad
Tel: +964 1 7783783
Fax: +964 1 7786714
Web: www.iratrac.com
E-mail: idawood@Iratrac.iq
Ittihadia General Trading Company.
(A Sardar Group Co.)
100 m St., Makhmour
Intersection, Erbil
Tel: +964 7 501989350
Web: www.sardargroup.com
E-mail:
waleed.alhakeem@ittihadia.com
K.M Co.
Erbil, Makhmor Road
Beside Fataka Flour Plant, Science
Collage
Tel: +964 750 4454027
Fax: +964 770 4454027
E-mail: kq_teksan@yahoo.com
KM Machinery
100 Meter Road
Nearby Cihan University, Erbil
Tel: +964 77 15795687
E-mail: mustafa.sed@kmachinery.com
Nafithat Al-Sharq For General
Contracting Company
Al Wahda Quarter
District No. 904, No. 56
Hse #1/16, Baghdad
Tel: +964 781 1111196
Fax: +964 770 0008000
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JORDAN
Al Ghanem Trading & Contracting Co.
PO Box 7109
Amman Commercial Complex
Omaya Str. Al Abidali, Amman, 11118
Tel: +962 6 4395155
Fax: +962 6 4395663
Web: www.alghanemgroup.com
E-mail: m.naji@alghanemgroup.com
Mithkal, Shawkat & Sami Asfour Co.
Amman, 11118
Tel: +962 6 4651989
Fax: +962 6 4649636
Universal Equipment Ltd.
Khirfan Street, Amman, 11844
Tel: +962 6 5866114
Fax: +962 6 5825355
Web: www.ueshaban.com.jo
E-mail: ueshaban@go.com.jo
Yazoure Est. Engineering
Mechanical Agri
PO Box 12067
Amman, 11141
Tel: +962 6 4771071
Fax: +962 6 4771071
E-mail: ramadan_estgroup@yahoo.com

KUWAIT
Al Boom Marine Co.
PO Box 42188
Shuwaikh, 70652
Tel: +965 2 4830474/4830570
Fax: +965 4838293
E-mail: volvopenta@hotmail.com
boomkwt@kuwait.net
Al Fajr Al Jadid
PO Box 420484
Shuwaik, 70651
Tel: +965 4847592/
4825488/4825487
Fax: +965 4845184
E-mail: alfajr@qualitynet.net
alfajr@fajraljadid.com
Al-Khonaini Gen. Trading &
Contracting Co. WLL
PO Box 593, Safat, 13006
Tel: +965 4831955
Fax: +965 4842986
Web: www.alkhonaini.net
E-mail: akckw@qualitynet.net
Boodai Trading Co.
PO Box No 1287, Safat
Tel: +965 2 4838727
E-mail: psharma@boodai.com
Equipment Co.
Al Safat 13002, 192
Tel: +965 94005563
E-mail: mostafa.nabil@equipcokuwait.com

Riham
Tel: +965 66945557
E-mail: david.peterson@faa.com.kw

Apollo LLC
PO Box.98, Al Seeb, 121
Tel: +968 24545269
Fax: +968 24554278

Boodai Trading Co. Ltd.
PO Box 4569, Doha
Tel: +974 4 4601304
E-mail: boodai@btcqtr.com

Bin Salim Enterprises LLC
PO Box 808, Al Rawahy Building,
Muscat, 100
Tel: +968 24563078
Fax: +968 24561193
Web: www.binsalim.com
E-mail: michael@binsalim.com

INMA Co. - Qatar LLC
PO Box 9238
Al Awqaf Commercial Complex
Al Mirqaf Area
Salwa Main Road, Doha
Tel: +974 4 4430088
Fax: +974 4 4430099
E-mail: inmaco@qatar.net.qa

LEBANON
Arison SARL
PO Box 13/582, Itani Brothers Building
El Solh Avenue, Beirut
Tel: +961 1 864824
Fax: +961 3 287936
Web: www.arison.com.lb
E-mail: ahmad@arison.com.lb
Fares Baladi
Tel: +961 3688060
E-mail: carl@baladifreres.com
Hassan Hussein Machinery Est.
PO Box 246
Dair Al Zahrani Main Street, Nabatieh
Tel: +961 7 530730
E-mail: n.ahmad@hmh-machines.com
JMG International
Gemayeh Nahr Ibrahim Street
Saifi Tower 8th Floor
Beirut
Tel: +961 1 445667
Web: www.jmglimited.com/iraq
E-mail: adib@jmglimited.com
Jubaili Bros
Sidon
Tel: +961 7 730871
Fax: +961 7 720813
Web: www.JubailiBros.com
E-mail: jblebanon@jubailibros.com
Khonaysser Motors
Naher El Mott, Main Road, Beirut
Tel: +961 1 870078
Fax: +961 1 874795
E-mail: info@khonaysser.com
National Instruments Lebanon SARL
Berytech Beirut Digital
District Bldg, 5th Floor
Bechara El Khoury Avenue
Bachoura Sector, Beirut
Tel: +961 1 646111
Fax: +961 1 646999
Web: www.arabia.ni.com
E-mail: tania.chaaya@ni.com

INMA Co. Oman LLC
Nizwa/Salalah Road
Al-Mawaleh South, Al-Seeb
Tel: +968 24552455
Fax: +968 24552555
E-mail: inmaco@omantel.net.om
Mohamed & Ahmed Alkhonji LLC
PO Box 73, Muscat, 100
Tel: +968 24795007
Fax: +968 24795958
Web: www.alkhonji.com
E-mail: konji1@omantel.net.om
Moosa Abdul Rahman Hassan & Co.
LLC
PO Box 4, Muscat, 100
Tel: +968 24591261
Fax: +968 24505441
Web: www.moosagroup.com
E-mail: moosahvy@omantel.net.om
MOS
PO Box 1288, Muttrah, Muscat, 114
Tel: +968 97750460
E-mail: kumar.senthil@
muscatoverseas.com
UES
PO Box 2688, Ruwi, 112
Tel: +968 24597531
Fax: +968 24597514
E-mail: universal@becoman.com
allen.gensales@becoman.com

PALESTINE
Eng. Mostafa Mourtaga & Sons Co.
PO Box 259, El Kamalia Street, Gaza
Tel: +970 82818002
Fax: +970 82818001
E-mail: adelmortaga@yahoo.com

LIBYA
Al Noras
Alsawni, Tripoli
Tel: +218 91 2123504
E-mail: m.rwimi@alnoras.com.ly

MOROCCO

Instant Access
Al Safat Square, Kuwait City, 13101
Web: www.instantaccess-co.com
E-mail: kuwait@instantaccess-co.com

EL Midakhat Rotaxe
64, Angle Rue Bachir
Al Ibrahimi ET
Hammam EL Ang
Casablanca, 20500
Tel: +212 22306970/22440111/13
E-mail: rotaxe@marocnet.net.ma
rotaxe@wanadoo.net.ma

Jubaili Bros
Kuwait Free Trade Zone
Tel: +965 24610356/24318547
Web: www.JubailiBros.com
E-mail: jbkuwait@jubailibros.com

Al Shirawi Modern Enterprises LLC
PO Box 678, Mabela, Muscat, 122
Tel: +968 22005478
E-mail: kaushik@ase.ae

OMAN
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QATAR
Abdullah Al Khoory Trading &
Contracting Co.
Al Barwaq Street No.14-15
Doha, 80918
Tel: +974 4 4633034
E-mail: aikah@alkhoory.com.qa
Al Badi Trading & Cont. Co. Ltd.
PO Box 3915, Doha
Tel: +974 4 320715
Fax: +974 4 442888
E-mail: albadi@qatar.net.qa
Al-Kholafi Trading Co.
PO Box 301
Al Aziziya Round About Salwa, Doha
Tel: +974 4 416010
Fax: +974 4 4516020
Web: www.alkholaifi.com
E-mail: kholaifi@qatar.net.qa

Jubaili Bros
Doha
Tel: +974 4 4160121
Fax: +974 4 4162257
Web: www.JubailiBros.com
E-mail: jbqatar@jubailibros.com
Mannai
PO Box 76, Doha
Tel: +974 55861787
Web: www.mannaiautos.com
E-mail: hashim.elgendi@
mannai.com.qa
Mannai Trading Co. WLL
PO Box 76
Industrial Supplies & Building
Materials (ISBM), Doha
Tel: +974 4 4076000
Fax: +974 4 4076398
Web: www.mannai.com
E-mail: ramanna.rai@mannai.com.qa
QC Energy
Tel: +966 53 8089775
Web: www.apsgroup-power.com
E-mail: wael.aps@gmail.com

SAUDI ARABIA
A.Abunayyan Trading Corporation
PO Box 321
Abunayyan Group Building
King Abdulaziz Street
Intersection with Mecca Road, 11411
Web: www.abunayyantrading.com
Abahsain
PO Box 209
Al Khobar, 31952
Tel: +966 55 7163980
Web: www.abahsainhed.com
E-mail: qasim@abahsain.biz
Abdullah Hashim Co. Ltd.
PO Box 44, Jeddah
Tel: +966 2 6472200
E-mail: azizr@ahcl.com.sa
Advance Machinery Est.
PO Box 262165
S-10810, Jebel Ali Free Zone South
Dubai
Tel: +966 3 8946434
Fax: +966 3 8946206
Web: www.advancemachinery.com.sa
E-mail: ameho@
advancemachinery.com.sa
Aljomaih Holding Co.
Madinah Road, Makkah, Jeddah
21411
Tel: +966 2 2752200
E-mail: heavy.sales@aljomaihmail.com
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AlKhorayef
PO Box 281808, Riyadh, 11392
Tel: +966 1 4955452
Fax: +966 1 4955452
Web: www.alkhorayef.com
E-mail: ehussien@alkhorayef.com
Alkhorayef Commercial Co. Ltd.
(Riyadh)
PO Box 305, Riyadh
Tel: +966 1 4955452
Fax: +966 1 4950261
E-mail: msd@alkhorayef.com
Alkhorayef Ind. Co. Marine Division
Jeddah
Tel: +966 2 4202666
Fax: +966 2 4202777
E-mail: mnaser@alkhorayef.com
Electrical Work & Maintenance
PO Box 7240
Madinah Road, Kilo 9
Jeddah, 1462
Tel: +966 2 6916655
Fax: +966 2 6911116
Web: www.ewm.com
E-mail: commercial@ewmcom.com
Intermodal Services of SA Trading &
Contracting
PO Box 23317
Khalid Bin Al Walid Street, Jeddah
Tel: +966 12 6144364
Fax: +966 12 6515191
Web: www.intermodaltrade.com
E-mail: rohan@intermodalsa.com
Web: www.sif-jcb.com.tr/products
E-mail: cihah.unlu@sif.com.tr

Al Rawahy Establishment LLC
PO Box 14405, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8829570
Fax: +971 4 8829571
Web: www.alrawahydubai.com
E-mail:
j.fernandes@alrawahydubai.com
Al Shirawi Enterprises LLC
PO Box 7427, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 3718585
E-mail: charan@ase.ae
Al Yamuna Densons FZE
PO Box 14577
W.H. No. 1, Shed No. 9
Technology Park
Ras Al Khaimah
Tel: +971 7 2233013
Web: www.alyamunadensons.ae
E-mail:
production@alyamunadensons.ae
Alfanar Electric LLC
Al Qusais Industrial Area 5
Amman Street, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 2677500 ext 222
Fax: +971 4 2678197
Web: www.alfanar.com
E-mail: Raed.Alnaib@alfanar.com
AlMansoori Specialized Engineering
Company LLC
17th Floor Mansoori Tower
Salam St., Abu Dhabi
Tel: +971 2 8157000
Fax: +971 2 6784638
Web: www.almansoori.biz

Adpower FZCO
Jebel Ali Free Zone 4, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8833456
Web: www.adpower.ae
E-mail: adpower@adpowergen.com

COELMO (DMCC branch)
PO Box 39311, Office 909
1 Lake Plaza Jumeira Lake
Tower Cluster T Dubai
Tel: +971 4 3695548
Fax: +971 4 3695549
Web: www.coelmo.it
E-mail: dubai@coelmo.it

Aikah Establishment
PO Box 44396
Mussafah, Abu Dhabi
Tel: +971 2 5570097
Fax: +971 2 5574090
Web: www.aikah.com

ComAp a.s (JLT branch)
Office No. 2502
Fortune Tower, Dubai
Tel: +420 721 738261
Web: www.comap.cz
E-mail: petr.gryc@comap.cz

Al Masaood - Power Engineering
Division
PO Box 322, Office No. 703
Al Masaood Tower, Najda Street
Abu Dhabi
Tel: +971 2 6729197
Fax: +971 2 6770836
Web: www.masaood.com
E-mail: gensets@masaood.com

Cummins Middle East FZE
PO Box 17636
Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8830461
Fax: +971 9 225681
Web: www.stamford-avk.com
E-mail: info@
cumminsgeneratortechnologies.com

Al Masaood Marine and Engineering
(Abu Dhabi)
Salaam Street
Abu Dhabi
Tel: +971 2 6424222
Fax: +971 2 6424111

Electrogen Electric Generators
PO Box 2198
Shk Zayed Rd, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 3333445
Fax: +971 4 3333446
Web: www.electrogen.com
E-mail: sales@electrogen.com

Al Masaood Marine and Engineering
(Dubai)
PO Box 3945, Dubai
Tel: + 971 4 3241232
Fax: + 971 4 3241262

Galadari
PO Box 11080, Dubai
Tel: +971 501215275
E-mail: khaled.gthe@galadarigroup.com

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
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Genavco
PO Box 5563, ZA Abeel Road
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 3961000
Fax: +971 4 3961308
Web: www.genavco.com
E-mail: equipment@genavco.com
equip.sec@genavco.com
HIMOINSA Middle East FZE
PO Box 18515
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8873315
Fax: +971 4 8873318
Web: www.himoinsa.com
E-mail: kwebb@himoinsa.ae
Inma Gulf Development &
Construction LLC
Al Ramoul Industrial Area
Area 215, Street 17, Bldg. 34
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 2857272
Fax: +971 4 2857512
Web: www.inmagulf.com
E-mail: inmauae@inmagulf.com
Kirloskar JLT
PO Box 37745
Unit No. 504
Jumeirah Business Centre 5
Jumeirah Lake Towers, Dubai
Tel: +971 6 7457667 /4 4438591
Fax: +971 4 4414532
E-mail: ajay-saraf@kirloskar.ae
Leroy-Somer Electric Power
Generation
PO Box 17034
R/A8 Building FD1, Jebel Ali, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8118276
Fax: +971 4 8865465
Web: www.leroy-somer.com
E-mail: info.epg.me.ials@emerson.com
M.A.H.Y. Khoory & Co.
PO Box 41
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 2666300
Fax: +971 4 2661642
Web: www.mahykhoory.com
E-mail: sales@mahykhoory.com
MII LLC
PO Box 58323, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 2857131
Web: www.nedgenerators.com
E-mail: dubai@nedgenerators.com
Power Systems Gulf LLC
PO Box 290
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 3378400/50 6562514
Fax: +971 4 33736600
Web: www.psgulf.com
E-mail: krishna.warrier@psgulf.com
Sakr Power Generation FZE
Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8862010
Fax: +971 4 8862011
Web: www.sakr.com
E-mail: uae@sakr.com

Salwo Trading Ltd. (Lloyd)
PO Box 17372
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8810591
Fax: +971 4 8810593
E-mail: wspies@emirates.net.ae
SDMO Middle East
PO Box 214062
Dubai
Tel: +971 50 2949694
Fax: +33 1722 75575
Web: www.sdmo.com
E-mail: laurent.BERTHLOUX@sdmo.com
SunPower Gen FZCO
PO Box 262165
S-10810
Jebel Ali Free Zone South
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8861800
Fax: +971 4 8862801
Web: www.sunpower.ae
E-mail: powersolutions@sunpower.ae
UNA Trading FZE
PO box 18747
Plot S 60525
Jebel Ali Free Zone South
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 48074065
Web: www.mantracpowersystems.com
E-mail: mkhalifa@mantracgroup.com

YEMEN
Al Ahlasi Corp.
PO Box 20525
Al-Zubeiri Street, Industrial
Complex, Behind the
Ministry of Youth, Sana’a
Tel: +967 77 77408193
Fax: +967 1 403135
Web: www.alahlasi.com
E-mail: alahlasi@hotmail.com
Al Ahram Trading Co. Ltd.
PO Box 7230
Hadda Street
Behind Istanbul Hotel- Sana’a
Tel: +967 1 413807 / 412093
Fax: +967 1 420473
Web: www.alahram-ye.com
E-mail: al-ahram@y.net.ye
Bahaj Yemen
PO Box 55811
Gamal St. Taiz
Tel: +967 4 251245
Fax: +967 4 251246
Web: www.bahaj-yemen.com
E-mail: ali@bahaj-yemen.com
Elaghil Trading Co. Ltd.
PO Box 66209
Zubeiri Street
Sana’a
Tel: +967 1 207470/471/594/595
Fax: +967 1 207596/213380
E-mail: elaghil@y.net.ye
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,º¡àª¡Ã á∏°U …P πµ°T ‘h ,¿É` ` ` µe …GCh âbh …GC
ÚªgÉ°ùŸG ™e …Qƒ` ` `ØdG ¿hÉ©àdG øe ¿ƒæµªàj ≈àM
∂`°ùjOƒJhGC øe á` «HÉë°ùdG áÑ` °Sƒ◊Gh .´hô°ûŸG ‘
,Ö°ùëa äÉjóëàdG √òg èdÉ©J ’ ,∫Gƒ÷G äÉ«æ≤Jh
.ä’É◊G ¢†©H ‘ ÉgõÑJ πH
ÚH ¿RGƒ˘ ˘à˘ ˘dG ≥˘ ˘«˘ ˘≤– ¤GE ∂°ùjOƒ˘ ˘JhGC ≈˘ ˘©˘ ˘°ùJh
äÉ≤ØædG πHÉ≤e ‘ ÖàµŸG ‘ ´hô°ûŸG äÉ≤Øf êPƒ‰
äÉ˘ «˘ æ˘ ≤˘ J ¤GE ∫ƒ˘ °Uƒ˘ dÉ˘ H í˘ ª˘ °ùJ ÚM ‘ ,™˘ bƒŸG ‘
∞˘JÉ˘¡˘ dGh á˘ «˘ HÉ˘ ë˘ °ùdG á˘ Ñ˘ °Sƒ◊G ΩGó˘ î˘ à˘ °SÉ˘ H ™˘ bƒŸG
è˘ eÉ˘ fô˘ H Gô˘ NƒD˘ e á˘ cô` ` `°ûdG äQƒ˘ W ó` ` `bh .∫Gƒ÷G
.á«fGó«ŸG IQGO’EGh ó««°ûà∏d BIM360
,∫Gƒ÷G ∞˘ ˘JÉ˘ ˘ ¡˘ ˘ dG äÉ˘ ˘ «˘ ˘ æ˘ ˘ ≤˘ ˘ J ÚH ™˘ ˘ ª˘ ˘ é˘ ˘ j ƒ˘ ˘ gh
™˘ e ¿hÉ˘ ©˘ à˘ dG ÖfÉ˘ M ¤GE ,™˘ bƒŸG ‘ É˘ ¡˘ ˘eGó˘ ˘î˘ ˘à˘ ˘°S’
.ôjQÉ≤àdG Ëó≤Jh á«HÉë°ùdG áÑ°Sƒ◊G
IOÉ˘ ˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘ ˘à˘ ˘ ˘°SG ≥˘ ˘ ˘«˘ ˘ ˘≤– ¤GE π◊G Gò˘ ˘ ˘g ±ó˘ ˘ ˘¡˘ ˘ ˘jh
Iójó÷G ¥ô£dG øe AÉæÑdG ∫É› ‘ Ú°ü°üîàŸG
áeÓ°ùdGh IOƒ÷G πãe ;á«fGó«ŸG äÉ«∏ª©dG IQGO’E
§˘ ˘£ÿG ™˘ ˘jRƒ˘ ˘Jh äÉ˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘«˘ ˘∏˘ ˘µ˘ ˘à˘ ˘dG á˘ ˘©˘ ˘LGô˘ ˘e º˘ ˘FGƒ˘ ˘bh
∂dPh,AÉ˘ æ˘ Ñ˘ dG ≥˘ FÉ˘ Kh ¤GE ∫ƒ˘ °Uƒ˘ ˘dGh äÉ˘ ˘eƒ˘ ˘°Sô˘ ˘dGh
áÑ°Sƒ◊G Qƒ¡X Oƒ≤jh .3D h BIM ΩGóîà°SÉH
á˘≤˘jô˘W ¤GE ,∫Gƒ÷G ∞˘JÉ˘¡˘dG äÉ˘«˘æ˘≤˘Jh á˘«˘HÉ˘ ë˘ °ùdG
è˘eGô˘H ø˘µ“h .äÉ˘Yhô˘°ûŸG IQGOGEh π˘ª˘©˘ ∏˘ d Ió˘ jó˘ L
»∏¨°ûeh »µdÉe ,(Revit) â«ØjQ πãe ;∂°ùjOƒJhGC
äÉYhô` ` °ûª∏d Qƒ°üJ ™°Vh øe ó««°ûàdG äÉYhô°ûe
.BIM ΩGóîà` °SÉH Égò`«ØæJh É¡£«£îJh
á«∏ªY âëÑ°UGC ,äÉ«æ≤àdG √òg øe IOÉØà°S’ÉHh
.á∏≤æàeh á«≤«≤M É¡∏ªcÉCH ó««°ûàdGh AÉæÑdG

OÉ°üàbG ¤GE OQGƒŸG ≈∏Y ºFÉb OÉ°üàbG øe á≤£æŸG
¿óŸG Iôµa §«°ûæJ ‘ óYÉ°ùj ,áaô©ŸG ≈∏Y ºFÉb
kÉjó– ¬LGƒJ á≤£æŸG ‘ ¿óŸG ¿ÉCH Éª∏Y .á«còdG
øe’CGh ábÉ£dGh √É«ŸG ∫É› ‘ ¬Yƒf øe k Gójôa
ΩGó˘ ˘à˘ ˘°ùŸG ô˘ ˘jƒ˘ ˘£˘ ˘à˘ ˘dGh ä’É˘ ˘≤˘ ˘à˘ ˘ f’Gh äÓ˘ ˘ °UGƒŸGh
¤GE ¿’BG äÉ˘ eƒ˘ µ◊G ≈˘ ˘©˘ ˘°ùJh ,Úæ˘ ˘WGƒŸG ∑Gô˘ ˘°TGEh
™˘ e äGó˘ «˘ ≤˘ ©˘ à˘ dG √ò˘ g IQGO’E Ió˘ jó˘ L ¥ô˘ W OÉ˘ é˘ jGE
.ô°†ëàdG •ƒ¨°V ójGõJ
2020 »ŸÉ©dG ƒÑ°ùcGE ¢Vô©e áaÉ°†à°SG í«àà°Sh
áeGóà°ùe ¿óe 10 π°†aGC øª°V É¡°ùØf ™°Vh »Hód
áÄ«H øjôFGõdGh Úª«≤ŸG øe πµd Ωó≤J ,⁄É©dG ‘
•ƒæeh ,ÒÑc óM ¤GE á£ÑJôe ájõcôe É«LƒdƒæµJ
,QÉW’EG Gòg ‘h .OQGƒª∏d πãe’CG ∫Ó¨à°S’G É¡H
ÖFÉf ,Ωƒàµe ∫GB ó°TGQ øH óªﬁ ï«°ûdG ≥∏WGC
äGQÉ˘ ˘ ˘ e’EG á˘ ˘ ˘ dhO AGQRh ¢ù∏› ¢ù«˘ ˘ ˘ FQh ¢ù«˘ ˘ ˘ Fô˘ ˘ ˘ dG
πjƒëàd á«é«JGÎ°SG ,»HO ºcÉMh IóëàŸG á«Hô©dG
á«é«JGÎ°S’G √òg º°†Jh ,á«cP áæjóe ¤GE »HO
IÉ˘ ˘«◊G ä’É› á˘ ˘aÉ˘ ˘c ‘ á˘ ˘«˘ ˘°ù«˘ ˘FQ IQOÉ˘ ˘Ñ˘ ˘e 100
IQGO’EGh OÉ˘ ˘ °üà˘ ˘ b’Gh π˘ ˘ ≤˘ ˘ æ˘ ˘ à˘ ˘ dGh ™˘ ˘ ª˘ ˘ àÛGh
.áÄ«ÑdGh
á«HÉë°ùdG áÑ°Sƒ◊G
Ωƒ˘«˘dG ¿ƒ˘eó˘î˘à˘°ùŸG ™˘bƒ˘à˘ j
‘ äÉeƒ∏©ŸG ¤GE ∫ƒ` ` `°UƒdG

è˘ ˘ eGÈd á˘ ˘ «˘ ˘ dÉ˘ ˘ ©˘ ˘ a ÈcGC{ »˘ ˘ ˘°VÉŸG ΩÉ˘ ˘ ˘©˘ ˘ ˘dG ô“ƒD˘ ˘ ˘e
.z§°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG ‘ ôJƒ«ÑªµdG IóYÉ°ùÃ º«ª°üàdG
‘ ¢ü°üî˘ ˘à˘ ˘eo 700 ø˘ ˘ ˘e ÌcGC √ô˘ ˘ ˘°†M ó˘ ˘ ˘ ≤˘ ˘ ˘ a
ø˘ e ÒÑ˘ c Oó˘ Y ÖfÉ˘ L ¤GE á˘ °Só˘ æ˘ ¡˘ dGh º˘ «˘ ª˘ °üà˘ dG
º«ª°üàdGh ´GóH’EG IGƒg øY kÓ°†a Gòg ,ÜÓ£dG
Gò˘ ˘ g ¿É˘ ˘ ch .ä’ÉÛG ∞˘ ˘ ∏˘ ˘ àﬂ ø˘ ˘ ˘e Ú°ùª˘ ˘ ˘ë˘ ˘ ˘àŸG
ø˘ e Ió˘ jô˘ ah á˘ «˘ é˘ «˘ JGÎ°SG á˘ °üæ˘ e á˘ HÉ˘ ãÃ çó◊G
∫É˘ °üJ’Gh º˘ t∏˘ ©˘ à˘ dG{ π˘ LGC ø˘ e ÚcQÉ˘ °ûª˘ ∏˘ d É˘ ¡˘ Yƒ˘ f
»˘ à˘ dG á˘ £˘ °ûf’CG ∫Ó˘ N ø˘ e ∂dPh ,z±É˘ °ûµ˘ ˘à˘ ˘°S’Gh
,á˘ «˘ ∏˘ ª˘ Y Ék˘ °Vhô˘ Yh ,á˘ «˘ ∏˘ YÉ˘ Ø˘ J π˘ ª˘ Y ¢TQh â∏˘ ª˘ °T
É˘°†jGC â∏˘ª˘°T É˘¡˘ fGC ≈˘ ∏˘ Y IhÓ˘ Y ,á˘ aô˘ ©˘ ª˘ ∏˘ d äGQhOh
.kÉ°Vô©e
áeGóà°ùŸG ∫ƒ∏◊G
ôaƒJ »àdG ,áeGóà°S’G äGQÉ«N ∂°ùjOƒJhGC Ωó≤J
,á˘ eGó˘ à˘ °ùŸG ÊÉ˘ ÑŸG º˘ «˘ ª˘ °üà˘ d á˘ «˘ °SÉ˘ °S’CG äGhO’CG
á˘«˘æ˘Ñ˘dG äÉ˘Yhô˘°ûeh ,á˘bÉ˘£˘dG á˘Lò‰h ,™˘«˘æ˘°üà˘dGh
á©«∏W ‘ §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG »JÉCjh .áeGóà°ùŸG á«àëàdG
Ö∏˘£˘dG á˘«˘Ñ˘∏˘Jh ,á˘«˘cò˘dG ¿óŸG ∫ƒ˘∏˘M ô˘ jƒ˘ £˘ J ∫É›
¿óŸG ¿Éµ°S øe OQGƒŸGh ábÉ£dG ≈∏Y ójGõàŸG
∫ƒ– ¿GC ∂°T’h .á«eÉæàŸGh IÒÑµdG

áãjó◊G AÉæÑdG ∫ÉªYGC ‘ ‹ÉàdG π«÷G á«æ≤J »æÑJ …Qhô°†dG øe ¬fGE ¬∏dG É£Y »LÉf ∫ƒ≤j
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اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ ﺣﺴﺐ اﻟﻄﻠﺐ
äÉ«∏ª©dG óYÉ°ùJh ,Iójó÷G ÊÉÑŸG ó««°ûJh AÉ°ûf’E Ék«°SÉ°SGC kGô°üæY º«ª°üàdG É«LƒdƒæµJ πuµ°ûJ
∫ÓN øe âbƒdG ÒaƒJh ∞«dÉµàdG ¢†ØN ≈∏Y AÉæÑdG ´É£b (ÊÉÑŸG äÉeƒ∏©e áLò‰) BIM πãe
á````cô```°T ¢ù«FQ ,¬∏dG É````£Y »LÉf ¢ûbÉæj ,∫É````≤ŸG Gòg ‘h .äÉYhô°ûŸG øe á©°SGh áYƒª› ò«ØæJ
√òg ,âæªæ«JÎfGE ófGC Éjó«e ∂°ùjOƒJhGC ácô°T ‘ ™«æ°üàdG É``«LƒdƒæµJh áeó≤àŸG äÉ«fhÎµd’EG
.Qƒ£àdG ºFGO ÉgQhOh É«LƒdƒæµàdG

∂°ùjOƒJhGC ‘ áeó≤àŸG äÉ«fhÎµd’
E G ácô°T ¢ù«FQ ¬∏dG É£Y »LÉf
§°Sh’
C G ¥ô°ûdG

‘ »˘ °ù«˘ FQ QhO Ö©˘ d π˘ °UGƒ˘ à˘ °S á˘ «˘ Ñ˘ æ˘ L’CG (ÊÉ˘ ÑŸG
OQGƒ˘ e ¢ü≤˘ f ¿ÉE˘ a ,§˘ °Sh’CG ¥ô˘ °ûdG AÉ˘ ë˘ fGC ™˘ «˘ ª˘ L
¤GE êÉà– á«°ù«FQ á«°†b ¿ƒµJ ød á«∏ÙG BIM
É¡«ØXƒe ÖjQóJ ¿’BG É¡æµÁ äÉcô°ûdÉa .á÷É©e
IÒ°üb ÖjQóJ èeGôH ÒaƒJ ∫ÓN øe º¡æ«µ“h
äÉ˘ ˘eó˘ ˘N »˘ ˘eó˘ ˘≤Ÿ ∂°ùjOƒ˘ ˘JhGC É˘ ˘¡˘ ˘ª˘ ˘ª˘ ˘°ü˘ ˘o J π˘ ˘L’CG
ÖjQó˘ à˘ dG è˘ eGô˘ H »˘ g √ò˘ g .ø˘ jó˘ ª˘ à˘ ©ŸG ÖjQó˘ à˘ ˘dG
,ÚØXƒŸG ÖjQóJ ¤GE áaÉ°V’EÉHh .á©jô°ùdG ádÉ©sØdG
ä'É«∏ª©dG' á©LGôe ‘ ô¶ædG ¤GE áLÉëH É°†jGC øëf
.BIM ¤GE ∫ƒëàdG ºYód Égõjõ©Jh
≈∏Y OÉªàY’G ∫ó` ` ©e ójGõJ §` `°Sh ¬fGC ÒZ
∫Gõ` ` `J É` ` e ,§°Sh’CG ¥ô` ` °ûdG á≤£æe ‘ BIM
.BIM ÉjGõe ∑Qó` ` ` J ’ äÉYÉ£≤dG ¢†©H ∑Éæg
ÊÉÑŸG º«ª°üàd IóYÉ≤dG BIM íÑ°üJ ±ƒ°S
Gô˘ eGC É˘ ¡˘ eGó˘ î˘ à˘ °SG QÉ˘ °ûà˘ fG Èà˘ ˘©˘ o˘jh ,É˘ ˘¡˘ ˘à˘ ˘fÉ˘ ˘«˘ ˘°Uh
á°UÉÿG ó««°ûàdG á«é«JGÎ°SG ò` ` «Øæàd É«°SÉ` ` `°SGC
.IóëàŸG á«Hô©dG äGQÉ` ` e’EG ádhO á` ` `eƒµëH
‘ z∂°ùjOƒ˘ ˘JhGC á˘ ˘©˘ ˘eÉ˘ ˘L{ ô“ƒD˘ ˘e ó˘ ˘≤˘ ˘Y ” ó˘ ˘bh
2015 ΩÉY ¿ƒµ«°Sh , 2012 ΩÉY ‘ §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdG
≈˘ ∏˘ Y ≥˘ ∏˘ Wo GC ó˘ bh .‹Gƒ˘ à˘ dG ≈˘ ∏˘ Y ™˘ HGô˘ dG ¬˘ eÉ˘ Y ƒ˘ g

.øjôN’BG ¤GE ºgQÉµaGC π«°UƒJh k GQhO ‹ÉàdG π«÷G É«LƒdƒæµJ Ö©∏J ¿GC ™bƒàŸG øe
á˘«˘à˘ë˘à˘dG á˘ «˘ æ˘ Ñ˘ ∏˘ d É˘ æ˘ £˘ «˘ £˘ î˘ J á˘ ≤˘ jô˘ W ‘ Ék˘ «˘ °SÉ˘ °SGC
á«îjQÉJ áÙ
.É¡∏«¨°ûJh É¡FÉæHh É¡ª«ª°üJh
,∂°ùjOƒJhGC âYÉ£à°SG ,1982 ΩÉY ‘ ,‹ÉàdG π«÷G É«LƒdƒæµJ ´ÉÑJG GóL º¡ŸG øeh
,(AutoCAD) OÉcƒJhGC èeÉfôH ¥ÓWGE ™e Gòg á¡LGƒŸ á«aÉc â°ù«d Ωƒ«dG áMÉàŸG ∫Gƒe’CÉa
ò˘ æ˘ e ΩÉ˘ e’CG ¤GE IÒÑ˘ c Iõ˘ Ø˘ b õ˘ Ø˘ ˘≤˘ ˘J ¿GC .ájó«∏≤àdG äGhO’CGh Ö«dÉ°S’CG ΩGóîà°SÉH …óëàdG
á˘ «˘ °üî˘ °ûdG ô˘ Jƒ˘ «˘ Ñ˘ ª˘ µ˘ dG Iõ˘ ¡˘ LGC êhô˘ N …QÉÑµdGh ¥ô£dG ¿ÉEa ,IAÉØc ÌcGC íÑ°üf ⁄ GPGEh
õ˘ ˘«˘ ˘M ¤GE IBM ô˘ Jƒ˘ «˘ Ñ˘ ª˘ µ˘ dG Iõ˘ ¡˘ LGCh ´ƒ˘ bh ø˘ Y Ók˘ °†a ,QÉ˘ ¡˘ æ˘ J ±ƒ˘ °S É˘ ¡˘ «˘ ∏˘ Y Ò°ùf »˘ à˘ dG
∫É› ‘ Ió˘ ˘ ˘FGô˘ ˘ ˘dG á˘ ˘ ˘cô˘ ˘ ˘°ûdG É˘ ˘ ˘¡˘ ˘ ˘f’Ch .Oƒ˘ ˘ ˘Lƒ˘ ˘ ˘ dG á˘ «˘ à˘ ë˘ à˘ dG á˘ «˘ æ˘ Ñ˘ dG äÉ˘ bÉ˘ Ø˘ NGE ø˘ e IÒÑ˘ c á˘ Yƒ˘ ª›
É˘ ¡˘ «˘ ∏˘ Y ≥˘ ∏˘ Wo GC ó˘ ≤˘ a ,âbƒ˘ dG ∂dP ‘ É˘ «˘ Lƒ˘ dƒ˘ æ˘ µ˘ à˘ dG IOÉjR ≈∏Y Ωƒ«dG ÉfóYÉ°ùJ É«LƒdƒæµàdÉa .áªî°†dG
…òdG ,…óëàdG πã“ óbh .≥«KƒàdG ô°üY áª£ëeo á«∏ª©H ≥∏©àj Éª«a ábO ÌcGC ¿ƒµf ¿GCh ,á«LÉàf’EG
äÉ˘ eƒ˘ °Sô˘ dG π˘ ≤˘ f ‘ ,∂°ùjOƒ˘ JhGC á˘ cô˘ °T ¬˘ ˘à˘ ˘¡˘ ˘LGh ,äÉ˘ eGó˘ °U çhó˘ M ÖæŒh ,OGƒŸG á˘ Ø˘ ∏˘ µ˘ J º˘ ˘«˘ ˘«˘ ˘≤˘ ˘J
á˘cô˘°ûdG â∏˘à˘MGh ,ô˘Jƒ˘«˘ Ñ˘ ª˘ µ˘ dG ¤GE OÉ˘ ©˘ H’CG á˘ «˘ FÉ˘ æ˘ K º˘ «˘ ª˘ °üà˘ dGh .™˘ bƒŸÉ˘ H ∫É˘ ª˘ Y’CG IOÉ˘ ˘YGE ø˘ ˘e ó◊Gh
èeÉfôH É¡bÓWGE ó©H ∫ÉÛG Gòg ‘ IOÉjôdG õcôe ‘ IOÉ˘ Y Ωó˘ î˘ à˘ °ùj ,(CAD) ô˘Jƒ˘«˘Ñ˘ª˘µ˘dG Ió˘YÉ˘°ùÃ
¤GE iôNGC áÄjôL Iƒ£N â£N É¡fGC Éªc .OÉcƒJhGC ™°SGh ¥É£f ≈∏Y âfÉc AGƒ°S ,ôjƒ£àdG äÉ«∏ªY áaÉc
AÉ°ûfGE ∫ÓN øe ∂dPh ,Ú°ùëàdG ô°üY ‘ ΩÉe’CG ,(AutoCAD) OÉcƒJhGC èeÉfôH ó©jh .Ohóﬁ hGC
Qƒt` ` ` `°üà˘d É` `¡˘eGó˘î˘à` `°SGh ,OÉ˘ ©˘ H’CG á˘ «˘ KÓ˘ K êPÉ‰ ÒjÉ˘ ©ŸG ó˘ MGC ,∂°ùjOƒ˘ JhGC ¬˘ ª˘ «˘ ª˘ °üà˘ H âeÉ˘ b …ò˘ dG
.‹hGC êPƒ‰ AÉ°ûfGE ≈àM πÑb ¬æ«°ù–h º«` `ª°üàdG
.π°üØŸoG º«ª°üà∏d á«∏©ØdG
¤GE Ωƒ«dG áYÉæ°üdG ∫É› ‘ ¿ƒ∏∏ÙG QÉ°TGC óbh º˘«˘ ª˘ °üà˘ dG è˘ eGô˘ H ΩGó˘ î˘ à˘ °SG ` É˘ «˘ dÉ˘ M ` OGR ó˘ bh
.∫É°üJ’G ô°üY ƒgh ’GC ;GójóL Gô°üY πNóf ÉæfGC É¡æ«°ù– ºàj »àdG á°ü°üîàŸG ôJƒ«ÑªµdG IóYÉ°ùÃ
äÉ≤«Ñ£J ≈∏Y Aƒ°†dG »≤∏oj ójó÷G ô°ü©dG Gò¡a hGC (AutoCAD) OÉcƒJh’CG πãe ;IójGõàe IQƒ°üH
êPƒªæH ™` ` ` ªàÛG §` `HôJ ’ »àdG ¬dƒ∏Mh AÉæÑdG â«ØjQ ∂°ùjOƒJhGC hGC (Civil 3D) …O …ôK π«Ø«°S
É` ` ` ` `°†jGC ¬˘ £˘ ˘Hô˘ ˘J π` H ,Ö` `°ù` ` `ë˘ ˘a OÉ˘ ˘©˘ ˘H’CG »˘ ˘KÓ˘ ˘K »°Sóæ¡Ÿ ôaƒJ èeGÈdG √ò¡a .(Autodesk Revit)
º` Yó`Jh ,Ió` jó÷G ∑Ó¡à` `°S’Gh êÉà` `f’EG πFÉ°Sƒ`H Òaƒ˘J ø˘e º˘¡˘æ˘µ“ á˘«˘æ˘≤˘J äÉ˘æ˘«˘°ù– äÉ˘ª˘«˘ª˘°üà˘dG
ô°üY íÑ°UGC óbh .èàæŸG ≈æ©Ÿ ójó÷G ∞jô©àdG Ëó˘ ˘ ≤˘ ˘ J ø˘ ˘ Y Ók˘ ˘ °†a Gò˘ ˘ g ,∞˘ ˘ «˘ ˘ dÉ˘ ˘ µ˘ ˘ à˘ ˘ dGh âbƒ˘ ˘ dG
á˘ ˘Ñ˘ ˘°Sƒ◊G Qƒ˘ ˘¡˘ ˘X π˘ ˘°†Ø˘ ˘H É˘ ˘æ˘ ˘µ‡ Gò˘ ˘g ∫É˘ ˘°üJ’G ø˘e á˘Yô˘°ùH Ò«˘¨˘à˘∏˘d á˘∏˘HÉ˘ bh á˘ bO ÌcGC äÉ˘ ª˘ «˘ ª˘ °üJ
õcôe øY IQÉÑY »gh ,∫h’CG ΩÉ≤ŸG ‘ á«HÉë°ùdG á«cP á«µ«eÉæjO 3D CAD êPÉ‰ Ëó≤J ∫ÓN
.á∏gòŸG ∫É≤àf’G áYô°S ¬©e Ö∏éj ¿hÉ©à∏d »©«ÑW º˘ «˘ ª˘ °üà˘ dG è˘ eGô˘ H ΩGó˘ î˘ à˘ °SG ¿GE .OÉ˘ ©˘ H’CG á˘ «˘ KÓ˘ K
óM ¤GE ,óYÉ°ùj ´hô°ûe …GC ‘ ôJƒ«ÑªµdG IóYÉ°ùÃ
ÖjQóàdG èeGôH
hGC ºª°üªo∏d á«YGóH’EG äGQó≤dG õjõ©J ‘ ,ÒÑc
äÉeƒ∏©e áLò‰) BIM OQGƒe ¿GC øe ºZôdÉH πeÉc Qƒ°üJ º°SôH º¡d íª°ùj Éªc ,º«ª°üàdG ≥jôa
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QÉ``````ÑNGC

دي ﺑﻲ وورﻟﺪ ﺗﺨﻮض ﻣﺒﺎﺣﺜﺎت ﺣﻮل ﺗﺸﻐﻴﻞ ﻣﻮاﻧﺊ ﻓﻲ إﻳﺮان

√É«ŸG ≥«ªY AÉæ«e ¤GE ¬∏jƒëàd Oƒ¡L ∫òÑJoh ,óæ¡∏d á«é«JGÎ°SG á«ªgGC ¬d ÊGôj’
E G QÉ¡HÉ```¸ AÉæ«e

Gòg ,≈£°SƒdG É«°SGB ‘ á°ùHÉ«dÉH áWÉÙG ≥WÉæŸG
™˘ ˘e á˘ ˘°ùaÉ˘ ˘æŸG ≈˘ ˘∏˘ ˘Y É˘ ˘¡˘ ˘JQó˘ ˘b Ú°ù– ≈˘ ˘∏˘ ˘Y IhÓ˘ ˘Y
.Ú°üdG
k
πª©∏d 2002 ΩÉY ‘ ÉbÉØJG É©bh ób ¿Gó∏ÑdG ¿Éch
.AÉæ«ŸG ôjƒ£J ≈∏Y Éjƒ°S

ó˘ æ˘ ¡˘ dG ¬˘ ©˘ £˘ ≤˘ J …ò˘ dG …QÉ˘ é˘ à˘ dG ≥˘ jô˘ £˘ dG á˘ aÉ˘ °ùe
áÑ°ùæH ,ÉHhQhGCh É«°ShQh »£°SƒdG É«°SGB ¤GE ∫ƒ°Uƒ∏d
∫ÓN øe ‹É◊G ≥jô£dÉH áfQÉ≤ŸÉH ,áFÉŸG ‘ 40
ø˘ Ø˘ °ù∏˘ d É˘ °†jGC í˘ ª˘ °ù«˘ °S ¬˘ fGC É˘ ª˘ c ,¢ùjƒ˘ °ùdG IÉ˘ æ˘ ˘b
¤GE ∫ƒ°UƒdG πLGC øe ¿Éà°ùcÉH »°TÉëàH ájóæ¡dG

أﻳﻠﻮل/ﺳﺒﺘﻤﺒﺮ
 اﺳﻄﻨﺒﻮل...............................................................................................................................................................................................  ﻣﻌﺮض اﺳﻄﻨﺒﻮل ﻟﻠﻤﻴﺎه............ ٥  ـ٣
 اﻟﻜﻮﻳﺖ..........................................................................................................................................................................................  ﻣﻌﺮض ﺑﻴﺞ ﻓﺎﻳﻒ اﻟﻜﻮﻳﺖ............ ١٦  ـ١٤
 ﻣﺴﻘﻂ...................................................................................................................................................................................................  ﻣﻌﺮض ُﻋﻤﺎن ﻟﻠﻤﻜﺎﺗﺐ............ ١٦  ـ١٤

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

ﺗﺸﺮﻳﻦ اول/أﻛﺘﻮﺑﺮ
 أﺑﻮﻇﺒﻲ......................................................................................................................  ﻣﻌـﺮض اﻟﺸــــﺮق ا!وﺳﻂ ﻟﻠﻤﻮﻟـﺪات اﻟﻜﻬﺮﺑﺎﺋﻴﺔ............ ٦  ـ٤
 دﺑﻲ...................................................................................................................................  ﻣﻌﺮض اﻟﺸﺮق ا!وﺳﻂ وﺷﻤﺎل أﻓﺮﻳﻘﻴﺎ ﻟﻠﺘﻌﺪﻳﻦ............ ٧  ـ٦
 إرﺑﻴﻞ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................  ﻣﻌﺮض ﻣﺸﺮوع اﻟﻌﺮاق............ ٢٢  ـ١٩
 دﺑﻲ.................................................................................................................................................  اﻟﻨﻔﻂ واﻟﻐﺎز: ﻣﻠﺘﻘﻰ اﻟﻤـــــــﻮارد اﻟﺒﺸﺮﻳﺔ............ ٢٧  ـ٢٥
 اﻟﺪوﺣﺔ....................................................................................................................................................................................................  اﻟﻘﻤﺔ اﻟﻘﻄﺮﻳﺔ ﻟﻠﻄﺎﻗﺔ............ ٢٧  ـ٢٦
 اﻟﺮﻳﺎض..............................................................................................................................................  اﻟﻤﻌﺮض اﻟﺴﻌﻮدي ﻟﻠﺘﻌﺪﻳﻦ واﻟﻤﻌﺎدن............ ٢٩  ـ٢٧

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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π«¨°ûàd ódQhh »H …O ácô°T ` GôNƒDe ` âæ∏YGC
ÅfGƒŸG øe OóY π«¨°ûJ É«dÉM ¢SQóJ É¡fGC ,ÅfGƒŸG
π˘«˘ ¨˘ °ûà˘ H á˘ ª˘ à˘ ¡˘ e á˘ cô˘ °ûdG ¿GC º˘ ∏˘ ©˘ dG ™˘ e .¿Gô˘ jGE ‘
,øjhõb ôëH øe πc ≈∏Y á∏£ŸG á«fGôj’EG ÅfGƒŸG
øH óªMGC ¿Éch .»°SQÉØdG è«∏ÿGh ,¿ÉªY è«∏Nh
‘ Égô≤e »àdG ácô°ûdG IQGOGE ¢ù∏› ¢ù«FQ ,º«q∏°oS
πÑb ,Rƒ“/ƒ«dƒj ô¡°T πFGhGC ‘ ¿GôjGE QGR ób ,»HO
,∫Ébh .iÈµdG ∫hódG ™e ájhƒædG á≤Ø°ü∏d Égó≤Y
º«¶Y …wôH ôl°ùL É¡jód ¿GôjGE{ ¿GE ,¬d íjô°üJ ‘
‘ ôjô◊G ≥jôW ÚH §HÒ°S ójó◊G áµ°ùdG øe
‘ ÉæÄfGƒe óLGƒJ ™eh .á«HhQh’CG IQÉ≤dGh Ú°üdG
.z¿GôjGE ¤GE ÜÉgòdG ¤GE êÉàëf ,è«∏ÿG
Ö∏£dG ≈∏Y áØbƒàe §£ÿG ¿GE ÓFÉb ±É°VGCh
≈∏Y ájQ’hO áª«b ájGC ó©H óLƒJ ’h ,AÓª©dG øe
ÅfGƒŸG ≥aGôe ôjƒ£J ‘ πªàÙG ácô°ûdG QÉªãà°SG
Qóéj .øjhõb ôëH πMÉ°S ≈∏Y á©bGƒdG á«fGôj’EG
≈˘∏˘Y ™˘bGƒ˘dG ,ÊGô˘j’EG QÉ˘¡˘ HÉ˘ ¸ AÉ˘ æ˘ «˘ e ¿GC ô˘ cò˘ dÉ˘ H
Gò¡a .ÉkëHôe ¿ƒµj ¿GC øµªŸG øe ,¿ÉªY è«∏N
òæe ¬FÉ°ûfGE ‘ ` É«FõL ` óæ¡dG âcQÉ°T …òdG ,AÉæ«ŸG
øe ,Oƒ¡L ∫òH É«dÉM …ôéj ,ÉkeÉY øjô°ûY ƒëf
AÉæ«e ¤GE ¬∏jƒ– ¤GE ,¿GôjGEh óæ¡dG øe πc ÖfÉL
øe π∏≤j ±ƒ°S ` ∫É◊G á©«Ñ£H ` Gòg .√É«ŸG ≥«ªY

S18TRME42015-Arabic_Layout103/09/201511:36Page101

QÉ``````ÑNGC
IQOÉÑe Éæ≤∏WGC ó≤d{ :ÓFÉb »HO √É«eh AÉHô¡c áÄ«¡d
»àdG á«æWƒdG QÉµàH’G á«é«JGÎ°SG ºYód (Üô°S)
∫GB ó°TGQ øH óªﬁ ï«°ûdG ƒª°ùdG ÖMÉ°U É¡≤∏WGC
á˘ dhO AGQRh ¢ù∏› ¢ù«˘ FQh ¢ù«˘ Fô˘ dG ÖFÉ˘ f Ωƒ˘ à˘ µ˘ ˘e
π©L ±ó¡H ,»HO ºcÉMh IóëàŸG á«Hô©dG äGQÉe’EG
Ìc’CG ∫hódG øe IóMGh IóëàŸG á«Hô©dG äGQÉe’EG
å«M .äGƒæ°S ™Ñ°S ¿ƒ°†Z ‘ ⁄É©dG ‘ GQÉµàHG
áØdGC ÌcGCh π¡°SGC äÉeóN Ëó≤J ‘ ∂dP ºgÉ°ù«°S
πLGC øe á«dhódG ÒjÉ©ŸG ≈∏Y’C É≤ah Ωóîà°ùª∏d
.z√ô°SÉCH ™ªàÛG IOÉ©°S ≥«≤–

√ò˘ g á˘ Ä˘ «˘ ¡˘ dG Ωó˘ î˘ à˘ °ùJ ∂dò˘ c .Iõ˘ ¡˘ L’CG á˘ fÉ˘ «˘ °üd
,ΩÉ˘¶˘à˘fÉ˘H É˘ ¡˘ JÉ˘ Yhô˘ °ûe ¢VGô˘ ©˘ à˘ °SG ‘ äGô˘ FÉ˘ £˘ dG
≥˘ jô˘ W ø˘ Y π˘ ª˘ ©˘ dG Ò°S ô˘ jQÉ˘ ≤˘ J ≈˘ ∏˘ Y ∫ƒ˘ °ü◊Gh
.á«eGQƒfÉH Qƒ°U •É≤àdG
±ó¡J »àdG (Üô°S) IQOÉÑe áÄ«¡dG â≤∏WGC óbh
‘ QÉ«W ¿hóH äGôFÉ£dG É«LƒdƒæµJ ΩGóîà°SG ¤GE
,»HO ‘ á«àëàdG á«æÑdG ºYódh á«∏NGódG äÉeóÿG
áeóN ‘ á«còdG äÉ«æ≤àdG øe IOÉØà°S’G É°†jGCh
.»HO ¿Éµ°S
…ò«ØæàdG ¢ù«FôdG ,ôjÉ£dG óªﬁ ó«©°S ìô°Uh

Éªc .AÉHô¡µdG øe •Ghƒ∏«c 600 èàæJ á«Fƒ°Vhô¡c
á˘£˘°ûfGC á˘Ñ˘bGôŸ äGô˘FÉ˘£˘dG √ò˘ g á˘ Ä˘ «˘ ¡˘ dG Ωó˘ î˘ à˘ °ùJ
ó˘ ©˘ J »˘ à˘ dGh ,¿ƒ˘ dhÉ˘ ≤ŸG É˘ gô˘ °TÉ˘ Ñ˘ j »˘ à˘ dG ∞˘ «˘ ¶˘ æ˘ à˘ dG
‘ í«ë°U πµ°ûH ìGƒd’CG √òg πª©J »µd á«°SÉ°SGC
çƒ˘ ∏˘ à˘ dGh QÉ˘ Ñ˘ ¨o˘ dG ¿’C ∂dP ;á˘ jhGô˘ ë˘ ˘°üdG á˘ ˘Ä˘ ˘«˘ ˘Ñ˘ ˘dG
IAÉ˘ Ø˘ c ø˘ e π˘ ∏˘ ˘≤˘ ˘j É‡ ,¢ùª˘ ˘°ûdG Aƒ˘ ˘°V ¿É˘ ˘Ñ˘ ˘é˘ ˘ë˘ ˘j
ΩÉ¶àfÉH É¡Ø«¶æJ …Qhô°†dG øªa Gòd .ìGƒd’CG
ó˘≤˘Ø˘à˘d É˘°†jGC QÉ˘«˘W ¿hó˘H äGô˘FÉ˘£˘dG Ωó˘î˘à˘°ù˘ oJh
áÄ«g øµuÁ Ée ,äGôîÑŸG ‘ √É«ŸG ójÈJ á«∏ªY
πeÉµdG ¥ÓZ’EG ¿hO πª©dG øe »HO √É«eh AÉHô¡c

إف ﺳﻲ ﺳﻲ أﻛﻮاﻟﻴﺎ ﺗﻔﻮز ﺑﻌﻘﺪ ﻣﻌﺎﻟﺠﺔ ﻣﻴﺎه ﻓﻲ ﻣﺼﺮ

É¡à÷É©eh √É«ŸG IQGOGE ïjQÉJ ‘ ºî°V’
C G ƒg ó≤©dG Gòg Èà©j ,ácô°ûdG ¬JôcP ÉŸ É≤ah

2^7 ¤GE ,RÉ«àe’G Ióe ∫ÓN ,√OGôjGE ´ƒª› π°üj
É«∏jƒ“ ÉªYO ≈≤∏àj ¬fÉCH Éª∏Y .»µjôeGC Q’hO QÉ«∏e
,ô˘ jƒ˘ £˘ à˘ dGh AÉ˘ °ûfEÓ˘ d »˘ HhQh’CG ∂æ˘ Ñ˘ dG ø˘ e π˘ c ø˘ e
.…ô°üŸG ∂æÑdG ≈∏Y IhÓY ,‹hódG ∂æÑdGh

Gò˘ gh .z»˘ J ¬˘ jGE »˘ °S …GB{h zÉ˘ «˘ dƒ˘ «˘ a{h zá˘ ˘«˘ ˘FÉ˘ ˘°ûf’EG
º˘ K π˘ «˘ ¨˘ °ûà˘ dGh AÉ˘ °ûf’EG ΩÉ˘ ¶˘ f ≈˘ ∏˘ Y º˘ FÉ˘ b ´hô˘ °ûŸG
≈∏Y ójõj Ée QÉªãà°SG ™e ,B( . O. T) º«∏°ùàdG
¿GC ô˘ ¶˘ à˘ æŸG ø˘ eh ,»˘ µ˘ jô˘ eGC Q’hO ¿ƒ˘ «˘ ∏˘ e 561^5
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,É«dGƒcGC »°S »°S ±GE √Oƒ≤J …òdG ,∞dÉëàdG RÉa
πLGC øe »µjôeGC Q’hO QÉ«∏e 2^7 É¡àª«b á°übÉæÃ
á÷É©Ÿ ¢TGhQ ƒHGC á£ﬁ π«¨°ûJh AÉ°ûfGEh º«ª°üJ
.IôgÉ≤dG ,ájô°üŸG áª°UÉ©dG ‘ á©bGƒdGh ,√É«ŸG
á÷É˘ ©ŸG ≥˘ aGô˘ e ™˘ «˘ °Sƒ˘ J π˘ ª˘ ©˘ dG ¥É˘ £˘ f π˘ ª˘ °ûjh
¿ƒ«∏e 1^2 á©°S ™e ,á«dÉ◊G á£ÙG ‘ ájƒ«◊G
1^6 ¤GE á÷É©ŸG √É«ŸG á«ªc IOÉjRh ,Ö©µe Îe
ó≤Y ¿GC º∏©dG ™e Gòg .É«eƒj Ö©µe Îe ¿ƒ«∏e
πª©dG á£N ±GógGC ÚH øe Èà©j ¢TGhQ ƒHGC á£ﬁ
.ô°üe ‘ áeÉ©dG áë°üdGh √É«ŸÉH á≤∏©àŸG ìƒª£dG
ÈcGC ÊÉ˘ K ƒ˘ g Gò˘ g ,á˘ cô˘ °ûdG ¬˘ ˘Jô˘ ˘cP ÉŸ É˘ ˘≤˘ ˘ahh
∫Éª°T ádhO ‘ É«dGƒcGC »°S »°S ±GE ¬H Ωƒ≤J ´hô°ûe
k Gó˘ ≤˘ Y ,2010 ΩÉ˘ Y ,É˘ ¡˘ ë˘ æ˘ e ” ó˘ ˘≤˘ ˘a ,á˘ ˘«˘ ˘≤˘ ˘jô˘ ˘aGC
√É˘ «˘ e á÷É˘ ©Ÿ á˘ £ﬁ π˘ «˘ ¨˘ °ûJh AÉ˘ °ûfGEh º˘ «˘ ª˘ °üà˘ H
¬fGC Éªc ,kÉeÉY øjô°ûY IóŸh ,ô°üe ‘ ±ô°üdG
ÚH á«fhÉ©J ácGô°ûd OÓÑdG ‘ ¬ëæe ºàj ó≤Y ∫hGC
¿ƒ˘ ˘ µ˘ ˘ J ¿GC Oô˘ ˘ éÃh .¢UÉÿGh ΩÉ˘ ˘ ©˘ ˘ dG ÚYÉ˘ ˘ £˘ ˘ ≤˘ ˘ dG
ô˘aƒ˘à˘°S ,É˘¡˘à˘bÉ˘W π˘eÉ˘µ˘H π˘«˘¨˘°ûà˘∏˘d Iõ˘gÉ˘L á˘£ÙG
É¡©éj É‡ ,¿Éµ°ùdG øe ¿ƒ«∏e 5^5 `d É¡àeóN
.⁄É©dG ‘ á÷É©ŸG äÉ£ﬁ ÈcGC øe IóMGh
ó≤©dG íæÃ ájô°üŸG §«£îàdG IQGRh âeÉb óbh
∫ÓN øe É«dGƒcGC »°S »°S ±GE √Oƒ≤J …òdG ±Éëà∏d
É˘«˘Fõ˘L ∑ƒ˘∏˘ªŸG zIó˘jó÷G É˘HhQhGC É˘«˘dGƒ˘ cGC{ É˘ ¡˘ Yô˘ a
∞dÉëàdG ÉeGC .ôjƒ£àdGh AÉ°ûfÓ
E d »HhQh’CG ∂æÑ∏d
äÉ˘ ˘YÉ˘ ˘æ˘ ˘°ü∏˘ ˘d Ωƒ˘ ˘µ˘ ˘°SGQhGC{ ø˘ ˘e ¿ƒq˘ ˘µ˘ ˘à˘ ˘«˘ ˘a õ˘ ˘FÉ˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘dG
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وﻧﺎش ﺗﻨﺪﻣﺞ ﻣﻊ ﺗﻴﺮﻳﻜﺲ اﻣﺮﻳﻜﻴﺔ ﻟﺘﻜﻮﻳﻦ ﺷﺮﻛﺔ ﺟﺪﻳﺪة#ﻛﻮﻧﻲ ﻟ

Ú«ŸÉ©dG ™aôdG äÉeóNh OGƒŸG ∫hÉæJ »YÉ£b ‘ É¡à°üM IOÉjR ±ó¡à°ùJ Iójó÷G ácô°ûdG

.¢ùµ˘ ˘jÒJ á˘ ˘cô˘ ˘°T ø˘ ˘e AÉ˘ ˘°†Y’CG »˘ ˘bÉ˘ ˘Hh ¢TÉ˘ ˘fhÓ
C ˘ ˘d
∞dGC 32 ‹Gƒ˘M É˘ã˘jó˘M á˘∏˘µ˘ °ûŸG á˘ cô˘ °ûdG º˘ °†à˘ °Sh
¿GC ¢TÉ˘ fhÓ
C ˘ d Êƒ˘ c á˘ cô˘ °T âMô˘ °U ó˘ bh .∞˘ ˘Xƒ˘ ˘e
É˘ ˘à˘ ˘∏˘ ˘c ‘ Úª˘ ˘gÉ˘ ˘°ùŸG á˘ ˘≤˘ ˘aGƒŸ ™˘ ˘°†î˘ ˘J á˘ ˘≤˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘°üdG
¥ÓZ’EG •hô°Th á«ª«¶æàdG äÉ≤aGƒŸGh Úàcô°ûdG
á≤Ø°üdG √òg øe AÉ¡àf’G ºàj ¿GC ™bƒàjh .iôN’CG
.2016 ΩÉY øe ∫h’CG ∞°üædG ∫ÓN

ób á›óæŸG ácô°ûdG ¿ƒµJ ¿GC ™bƒàŸG øe ,¢TÉfhÓ
C d
ó˘FGƒ˘Ø˘dG π˘Ñ˘b É˘¡˘MÉ˘HQGCh 2014 äGó˘ ˘FÉ˘ ˘Y â©˘ ˘ª˘ ˘L
(EBITDA) øjódG AÉØjGEh ∑Ó¡à°S’Gh áÑjô°†dGh
.»˘µ˘ jô˘ eGC Q’hO ¿ƒ˘ «˘ ∏˘ e 845h äGQÉ˘«˘ ∏˘ e 10 ≠˘∏˘ Ñ˘ J
π˘ «˘ µ˘ °ûJ º˘ à˘ «˘ °S ,á˘ ≤˘ Ø˘ °üdG ø˘ e AÉ˘ ¡˘ à˘ f’G Oô˘ éÃh
ø˘ ˘e ¢ùµ˘ ˘jÒJ õ˘ ˘æ˘ ˘jô˘ ˘c Êƒ˘ ˘c á˘ ˘cô˘ ˘°ûd IQGOGE ¢ù∏›
Êƒ˘ c á˘ cô˘ °T ø˘ e ¿ƒ˘ æ˘ «˘ ©˘ e á˘ ©˘ HQGC ;AÉ˘ °†YGC á˘ ©˘ °ùJ

á˘ ˘©˘ ˘æu˘ ˘ ˘°üŸoG ,¢TÉ˘ ˘ fhÓ
C ˘ ˘ d Êƒ˘ ˘ c á˘ ˘ cô˘ ˘ °T â›ó˘ ˘ fG
ácô°T ™e ,Góæ∏æa ‘ Égô≤e ™≤j »àdGh äGó©ª∏d
á˘ «ŸÉ˘ Y á˘ cô˘ °T É˘ ©˘ e ¿É˘ fƒu˘ µ˘ à˘ d á˘ «˘ µ˘ jô˘ e’CG ¢ùµ˘ jÒJ
ácô°T ≈YóoJ ,OGƒŸG ádhÉæeh ™aôdG ∫ƒ∏M Ëó≤àd
.¢ùµjÒJ õæjôc Êƒc
ÚH êÉ˘ ˘ eó˘ ˘ f’G Gò˘ ˘ g ™˘ ˘ ª˘ ˘ é˘ ˘ j ¿GC ™˘ ˘ bƒ˘ ˘ àŸG ø˘ ˘ ˘eh
∫É› ‘ »ŸÉY Qƒ°†ëH ¿É©àªàj Úà∏dG Úàcô°ûdG
á˘ ˘eó˘ ˘N ∫ƒ˘ ˘∏˘ ˘Mh ™˘ ˘aô˘ ˘dG äÉ˘ ˘eó˘ ˘Nh OGƒŸG á˘ ˘ dhÉ˘ ˘ æ˘ ˘ e
á∏µ°ûoŸG ,ácô°ûdG ójõJ ¿GC ™bƒàŸG øe Éªc .äGó©ŸG
‘ Éª«°S ’h ,»ŸÉ©dG äÉ«∏ª©dG ¥É£f øe ,ÉãjóM
.á˘Ø˘∏˘µ˘à˘dG á˘°†Ø˘î˘æ˘e á˘ Ä˘ °TÉ˘ æ˘ dG ¥ƒ˘ °ùdG ‘ á˘ °ùaÉ˘ æŸG
∑Éæg ¿ƒµ«°S ¬fGC ¢TÉfhÓ
C d Êƒc ácô°T âaÉ°VGCh
äÉ˘ ©˘ aGô˘ dG π˘ ã˘ e äÉ˘ YÉ˘ £˘ b ‘ Rlõ˘ ©˘ e Qlƒ˘ °†M É˘ °†jGC
¢ù«˘ ˘Fô˘ ˘dG ,ƒ˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘jO ¿hQ ∫É˘ ˘bh .Å˘fGƒŸGh á˘«˘YÉ˘æ˘°üdG
™ªéj êÉeóf’G Gòg{ :¢ùµjÒJ ácô°ûd …ò«ØæàdG
Ωó≤j ôaÉ°†àdG Gòg ∫ÓN øeh ,É©e Úàcô°T ÚH
πµd áª«b Ëó≤àd Éæªµ– ¥É£f ‘ ™≤J iôNGC á©aGQ
Êƒ˘ c á˘ cô˘ °Th ¢ùµ˘ jÒJ á˘ cô˘ °T ‘ Úª˘ gÉ˘ °ùŸG ø˘ e
á˘cô˘°ûd É˘≤˘«˘ª˘Y É˘eGÎMG ø˘µ˘ f É˘ æ˘ fGC É˘ ª˘ c .¢TÉ˘ fhÓ
C ˘d
É¡©e Oƒ¡÷G ôaÉ°†J ¤GE ™∏£àfh ¢TÉfhÓ
C d Êƒc
õ«ªàe ™°VƒH ≈¶– ÉYƒæJ ÌcGCh iƒbGC ácô°T AÉæÑd
á˘ «ŸÉ˘ Y á˘ YÉ˘ æ˘ °U ‘ ìÉ˘ é˘ æ˘ dG ≥˘ «˘ ≤– ø˘ e É˘ ¡˘ æ˘ ˘µÁ
Êƒ˘c á˘cô˘°ûd É˘≤˘ahh .zájÉ¨∏d á˘«˘°ùaÉ˘æ˘J á˘«˘µ˘«˘eÉ˘æ˘jO

ﻃــﺎﺋــﺮات ﺑــﺪون ﻃــﻴــﺎر ﺗــﺘـﻔـﻘـﺪ
اﻟــﻤــﺒـﻨـﻰ اﻟـﻤﺴﺘـﺪام ﻟـﻬـﻴﺌـﺔ
ﻛﻬﺮﺑﺎء وﻣﻴﺎه دﺑﻲ
QÉ˘ «˘ W ¿hó˘ H äGô˘ FÉ˘ W ΩGó˘ î˘ à˘ °SG ‘ »˘ HO √É˘ «˘ eh AÉ˘ Hô˘ ¡˘ c á˘ Ä˘ «˘ g äGCó˘ H
ΩGóà°ùŸG ÉgÉæÑe ‘ IOƒLƒŸG (PV) á«Fƒ°Vô¡µdG ìGƒd’CG ¢üëØd (UAVs)
PGE ,Ú∏FÉg Gó¡Lh Éàbh QÉ«W ¿hóH äGôFÉ£dG ôaƒJ ,áÄ«¡∏d É≤ahh .Rƒ≤dG ‘
kÉ©Hôe k GÎe 9290 ¬àMÉ°ùe ≠∏ÑJ …òdGh ,πeÉµdÉH ≈æÑŸG í£°S ¢üëØJ É¡fGC
Ultra (K4) IOƒ÷G á≤FÉa k GQƒ°U Ωó≤Jh ,≥FÉbO ¢ùªN øe πbGC ‘ É'Ñjô≤J
ÉMGƒdGC ΩGóà°ùŸG ≈æÑŸG í£°S º°†jh .π°ùµHÉé«e 20 ¥ƒØJ ábóH HD

,IOÉà©ŸG áfÉ«°üdG ∫ÉªYGC AÉæKGC áeÓ°ùdG IOÉjRh áYô°ùdG ≥jôW øY äÉ«∏ª©dG IAÉØc Ú°ù– ¤GE ±ó¡J IQOÉÑŸG
ábO πµH AÉ£N’
C G øY ∞°ûµJ É¡fGC Éªc
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9th Annual
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Official Goverrnment Partners

6 - 7 October
ber 2015
Hall 2, Dubai International Convention and
d Exhibition Centre

REGISTER
R ONLINE FOR

FREE
E ENTR
RY
Y
USING CODE
O MMSTR
www.terrapinn.ccom/menaminingvisit

WHERE
E MIDDLE EAST
T, NORTH AND EAST
S
AFRICA
AN MINING COMPANIES AND THE
EIR
PARTN
NERS BUY
Y MINING SOLUTIONS

TOPICS INCLUD
DE:
• Mining explorration
• MENA geolog
gical makeup
• Mining permits and licenses
• Mineral processing
e

1500 ATT
TENDEES
80 EXHIB
BITORS
300 VIPS
S AND MINING COMP
PANIES

• Production effficiency
• Investing
g in m
mining
g pr
p ojects
j
• Quarrying
• Heavy equipm
ment and machinery

JOIN THE
ESE COMP
PANIES:

For exhibition stand
tand enquiries contact
Jessica Salawu on +971 4440 2507
or email Jessica.sala
alawu@terrapinn.com
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Visit the Electricx exhhibition to
discover the latest po
ower
equipment and solutio
ons from
leading international
manufacturers and suppliers,
including:
Registter for FREE fast-track entry
w .electricxegypt.com
www
Co-located with

Partner Events

Organised by
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ﻣﺆﺳﺴﺔ اﻟﺘﻤﻮﻳﻞ اﻟﺪوﻟﻴﺔ
ﺗﺪﻋﻢ ﻗﻄﺎع اﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﻤﺘﺠﺪدة
ﻓﻲ ﺷﻤﺎل أﻓﺮﻳﻘﻴﺎ

اﻟﻜﻮﻳﺖ ﺗﻮاﻓﻖ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﺸﺮوﻋﺎت ﻗﺒﻞ
ﺑﺪء اﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ اﻟﺼﻨﺎﻋﻴﺔ

AÉ°†YGC óMGC - á«dhódG πjƒªàdG á°ù°SƒDe âeÉb
‘ É¡JGQÉªãà°SG IOÉjõH - ‹hódG ∂æÑdG áYƒª›
∫Éª°T ‘ ¥É£ædG á©°SGh á«àëàdG á«æÑdG äÉYhô°ûe
ó˘ bh .§˘ °Sh’CG ¥ô˘ °ûdG ∫hO »˘ bÉ˘ H ÈYh ,É˘ «˘ ˘≤˘ ˘jô˘ ˘aGC
ø˘ ˘e á˘ ˘eõ˘ ˘M ¿ÉC˘ ˘°ûH ¥É˘ ˘Ø˘ ˘JG ¤GE á˘ ˘ °ù°SƒDŸG â∏˘ ˘ °Uƒ˘ ˘ J
πjƒªàd »µjôeGC Q’hO ÚjÓe 208 ≠∏ÑJ ¢Vhô≤dG
á˘ «˘ °ùª˘ °ûdG á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ ∏˘ d äÉ˘ £ﬁ ™˘ Ñ˘ °S ó˘ «˘ «˘ °ûJ á˘ «˘ ∏˘ ª˘ Y
´hô˘°ûŸG Gò˘g ¿ƒ˘µ˘ «˘ °Sh .¿OQ’CG ‘ á˘ «˘ Fƒ˘ °Vhô˘ ¡˘ µ˘ dG
ÉgOƒ≤j »àdG á«°ùª°ûdG ábÉ£dG äÉYhô°ûe ÈcGC óMGC
,§` `°Sh’CG ¥ô` ` °ûdG á˘ ˘≤˘ ˘£˘ ˘æ˘ ˘e ‘ ¢UÉÿG ´É˘ ˘£˘ ˘≤˘ ˘dG
á˘ bƒ˘ eôŸG ΩÉ˘ ©˘ dG Iõ˘ FÉ˘ L ≈˘ ∏˘ ˘Y õ` `FÉ◊G √QÉ˘ ˘Ñ˘ ˘à˘ ˘YÉ˘ ˘H
äÉ≤Ø°U)M''iddle East Renewable Deal
ø˘ ˘ e (§˘ ˘ °Sh’CG ¥ô` ` `°ûdG ‘ IOó` ` é˘ ˘ ˘àŸG á` bÉ˘ ˘ ˘£˘ ˘ ˘dG
.Infrastructure Journal
äÉYÉæ°U ´É£b ¢ù«FQ ,Òeƒ∏°T »µ«Hh ìô°U óbh
á«dhódG πjƒªàdG á°ù°SƒDÃ »ª«∏b’EG á«àëàdG á«æÑdG
:ÓFÉb É«≤jôaGC ∫Éª°Th §°Sh’CG ¥ô°ûdGh ÉHhQhGC ‘
á«àëàdG á«æÑdG ≈∏Y Ö∏£dG ‘ á©jô°ùdG IOÉjõdG ™e{
,ábÉ£dG äÉYhô°ûe á°UÉNh ,á≤£æŸG ‘ ΩÉY πc
‘ ¢UÉÿG ´É£≤dG á«ªgGC äÉYhô°ûŸG √òg RÈoJ
á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ ˘dG ó˘ ˘«˘ ˘dƒ˘ ˘J á˘ ˘«˘ ˘∏˘ ˘ª˘ ˘Y õ˘ ˘jõ˘ ˘©˘ ˘Jh IQó˘ ˘≤˘ ˘dG IOÉ˘ ˘jR
≈∏Y ¬∏dG º©fGC ó≤d{ ,ÓFÉb ±É°VGCh .zIOóéàŸG
¿ÉEa ‹ÉàdÉHh ,á«©«Ñ£dG OQGƒŸG ‘ IôaƒH á≤£æŸG
á°ù°SƒDe äôªãà°SG Éªc .zá∏FÉg ´É£≤dG Gòg ¢Uôa
‘ »µjôeGC Q’hO ¿ƒ«∏e 25 ≠∏Ñe á«dhódG πjƒªàdG
(Alcazar Energy) »˘ ˘ LÒfGE QGRÉ˘ ˘ µ˘ ˘ dG á˘ ˘ ˘cô˘ ˘ ˘°T
AóH ‘ IóYÉ°ùª∏d ∂dPh ,ábÉ£dG ∫É› ‘ IóFGôdG
¥ô°ûdG ‘ IOóéàŸG ábÉ£dG äÉYhô°ûe øe á∏°ù∏°S
ábÉ£dG äÉ£ﬁ ôjƒ£àd É«≤jôaGCh É«côJh §°Sh’CG
.ìÉjôdG ábÉWh á«°ùª°ûdG

AÉæÑdGh ó««°ûàdÉH ¢UÉÿG É¡YÉ£b ¤GE »ÑæL’
C G QÉªãà°S’G øe ójõŸG ÜÉ£≤à°SG ‘ πeÉCJ âjƒµdG

IOóéàŸG ábÉ£dG QOÉ°üe ôjƒ£J ≈∏Y õcôJ »LÒfGE QGRÉµdG

ábÉ£dG ó«dƒJ äÉ£ﬁ øe á∏°ù∏°S áeÉbGE ≈∏Y â≤aGh ób á«àjƒµdG áeƒµ◊G ¿GC á«dÉŸG IQGRh âMô°U
Q’hO äGQÉ«∏e 10 ‹GƒM ≠∏ÑJ á«dÉªLGE áª«≤H iôN’CG á«àëàdG á«æÑdG äÉYhô°ûeh √É«ŸG á«∏– ≥aGôeh
∫ƒ∏jGC/ÈªàÑ°S 16 - 14 øe IÎØdG ‘ ó≤©«o°S …òdG ,zâjƒµdG ∞jÉa è«H{ ¢Vô©e »JÉCjh .ÉÑjô≤J »µjôeGC
.âjƒµdG ‘ »eÉæàŸG ó««°ûàdGh AÉæÑdG ¥ƒ°S ábÉ£dG ´É£b ¬«a Oƒ≤j …òdG âbƒdG ‘ ,2015
äÉYhô°ûe ‹ÉªLGE øe áFÉŸG ‘ 40 áÑ°ùf ábÉ£dG äÉYhô°ûe â∏µ°T ,‹hódG ó≤ædG ¥hóæ°üd É≤ahh
ó««°ûJ ≈∏Y ¥ÉØf’EG ‹ÉªLGE π°üj ¿GC ™bƒàŸG øeh .2015 QÉjGC/ƒjÉe ‘ âjƒµdG ‘ ó««°ûàdGh AÉæÑdG
å«M ,á∏Ñ≤ŸG ¢ùªÿG äGƒæ°ùdG QGóe ≈∏Y »µjôeGC Q’hO QÉ«∏e 100 ¤GE âjƒµdG ‘ ábÉ£dG ´É£b äÉYhô°ûe
É≤ahh .Rô°ûæ«a ¬H âeÉb …òdG åëÑdG ‘ OQh Ée Ö°ùM ,2030 ΩÉ©d á∏eÉ°ûdG É¡à«é«JGÎ°SG ò«ØæJ GCóÑj
äÉYhô°ûŸG ∞«°†à°S å«M ,AÉHô¡µdG ≈∏Y ójGõàŸG Ö∏£dG á«Ñ∏J πLGC øe âjƒµdG íaÉµJ ,áYÉæ°üdG QOÉ°üŸ
IQGRh ídÉ°üd äGQƒ£àdGh äÉjÉØædG á÷É©e øY kÓ°†a ,•GhÉé«e 3580 ‹GƒM ≠∏ÑJ IQób É¡d §£ıG
,»ë°üdG ±ô°üdG á£ﬁ AÉæãà°SÉH ,äGQOÉÑŸG º¶©Ÿ É«æeR ’hóL á«dÉŸG IQGRh ™°†J ⁄ .º«∏©àdGh á«HÎdG
ÒaƒJ ºà«°S ¬fGE ∫ƒ≤dÉH á«Øàµe É¡∏jƒ“ á«Ø«c øY ìô°üJ ⁄ É¡fGC Éªc .2020 ΩÉY ∫ƒ∏ëH GCóÑJ ±ƒ°S »àdGh
âjƒµdG â££N ,äÉYhô°ûŸG √òg ÚH øeh .º¡°S’CG ¥ƒ°S ¢VhôY ∫ÓN øe πjƒªàdG øe áFÉŸG ‘ 50 áÑ°ùf
É¡àbÉW ≠∏ÑJh RÉ¨dÉH πª©J »àdG √É«ŸG á«∏–h ábÉ£dG êÉàf’E á«dÉª°ûdG QhõdG á£ﬁ ´hô°ûe øe á«fÉK á∏Môe
≠∏ÑJ IQó≤H AÉHô¡µdG ó«dƒàd ¿GÒÿG á£ﬁ øe ¤h’CG á∏MôŸG »æÑà°S É¡fGC Éªc .•GhÉé«e 1800 á«dh’CG
IQó≤H á«dóÑ©dG ‘ AÉHô¡µdG ó«dƒJ á£ﬁh ,OƒbƒdG øe áØ∏àﬂ ÉYGƒfGC Ωóîà°ùà°S »àdGh ,•GhÉé«e 1500
øe ábÉ£dG »bÉH ó«dƒJ …ôéj Éªæ«H ,á«°ùª°ûdG ábÉ£dG øe É¡æe •GhÉé«e 60 ó«dƒJ ºà«°S ,•GhÉé«e 280
√OÓH ¿ÉCH ΩÉ©dG Gòg øe ¿GôjõM/ƒ«fƒj ‘ ,»àjƒµdG §ØædG ôjRh ,ô«qª©odG ídÉ°U ≈∏Y ìô°U óbh .RÉ¨dG
ΩÉY ∫ƒ∏ëH IOóéàe QOÉ°üe øe ábÉ£dG øe É¡JÉLÉ«àMG øe áFÉŸG ‘ 15 áÑ°ùf ó«dƒJ ¤GE É°†jGC ≈©°ùJ
2017 ΩÉY ∫ƒ∏ëH á«°ùª°ûdG ábÉ£dÉH πª©J á£ﬁ 100 ¤GE π°üj Ée π«¨°ûJ ∫ÓN øe ∂dPh ,2030
á≤£æe ‘ •GhÉé«e 70 IQó≤H »wÑjôŒ ´lhô°ûe ,πÑ≤ŸG ΩÉ©dG ∫ƒ∏ëH ,πªàµj ¿GC ™bƒàŸG øeh .¤hGC Iƒ£îc
.âjƒµdG áæjóe ÜôZ ™≤J »àdG ájhGôë°üdG ájÉé°T
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IójóL AÉæH äÉYhô°ûe íæ“ âjƒµdG
É«≤jôaGC ∫Éª°T ‘ IOóéàŸG ábÉ£dG ´É£b ºYO
IójóL ácô°T ¿ÉfƒqµJ ¢ùµjÒJh ¢TÉfhÓCd Êƒc
»HO √É«eh AÉjô¡c áÄ«¡d ΩGóà°ùŸG ≈æÑŸG ó≤ØàJ QÉ«W ¿hóH äGôFÉW
ô°üe ‘ √É«e á÷É©e ó≤©H RƒØJ É«dGƒcGC »°S »°S ±GE
¿GôjGE ‘ ÅfGƒe π«¨°ûJ ∫ƒM äÉãMÉÑe ¢VƒîJ ódQhh »H …O
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AÉæÑdG á«æ≤Jh º«ª°üàd »eÉæàŸG QhódG
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¢Vô˘©˘ e ,…Oƒ˘ ©˘ °ùdG AÉ˘ æ˘ Ñ˘ dG ¢Vô˘ ©˘ e ,âjƒ˘ µ˘ dG ∞˘ jÉ˘ a è˘ «˘ H :äÉ«dÉ©a
` Ωƒ˘ «˘ æ˘ eƒ˘ dÓC˘ d ‹hó˘ dG ô“ƒDŸGh ¢Vô˘ ©ŸG ,á˘ «˘ °ùª˘ °ûdG á˘ bÉ˘ £˘ ∏˘ d è˘ «˘ ∏ÿG
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ﺗﺸﱢﻜﻞ ﺗﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﻴﺎ اﻟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ
ﻋﻨﺼﺮاً أﺳﺎﺳﻴﺎً 4ﻧﺸﺎء
وﺗﺸﻴﻴﺪ اﻟﻤﺒﺎﻧﻲ اﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪة،
وﺗﺴﺎﻋﺪ اﻟﻌﻤﻠﻴﺎت ﻣﺜﻞ
) BIMﻧﻤﺬﺟﺔ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت
اﻟﻤﺒﺎﻧﻲ( ﻗﻄﺎع اﻟﺒﻨﺎء ﻋﻠﻰ
ﺧﻔﺾ اﻟﺘﻜﺎﻟﻴﻒ وﺗﻮﻓﻴﺮ
اﻟﻮﻗﺖ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ﺗﻨﻔﻴﺬ
ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ واﺳﻌﺔ ﻣﻦ
اﻟﻤﺸﺮوﻋﺎت .ﻧﺎﺟﻲ ﻋﻄﺎ
ا ،Gرﺋﻴﺲ ﺷﺮﻛﺔ
ا4ﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻴﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﻘﺪﻣﺔ
وﺗﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﻴﺎ اﻟﺘﺼﻨﻴﻊ ﻓﻲ
ﺷﺮﻛﺔ أوﺗﻮدﻳﺴﻚ ﻣﻴﺪﻳﺎ أﻧﺪ
إﻧﺘﺮﺗﻴﻨﻤﻨﺖ ،ﻳﻨﺎﻗﺶ ﻫﺬه
اﻟﺘﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﻴﺎ ودورﻫﺎ داﺋﻢ
اﻟﺘﻄﻮر.

